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Sanderson,
Dear Ms Sanderson,
Thank you for
for the
the opportunity
opportunitytotocontribute
contributetotothe
theStanding
StandingCommittee
Committeeon
onEnd
EndofofLife
LifeChoices'
Choices'
consultation. I congratulate the Western Australia parliament
establishing this
this important
importantreview.
review.
parliament for establishing
There are significant
and integrate
integrate
significant opportunities
opportunities for the Parliament of Western Australia to update
update and
legislation and regulation
regulation about
aboutend
endof
oflife
life choices.
choices. For
For example, the Guardian
Guardjan and
and Administration
Admjnjsfrafjon
Act 1990
1990 (as
care directives, but overlooks
overlooks an
an integrated
integrated
Act
(as amended)
amended) gives recognition to advance care
approach for
for advance
advance care
care planning,
planmng, which encompasses far more than
than the
the document
documentitself.
itself.
approach
this submission
submission focuses
focuses on
on an
an end
endof
oflife
life choice
choice which a great majority
majority of
of Western
However, this
Australians believe should
should be
be available,
available, but
but currently
currentlyisis not:
not: assisted
assisteddying.
dying.
I run DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com,, an information service promoting
promoting facts
facts and
and reason
reasonto
to counter
co1mterextensive
extensive
misinformation about
about end
end of
of life
life choices,
choices, especially in regard to lawful assisted
assisted dying.
dying. IIam
amaa past
past
misinformation
President
and
CEO
of
Dying
With
Dignity
Victoria
Inc,
past
and
Foundation
Chairman
and
CEO
of
President and CEO
Inc, past
Foundation Chairman and CEO of
national umbrella
umbrella group
group YourLastRight.com
YourLastRight.com Ltd, and a past President
President of
of the World Federation
Federation of
of
abreast of
of
Right To Die Societies,
Societies,Inc.
Inc.As
Asaaformer
formerprimary
primary medical
medical researcher, I continue to keep abreast
health issues from a range of
of perspectives,
perspectives, including
including ethics,
ethics, practice
practice and
and research.
research.II hold
holdaaliterature
literature
of over 7,000
7,000 professional
dying and
and related
relatedtopics.
topics.
database of
professional journal
journal and other articles on assisted dying
This submission:
•

Discusses the
the need of
of assisted dying
dying law
law reform;
reform;
Discusses
the empirical evidence
evidence demonstrating the

•

strong desire
desire of
of Western
Western Australians
Australians (and
(andAustralians
Australiansiningeneral)
general)for
for
Provides evidence of the strong
dying legislative
legislative reform;
reform;
responsible assisted dying

•

'slippery slope'
slope' arguments
arguments
Presents primary research evidence that refutes supposed 'slippery
dying law
law reform;
reform;
advanced against assisted dying

•

Explains examples
used by
Explains
examples of
ofunpersuasive
unpersuasive arguments and misinformation commonly used
opponents, and how
how they
they fail,
fail, including acknowledgement from opponents
opponents that
that they
they do
do
indeed fail;
fail;
indeed

•

force around the world
world
Outlines the major forms of assisted dying legislative frameworks in force
today; and

•

development into
into aa
Proposes a broad set of legislative alternatives for
for consideration
consideration and development
specific Bill
legislature.
Bill to
to go
gobefore
before the
the Western
Western Australia legislature.

I would be pleased to appear
appear before the
the Committee
Committee to
to discuss
discuss these
these matters
matters and
and answer
answerquestions.
questions.
Yours sincerely

Neil Francis

by Neil
Neil Francis,
Francis, DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com
Submission by
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Terms
Terms of
of reference
reference
To
into, consider and report
report [abridged]:
[abridged]:
To inquire
inquire into,
0.
Onthe
theneed
needfor
forlaws
lawsininWestern
WesternAustralia
Australiatotoallow
allowcitizens
citizens totomake
make informed
informed decisions
decisions
0. On
regarding their
their own
own end
endof
oflife
life choices,
choices, and, in
in particular,
particular, the
the Committee
Committee should
should —
1.

2.
3.
4.

assess
medical community
to assist a person
assess the
the practices
practices currently
currently being
being utilised
utilised within the medical
community to
to exercise
their end
end of
of life
life when
to
exercise their
their preferences
preferences for
for the
the way
way they
they want to manage their
experiencing
terminal illnesses,
illnesses, including
including the
the role
role of
of palliative
palliative care;
care;
experiencing chronic
chronic and/or
and/or terminal
review
framework of
of legislation,
legislation, proposed legislation
legislation and other
other relevant
relevant reports
reports
review the current framework
and materials
materials in other
other Australian
Australian states
states and
and territories
territories and
and overseas
overseas jurisdictions;
jurisdictions;
consider
type of
of legislative
legislative change
an examination
examination of
of any
any
consider what type
change may be required,
required, including an
federal
legislation; and
federal laws
laws that may impact such legislation;
examine
examine the role
role of
of Advance
Advance Health
Health Directive,
Directive, Enduring
Enduring Power
Power of
of Attorney
Attorney and
and Enduring
Power
laws and
and the
the implications
implications for
for individuals
individuals covered
covered by
bythese
these
Power of Guardianship
Guardianship laws
instruments
in any
any proposed
proposed legislation.
legislation .
instruments in
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Definitions
For the sake of clarity, the following terms are
are defined.
defined.
Euthanasia
"thanatos" (a)
(i>u Oavatoo)
8avm:oo) simply
simply means
means 'good
The combination of the
the Greek
Greek "eu"
"eu" and "thanatos"
'good death'. Note
Theterm
termisisalso
also silent
silent on
on how
how aa
that the term itself does not define what a good death encompasses. The
'good death'
death' might
mightbe
be achieved
achieved despite
despitethe
theattempts
attemptsof
ofsome
some commentators
commentatorssuch
suchas
asProfessor
Professor
Margaret Somerville to attempt to assert
assert method
method (one person administers
administers aa lethal
lethal substance
substance to
to
or aa person
personself-administers)
self-administers)into
intothe
thedefinition
definition(Somerville
(Somerville2014).
2014). ItItsimply
simplymeans
means
another person,
person, or

'good
'good death'.
Passive
Passive euthanasia
euthanasia

Withholding or withdrawing
withdrawinglife-sustaining
life-sustainingtreatment,
treatment, or
orthe
thevoluntary
voluntaryrefusal
refusalofoffood
foodand
andfluids.
fluids.
amongst both
both healthcare
healthcare practitioners and
and
The term 'passive euthanasia' is vigorously debated amongst
scholars due to its
although that
that term
term simply
simply
its included
included and sometimes pejorative term
term 'euthanasia', although
means 'good
death'
.
'good death'.
Voluntary
euthanasia(VE)
(VE)
Voluntary euthanasia

Assistance to
the death
death (i.e.
(i.e. without
to aa good
good death has been voluntarily chosen by the person seeking the
without
undue
influence).
undue influence).
Active voluntary
voluntaryeuthanasia
euthanasia(AVE)
(AVE)
One person administers
administers aa lethal
lethal substance
substanceto
toanother
anotherperson
persontotoachieve
achieveaagood
gooddeath,
death,atatthe
thespecific
specific
request of
of the
the recipient.
recipient.
request
Non-voluntary
euthanasia(NVE)
(NVE)
Non-voluntary euthanasia
death is
is hastened
hastened without
withoutaacurrent
currentexplicit
explicitrequest
requestfrom
fromthe
thepatient.
patient.
A person's death
Physician-assisted
dying(PAD)
(PAD)
Physician-assisted dying
A doctor supplies medication
medication (or
(or aa prescription
prescriptionfor
for medication)
medication) for
for aa lethal
lethalsubstance
substanceto
tobe
beselfselfpatient to
to him
him or
or herself
herself to
to achieve a good death. There
Thereisis considerable
considerabledebate
debate
administered
administered by a patient
and Washington
Washington Dying
Dyjng With
Wjth
amongst scholars as
as to
to whether
whether this
this is
is suicide
suicide or
or not.
not. Under the Oregon and
Acts it is classed not
not as a suicide.
Djgmty
Dignity Acts
suicide(AS)
(AS)
Assisted suicide
One person (not
(not necessarily a doctor) assists another
another person
person to
to self-administer
self-administeraalethal
lethalsubstance
substancetoto
achieve a good death of the recipient, at the recipient's
recipient's explicit
explicit and
and voluntary
voluntaryrequest.
request.
dying(AD)
(AD)
Assisted dying
A person is rendered
rendered assistance
assistance via
via AVE,
AVE, PAD or AS,
person aa good
good
AS, to
to bring
bring about
about what is for that person
this submission
submissionto
to indicate
indicatethat
thataarange
rangeof
offorms
forms
death. This expression will be
be used throughout
throughout this
assisted dying may apply.
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Barbara
Barbara Roberts
Roberts

Former
Former Governor
Governor
Oregon
Oregon

"I
that what
what we
we can
can talk
talk about
about we
we can
can make
make
"I believe
believe strongly
strongly that
better
and I don't
don't think
think that
that anything
anything is
is much
much more
more clear
clear about
about
better and
this
[assisted dying]
dying] law
law than
than what
what is
is happening
happening in
in Oregon.
Oregon.
this [assisted

More
people are
are in hospice
hospice in this
this State
State than
than almost
almost any
any State
State
More people
in
the nation.
nation. Our
Our pain
pain control
control management
management is
is better
in the
better than
than
almost
any State
State in
More people
people
almost any
in the
the nation,
nation, maybe
maybe any
any State.
State. More
die
at home
than in hospitals
hospitals in Oregon.
Oregon.
die at
home than

Everything
about the
the process
process has
has made
made dying
dying better
better in
in Oregon
Oregon
Everything about
for
of citizens,
they use
use the
the law
law and
and take
take
for all
all kinds
kinds of
citizens, whether
whether they
advantage
of it,
And so
so itit has
has given
given
advantage of
it, or
or whether
whether they
they don't.
don't. And
them
dignity, itit has
has given
given them
them choices,
choices, it has
has given
given them
them aa
them dignity,
sense
of self-control.
self-control.
sense of

Oregon
happens when
when you
you make
make the
the law
law and
and the
the
Oregon proves
proves what
what happens
compassion
come together."
together."
compassion come
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Part A:
A: Introduction
Introduction
Thjs
Terms of
ofReference items
Hems 0,1,
0/ 1/ 22 and
and3.
3.
This secfjon
section addresses
addresses Terms

dying is
is where aa person
person is rendered
rendered assistance,
assistance, via
via active
active voluntary euthanasia,
euthanasia, physicianphysicianAssisted dying
dying or
or assisted
assisted suicide, to bring about
about what
what is
is for
for that
that person
person aa good
good death.
death.
assisted dying

A critical
A
critical principle
may make
make aa
A critical
critical principle
principle must be established at the outset:
outset: the person and only the person may
decision to elect for
an
assisted
death
for
themselves.
N
o
p
erson
or
orgamsafjon
may
make
decjsjon
No person or organisation may make aa decision
for
ffor
or assjsfed
dy
jng
on
behalf
of
someone
else.
assisted dying on behalf of someone else.

Decision-making
be avoided
avoided
Decision-making biases to be
During its hearings, deliberations and
and report-writing,
report-writing,ititisis important
importantthat
thatthe
theCommittee
Committeeand
andits
its
Secretariat remains attuned
attuned to
to potential
potentialsignificant
significantsources
sources of
of bias
bias in
in decision
decision making.
making. The
The Committee
Committee
will have received a large number of submissions which may give rise to unintended
biases. Three
Three
unintended biases.
key biases are discussed
discussed here.
here.

Potential bias
bias 1:
1: Strong
Strong emotional
emotionallanguage
language diminishes critical faculties
Strong and emotional language and expressed certainty regarding 'slippery
'slippery slopes'
slopes' and
and how
how'the
'the
vulnerable' will
will supposedly
supposedlybe
be 'at
' atrisk'
risk'from
fromassisted
assisteddying
dyinglaw
lawreform
reformisisaacommon
commonclaim.
claim.
vulnerable'
However, arguments
arguments that
that arouse
arouse strong
strongemotions
emotionscan
canreduce
reducethe
theengagement
engagementof
ofcritical
critical thinking
thinking
(Blanchette
arguments appear
appearstrong
strong(Quraishi
(Quraishi&&Oaksford
Oaksford
(Blanchette 2013)
2013)and
andmake
makeweak
weak 'slippery
'slippery slope' arguments
2013) . Interpretive
linked with
w ithanxiety
anxietyand
andthe
theperception
perceptionofofrisk
risk(Blanchette
(Blanchette&&
2013).
Interpretive biases are particularly linked
2010), which
Secretariat may
may experience
experience as
as aa result
result of
of strong
strong(and
(and
Richards 2010),
which the Committee and Secretariat
untrue) statements appearing
appearing in
in numerous
numerous submissions.
submissions.

Potential bias
bias 2: Repetition
Repetition doesn't make a falsehood
falsehood true
reform, making
making aa
The inquiry will receive a large
large volume
volume of submissions
submissions opposing assisted dying law reform,
of highly repetitious
repetitious claims.
claims. Indeed,
Indeed, from
from Victoria's
Victoria's experience
experience itit is
is clear that
that many
many of
of these
these
range of
and
submissions are form letters
letters in
in which
which groups
groups of people
people have been
been given
given 'talking
'talking points/
points,' and cut and
pasted selections
selections into their own submissions.
pasted
and to
to perceptions
perceptionsofof
of recipients to accepting misinformation,
misinformation, and
Repetition increases the susceptibility of
accuracy of
of the
the claims
claims (Bright-Paul
(Bright-Paul&&Jarrold
Jarrold2012;
2012;Foster
Fosteretetal.
al. 2012).
2012).

Potential bias
bias 3:
3: Use
undeserved 'evidence'
'evidence' cues
cues
Use of
of 'authorities'as
'authorities'as undeserved
Appeals to perceived 'authority'
'authority' or
or 'expertise'
'expertise' are
are common
common when
whenthere
there isis aa diversity
diversity of
of views
views on
on aa
topic (Furedi 2015),
2015), and
inquiry from
from aa number
numb er
and the
the Committee
Committee will
will have
have received submissions to this inquiry
of medical and
are problematic. Where an authority's
and religious
religious 'authorities'. However, such appeals are
authority's
views are opinion-based rather
rather than
than validly
validlyfounded
foundedon
ondirect
directempirical
empiricalresearch,
research,they
theyare
areonly
only
slightly more accurate
accurate than
than chance
chance (Mizrahi
(Mizrahi 2013).
2013). Importantly,
the
views
of
'expert
authorities'
can
Importantly,
authorities' can
the effect of inappropriately
and can
can result
result in
in questionable
questionable political
political
have the
inappropriately excluding options, and
judgements(Robinson
(Robinson&&Goren
Goren1997).
1997).
judgements
In this submission, I report a number of
of cases where 'authorities',
'authorities', such
such as
as those
those holding
holdingthe
thetitle
titleof
of
Professor,
empirical
Professor, or professional associations,
associations, have
have made
made claims
claims contradicted
contradicted by
by appropriate
appropriate empirical
evidence.
evidence.
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Clearly,
status does
does not
not preclude
preclude
Clearly, 'authority' status
misunderstanding
of''evidence'
evidence' and
and misuse
misuse of
of
misunderstanding of
and Secretariat
Secretariat must
misinformation.
The Committee and
misinformation. The
vigilant so
so as
as not
not to
to be
be misled
misled by
byfalse
false claims,
claims, by
by
remain vigilant
virtue of the claimant's
apparent
'expertise'.
claimant's
'expertise'.

Rank
Country
Rank Country
1

UK

2

Australia
Australia

3

New Zealand
New
Zealand

4

Ireland
Ireland

~-------------.0

..
..

Belgium

Recommendati
on 11
Recommendation
That
jfs Secretariat
Seae!a1iat vigilantly
v{r;j}antly
That !he
the Commjttee
Committee and
and its
avojd jnadvertent
jn iits
fs decisjon
avoid
inadvertent Nas
bias in
decision making that
may result from (a)
(a) emotions
emofjons dhninjs/Jjng
diminishing c6fjcal
critical
evaluafjon,
rjse to percepfjons
evaluation, (b) repefjfjon
repetition gjving
giving rise
perceptions of
of
va/jdjty and
validity
and accuracy
accuracy of
of mjs1i1formation,
misinformation, and
(c) appeals to
lo 'authority'
'authorj~v' gjvjng
giving rjse
rise to false
hnpressio
ns
of
'evMence'
qua/jty,
impressions 'evidence' quality, and
and to
inappropriate exclusjon
s.
inappropriate
options.
exclusion of opfjon

Assisted
reform is
is
Assisted dying law reform
necessary
necessary
The
received a large number of
of
The Committee
Committee will have received
that the
the experience
experience of
of aa bad
bad
· submissions
clearl y showing that
submissions clearly
death is not uncommon,
uncommon, and
and that
that many
many would
would have
have liked
liked
the opfjon
the
option of
of an
an assisted
assisted death,
death, whether
whether they
they would have
used it or
or not.
The quality of palliative care
care in Australia is
is world
world-class
-class
and a great credit to its dedicated practitioners.
practitioners.
Independent global
global research
research (The
(TheEconomist
Economist 2010)
2010) has
found the
the overall
overall quality
quality of
of end-of-life
end-of -life care in Australia
to
to that in the UK—the
UK- the world's
to be
be equal
equal to
world's gold standard
and birthplace of
of the
the palliative
palliative care
care discipline—and
discipline-and
ahead of
of all other countries studied
studied (Figure
(Figure 1).
1).
demonstrate the
An increasing
increasing number
number of studies
studies demonstrate
efficacy
ving quality
quality of
of life
life at
at
efficacy of
of palliative
palliative care
care in
in impro
improving
end of
of life
life (Bakitas
(Bakitas et
et al.
al. 2009;
2009; Casarett
Casarett etetal.
al. 2008;
2008;
Follwell et al. 2009;
2009; Garcia
-Perez et al.
al. 2009;
2009; Penrod et
et al.
al.
Garcia-Perez
2010;
al. 2010;
2010; Yennurajalingam
etal.
al. 2011).
2011) .
2010; Temel
Temel et al.
Yennurajalingam et
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Figure 1:
1: Th
e Economist
ratings of
of 40
40
The
Economist ratings
countries'
of end-of-life
end-of -life care.
care.
countries' quality of
Australia
is number 2.
2.
Australia is
Source:
The Economist
Economist (2010)
(2010)
Source: The

,,While
can be
be helped,
helped, complete
complete relief
re/jef of
of sufferjng
js not always
"Whilepajn
pain and
and other symptoms can
suffering is
possjble, even with
wHh optimal
opfjmal palliative
pal}jafjve care."
care." (Palliative
Australia 2006)
2006)
possible,
(Palliative Care Australia
"It
all suffering
sulledng at
at the
the end
endof
oflife."
Jjfe." (Spruyt
"It js
is sjmp}jsfjc
simplistic to
to argue
argue that paJ]jafjve
palliative care can remove all
2006)
and New
New Zealand
ZealandSociety
Society of
ofPalliative
Palliative Medicine]
Medicine]
2006) [then
[then President
President of the Australian and
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" .....palliative
.palhafjve care
and spiritual
spiritual
care can
can control
control most
most symptoms
symptoms and augment patients'psychosocial
patients' psychosocial and
resources
near the
the end
end of
oflife.
hie. On
On occasion,
occasion, however/
resources to relieve most suffering near
however, severe suffering
persists/· in such aa circumstance
circumstance aa patient
patient may
mayask
askhis
hisphysician
physician for
forassistance
assistance in
inending
endinghis
hislife
life
persists;
by providing
death" (American
Palliative Medicine
Medicine
(American Academy
Academy of Hospice
Hospice and Palliative
providing physician-assisted
physician-assisted death"
2007)
2007) [AAHPM,
[AAHPM,like
likePalliative
PalliativeCare
CareAustralia,
Australia,maintains
maintainsaastance
stanceof
of'studied
'studied neutrality'
neutrality' towards
assisted
dying .]
assisted dying.]
Experience
medical literature
literature agrees:
agrees:
Experience reflected
reflected in the peer-reviewed
peer-reviewed medical

//Some pafjents
approaching death
death have
have refractory
refra ctory symptoms."
& Palmer
Palmer 2002)
2002)
'Some
patients approaching
symptoms." (Cowan &
" ..
.patients near
near the
the end
endof
oflife
hie may
may experience
experience intolerable
suffering refra
ctory to palliafjve
...patients
intolerable suffering
refractory
palliative
treatment
."
(Mercadante
et
al.
2009)
treatment." (Mercadante et al. 2009)
//Despite the
term s of
of symptom
control there are still
"Despite
the progress
progress made in palliative
palliative medicine
medicine in terms
symptom control,
many patient
who have
have intractable
intractable symptoms,
symptoms/ because
because the
the treatment
treatment isiseither
either ineffective
ineffective or
or
patientss who
intolerable
." (Maltoni
et al.
al. 2012)
2012)
(Maltoni et
intolerable."
/Tatients with
with advanced
advanced cancer
cancer often
often suffer from
'Patients
from multiple
multiple refractory
refractory symptoms
symptoms in the
the terminal
terminal
oftheir
their life."
hie." (Barathi
2013)
(Barathi & Chandra 2013)
phase of
'Talliative
of distress."
distress ." (Noble 2013)
2013)
Palliative care
care cannot
cannot remove
remove eveiy
every kind of
-

"Relief
2013)
(Orentlicher 2013)
"Relief of suffering
suffering remains
remains an elusive goal for many patients."
patients." (Orentlicher
Equally,
the past President of
of the
the AMA,
AMA, Dr
Dr Brendan
Brendan Nelson,
Nelson, acknowledges
acknowledges that
thatthere
thereis:
is:
Equally, the
/~
.. a small group of
ofpatients
pafjents for
for whom
whom no
no amount
amount of
ofmedical
medical treatment
treatment isisgoing
going totorelieve
relieve their
their
"...a
suffering ." (Nelson 1994)
1994)
suffering."

medical care can never address all
all profound
profound suffering
suffering atatthe
theend
endofoflife,
life, regardless
regardless of
of
Palliative
Palliative and medical
funding
or
organisation
:
some
kinds
of
suffering
have
no
relevant
or
effective
medical
interventions.
funding or organisation: some kinds of suffering have no relevant or effective medical interventions.
To
arrogan ce' (Hain
2014) and"
represents the
the last
las t vestiges
ves tiges of
(Hain 2014)
and "represents
To claim
claim that it can is a "monstrous
"monstrous arrogance"
[medical]
paternali sm" (Horne
2014) . To
(Home 2014).
To expect
expect perfection
perfection in
in every
every circumstance
circumstance is
is unrealistic
unrealistic and
[medical] paternalism"
unfair.
unfair.

'1t
ve care will not rem
ove the
the need
need for
for legalizing
legahzing assisted
"Itisisclear
clearthat
thatimproving
nnproving palliati
palliative
remove
dy
ing/ and that
that legalizing assisted dying need not
not harm palliative
palhative care."
care." (Downar,
&
(Downar, Boisvert &
dying,
Smith2014)
Smith 2014)
No
or organisation
organisation will
will allow
allow palliative
palliative care
care to
to relieve
relieve all
all
No amount
amount of funding or
intolerable
suffering at
at the
the end
end of
of life.
life. To
To expect
expect that itit might
might isis fanciful.
fanciful.
intolerable suffering

Consequences
of denying
denying lawful
lawful assisted dying
dying choice
choice
Consequences of
Some
experience extreme
extreme and unwanted suffering
suffering in
in their
their last
last chapter,
chapter ,as
as will
will have
have
Some dying
dying individuals
individuals experience
been amply
amply documented
documented in
in numerous submissions
submissions to
to the
the inquiry.
inquiry.
been
intense and
and prolonged
prolonged end-of-life
end-of-life suffering,
suffering, the
the consequences
consequences can
can be
be dire.
dire .
For
For those
those wanting
wanting to avoid intense
On average,
average, four Australians over
over the
theage
age of
of70
70 suicide
suicide every
every week
week (Australian
(Australian Bureau
Bureauof
of Statistics
Statistics
2010).
are elderly,
2010). While
Whilenot
notall
allelderly
elderlyAustralians
Australians are
are terminally
terminally ill,
ill, not
not all
all terminally
terminally ill
ill Australians
Australians are
elderly,
so the rate serves
serves as a useful proxy
proxy measure.
measure. The
The evidence
evidence from
from Victoria
Victoria isis more
more specific:
specific: at
at the
the
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Victorian
the state
state Coroner
Coroner reported
reported from
from detailed
detailed psychiatric
psychiatric post-mortem
post-mortem of
of
Victorian Parliament's
Parliament's inquiry,
inquiry, the
that 8.5%
8.5% of
tmrelievable
suicide
cases that
suicide cases
of suicides
suicides in
in Victoria
Victoria are
are of
of people
people facing
facing intolerable
intolerable and
and unrelievable
suffering
at the
the end
end of
of life
life (Gray
(Gray 2015).
2015).
suffering at
The
of Statistics,
researchers agree
agree that
that the
the rate
rate isis underreported
underreported (De
(DeLeo
Leoetetal.
al.
The Bureau
Bureau of
Statistics, coroners
coroners and
and researchers
2010).
emergency response
response
2010).Suicide
Suicidemethods
methods used
used are
are often
often violent
violent and
and undignified,
undignified, traumatising
traumatising emergency
families.
teams
teams and families.
In
the UK
UK itit has
that around
around one
one in
in ten
ten suicides
suicides isis in
in the
the context
context of
of aa terminal
terminal or
or severe
severe
In the
has been
been estimated
estimated that
& Ousbey
2011), and
USA has
chronic
illness (Bazalgette,
(Bazalgette, Bradley
Bradley &
chronic illness
Ousbey 2011),
and 1in10
1 in 10 suicides
suicides in
in the
the USA
has been
been
determined
to occur
occur without
without an
anidentifiable
identifiable mental
mentaldisorder
disorder(Oquendo
(Oquendo& &Baca-Garcia
Baca-Garcia 2014).
2014).
determined to
The
Violent Death
Death Reporting
Reporting System
System (NVDRS)
(NVDRS) in the
the USA,
USA, which
conducts extensive
extensive and
and
The National
National Violent
which conducts
detailed
analysis of suicides
their precursors,
precursors, has
has found
found that
that suicide
suicide circumstances
circumstances differ
differ
detailed analysis
suicides and
and their
different ages,
ages, with incurable
incurable and
and intolerable
intolerable illness
illness by
by far
far the
the most
most common
common reason
reason
considerably
considerably at different
amongst
seniors in
in Oregon
Oregon (Figure
(Figure 2),
2), where
where assisted
assisted dying
dyingisislegal
legal(Shen
(Shen&&Millet
Millet 2015).
2015).
amongst seniors
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Figure
2: Oregon
Oregon suicide
suicide circumstances
circumstances 2003-2012
2003-2012
Figure 2:
Sources:
Oregon DHS.
DHS.
Sources: Shen
Shen && Millet
Millet (2015),
(201 5),personal
personal correspondence
correspondence with Oregon

Indeed,
assisted dying
dying opponents
opponents acknowledge
acknowledge that
that dying
dying patients
patients can
can suicide:
suicide :
Indeed, assisted
11

opfjon of sukMe/
thats obviously
obvjously something
sometmng
" Well
Wellcurrently
currentlypeople
people do/
do, you
you know,
know, have
have the option
suicide, that's
we
encourage. But
But that
that is
js a [sic]
McGushin representing
representing AMA
AMA
[sic] opfjon."
Dr Gerald
Gerald McGushin
we don't
don't encourage.
option." Dr

Tasmania
(McGushin 2014)
2014)
Tasmania (McGushin

mean everybody's
that rjght
jn one sense
sense in
jn that
that suicide
sukMe isjs not
not aacrime,.
crjme/·
"IImean,
everybody's got that
right [to
[to suicide]
suicide] in
what js
... " Prof.
Somerville (Somerville
(Somerville 2007)
2007)
what
is aa crjme
crime jsis assjsted
assisted sujdde
suicide..."
Prof. Margaret
Margaret Somerville

11

Let's face
face it,
jt_, it
jf would have
have been
been quite
qujte possible
possjbfe for
for John
john Elliott,
EJ]jott/ as tragic
tragk and difficult
dHficult as the
the
"Lets
drcumstances
to have
taken his
ms own life
Jjfe here
here in
jn Australia
A ustra]ja and II would
would never
never suggest
suggest -circumstances are/
are, to
have taken
obvjously
everytmng I've
I've said
saM isjs totally
totally contrary
contrary to
to that
that idea."
Mea."l 1 Dr Greg
Greg Pike,
Pike, Southern
Southern Cross
Cross
obviously evelything
(Pike
2007)
Bioethics
Institute
Bioethics Institute (Pike 2007)
11

that many ageing
agejng persons
persons could
could autonomously
autonomously decide
dedde to
to end
end their
thefr own
own lives
Jjves
"II acknowledge
acknowledge that
sense of
of a good life
Jjfe and aa good death,
death whatever
whatever the
the law
Jaw was."
was."
accordjng
thejr own sense
according to their
Fr
Brennan, Jesuit
Jesuit Priest
Priest and
and legal
legal scholar
scholar (Brennan
(Brennan 2009)
2009)
Fr Frank
Frank Brennan,
11

1

JohnElliott
Elliottwas
wasa aSydney
Sydneydoctor
doctorwith
withmultiple
multiple myeloma
myeloma who
whotravelled
travelled totoSwitzerland
Switzerland for
for an
an assisted
assisted
DrDr
John
suicide
Dignitas.
suicide at Dignitas.
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Former Speaker of
of the
the Victorian
Victorian Legislative
Legislative Assembly,
Assembly, the
the Hon.
Hon .Ken
Ken Smith
Smith (Lib.,
(Lib., Bass)
Bass) and II spent
spent aa
week in Oregon,
Oregon, USA,
USA, interviewing
about the
the state's
state's Death
Death With
With Dignity
Dignity Act,
Act, which
which came
came into
into
interviewing people about
effect
effect in
in 1997.
1997.Dr
DrHugo
Hugo Richardson,
Richardson, aa Board-certified
Board-certified palliative
palliative care
care specialist
specialist at
at the
the Oregon
Oregon Health
and Sciences
Sciences University,
University, said
said that before the Act:
"We
thefr
" Wesaw
sawmany
manypafjents
patients who
who felt
felt they
they had
had reached
reached the end of tradjfjonal
traditional treatments for their
djsease
and
that
there
were
no
opfjons.
We
saw,
at
least
jn
the
health
majntenance
group
disease
that there were no options. We
at
in
maintenance group
where
vjofent suicides
sukMes among terminally
termjnally ill
jJJ pafjents
... even
even
where II was
was worldng/
working, many more violent
patients.. ...
though they
they were
were being
bejng provMed
wjth adequate
adequatepalliative
paf]jafjve care,
care/that
thatlife
Jjfe had
hadbecome
become
provided with
them. ,,(interview
recording and
and transcript
transcript on
on record)
record)
jntolerable for them.
"(interview recording
intolerable

And since
since the Death
Death With
With Dignity
Dignity Act
Act came
came into
intoeffect?
effect?
"In that same popufafjon
ofpeople ...
... II have
haveseen
seen no
noviolent
vjofent suicides."
sukMes."
population of

Clearly,
like people elsewhere,
elsewhere, want aa dignified
dignified alternative
alternative when
when end-of-life
end-of-life
Clearly, Western
Western Australians,
Australians, like
suffering
bear : to be able
assistance, from
suffering has become
become too much to bear:
able to
to alight,
alight, with compassionate
compassionate assistance,
from the
suffering one or
or two
two stops before
before the
the inevitable
inevitable terminus.
terminus.
train of indignity
indignity and suffering

It is
is well-documented
prohibition ofofaapeaceful,
peacefu l, doctor-assisted
doctor-assisted death
death drives
drives
well-documented that the prohibition
some
terminally
ill
individuals
to
suicide
using
violent
and
undignified
means.
some terminally individuals
suicide
violent and
means.

Overmedicalisation
institutionalisation of death
Overmedicalisation and
and institutionalisation
In the past, dying patients would
would often
often succumb
succumb quickly
quickly to
to illnesses
illnesses such as
as pneumonia, known
known as
as
'the old man's
man's friend'.
friend' .Contemporary
Contemporary medicine,
medicine, while
while providing
providingeffective
effective relief
relief from
from many
many formerly
formerly
fatal
prolongation of
of dying rather
rather than
than living
living
fatal conditions,
conditions, is
is now
now characterised
characterised by
by the
the institutionalised
institutionalised prolongation
(Foley
extreme levels
levels of
of suffering (Grob
(Grob 2007)
2007) from
(Foley 1995;
1995;Melvin
Melvin2001),
2001),burdening
burdening patients
patients with extreme
morbidities (Banerjee
(Banerjee 2015;
2015; Teunissen
consolations
multiple morbidities
Teunissen et al.
al. 2007)
2007)and
and eroding
eroding traditional
traditional consolations
involved in
in dying
dying and
andbereavement
berea vement(Seale
(Seale 2000).
2000) .
"Those
teclmologjes that
that can save
sa ve life
Jjfe can also prolong
dyjng." (Kenny 2011)
2011)
"Those same technologies
prolong dying."
"Death from
from ma]jgnant
djsease is
js rarely
rarely the
the calm,
calm, dignified
djg mfled process so often portrayed
on
malignant disease
portrayed on
stage and screen."
screen." (Hardy 2000)
2000)
"Skj]Jed
Jjfe in
jn a frajf,
condjfjon is
js
"Skilled nursjng
nursing care can majntajn
maintain life
frail, elderly
elderly pafjent
patient whose general condition
such that a comparable
comparable state in
jn an animal
anjmal might
mjght well
well lead
lead to
to prosecution
prosecufjon of
ofthe
the owner."
owner."
(Baker 1976)
1976)
"LHe-prolongjng
medkal technologies
technologjes frequently not
not only
only fail
fajf to
to relieve
re]jeve sufferjng/
jn a
" Life prolongingmedical
suffering, but in
2014)
very real sense
sense become
become aa source
source of sufferjng
suffering Hself"
itself" (Ekland-Olson 2014)
"Austrafjans
not dying
dyjng as
as they
they would
wouldwish.
wjsh Surveys
Surveys consistently
consjstently show
showthat
thatbetween
between60%
60%
"Australians are not
and
70% of Austra]jans
dje at home, and that
that residential
resMenfjaJ care
care facilities
facj]jfjes are
and 70%
Australians would prefer
prefer to die
thefr
opfjon." (Swerissen
& Duckett 2015)
2015)
(Swerissen &
their least preferred
preferred option."
"Most people's conception
concepfjon of
of what constitutes
constjtute s a good death is
js something
sometNng like
Jjke the
the following:
followjng:
at an advanced age,
age, one falls asleep peacefully
jn
one
's
bed,
preferably
at
home/
more
orless
less
peacefully in ones bed,
at home, more or
free from
jf possjbfe
ed by
byones
on e'srelatives
r efafj vesand
andclose
closefriends,
frjends, accepting
accepfjng the
thefact
fa ct
from pajn,
pain, if
possible surround
surrounded
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that death
death is
js inevitable,
jnevH able, in
jn a clear
clear state
ortumty to
to balance
balan ce
state of mjnd,
mind, after
after havjng
having had
had the opp
opportunity
hfe and
and to
to prepare thoroughly
thoroughly for
forthe
thelong
longgoodbye,
goodbye,all
allinjnall
allsatisfied
safjsfied with
wjth the
the life
hfe one
one
one
ones's life
has led, and while
wmle regretting
regretfjng some
some of
ofthe
the mistakes
mjs takes one
one has committed,
commHted, hoping
hophJS to
to leave
leave behind
behjnd
& Mortier 2013)
2013)
a ppositive
osjfj ve reputafjon."
reputation." (Sterckx,
(Sterckx, Raus
Raus &
Death
described by
by Sterckx
Sterckx and colleagues
colleagues is increasingly
increasingly elusive,
elusive , frequently
frequently hindered
hindered by
by
Death of the
the kind
kind described
excessive
institutionalisation. Assisted
Assisted dying
dying in
in limited
limited circumstances
circumstances isis aa key
key law
law
excessive medicalisation
medicalisation and
and institutionalisation.
reform that will help some
some Western
Western Australians
Australians follow
follow more
more closely
closely their
their preferred
preferred death
death trajectory,
trajectory,
reform
consistent
with
their
own
beliefs,
values
and
circumstances.
consistent
their own beliefs, values and circumstances.
The
ailability of choke
ying is
is itself
The mere
mere av
availability
choice of
of assisted
assisted ddying
itself good
good palliative
palliative care.
care. It
It means
means that
that a dying
dying
individual
can get on with living
living out the
the remainder
remainder of
of life,
life, without
about how
how bad
individual can
without having
having to worry
worry about
tomorrow might
might be
be if
if there
there is
is no
no acceptable
acceptable 'exit'
'exit' plan.
plan . This
This is
is the
the clear
clear evidence
evidence in
in jurisdictions
jurisdictions
tomorrow
where
assisted dying
dying is
is legal.
legal.
where assisted

"I have
two pafjents
now, their
thefrfamilies
famjljes claimed
cJajmed that
that they
they lived
hved longer
longer from
from
have had at least two
patients now
knowjng
that they
they would
wou ld have
have that
that control,
control, they
they would
would have
have the
thestrength
s trength tototake
take another
another trip
trp
knowing that
or to go
even when
when their
thefr body told them
them they
they were
were not hungry because
becau se they
they
go ahead
ahead and eat even
knew they
they had that
that control
control back
ba ck and they
they could
could now play out
out aa few
few more things."
thjngs."
Dr
Gideonse, Medical
Medical Director,
Director, Oregon
Oregon Health
Health and
and Sciences
Sciences University
University Richmond,
Richmond ,
Dr Nicholas
Nicholas Gideonse,
has helped
helped aa handful
handful of
of patients
patients use
use the
the Death
Death With
With Dignity
Dignity Act.
Act.
has

Current
normat ive practice
pract ice favours
favours medical
medica l interventionism,
interventionism, but
but ininsome
some circumstances
circumstances
Current normative
unhelpfu l,are
are unwanted
unwanted and
and can
can even
even exacerbate
exacerbate suffering.
suffering .
intervent ions are
are unhelpful,
interventions

Choice
rational
Choice to
to die
die can
can be
be rational
Community
perception of
of suicide
suicide is
is that
that acting
acting to
to end
end one's
one 'slife
life isis irrational,
irrational, ill-informed,
ill-informed, impulsive,
impulsive ,
Community perception
and
the result
result of mental
illness with or
or without concomitant
concomitant substance
substance abuse.
abuse. In
Jn such
such cases
cases the
and the
mental illness
efforts to
to reduce
reduce suicide—are
suicide--are justified.
justified .
negative
perceptions - and efforts
negative perceptions—and
However,
assisted dying cases
cases are quite
quite different.
different. Medical
of mental
mental impairment
impairment in
in
However, assisted
Medical presumption
presumption of
suicide
(Rich 2014),
2014), with
- now
suicide is
is diminishing
diminishing (Rich
with two
two types
types of
of suicide
suicide -— irrational
irrational and
and rational
rational —
now widely
widely
accepted
(den Hartogh 2016).
2016). In
Jn the face
face of refractory
intolerable symptoms
symptoms atatthe
the end
endofoflife,
life,
accepted (den
refractory and intolerable
most
Australian doctors
doctors believe
believe aa request
request for
for hastened
hastened death
death can
canbe
berational,
rational, including
including 96%
96 %of
of NSW
NSW
most Australian
&
O'Malley
1994),
93%
of
Victorian
doctors
(Kuhse
&
Singer
1988)
and
89%
of
South
doctors
(Baume
doctors (Baume & O'Malley 1994), 93%
Victorian
(Kuhse & Singer 1988) and 89% of South
Australian
doctors (Stevens
(Stevens && Hassan
Hassan 1994).
1994) . Amongst
Amongst UK
UK psychiatrists,
psychiatrists, 86%
86 %agree
agree (Shah
(Shah etetal.
al. 1998),
1998),
Australian doctors
81 % of
(Werth &
& Liddle
Liddle 1994),
1994), and 85%
85% of
counsellors
as
as do 81%
of USA
USA psychotherapists
psychotherapists (Werth
of USA
USA mental
mental health
health counsellors
2001).
(Rogers
et al.
al. 2001).
(Rogers et
It has
mental health experts
experts that
that there
there are
are three
three components
components of
of aa rational
rational suicide:
suicide:
has been
been suggested
suggested by mental
(1)
ly hopeless
hopeless condition,
condition, (2)
(2) aa suicidal
suicida ldecision
decision made
madeasasaafree
free choice,
choice,
(1) the
the presence
presence of
of an
an unremitting
unremittingly
and (3)
(3) the
the presence
presence of
of an informed
informed decision
decision making
makingprocess
process(Werth
(Werth&&Cobia
Cobia1995).
1995). These
These checks
checks may
may
readily accommodated
accommodated in
in legislation
legislation to
to permit
permit assisted
assisted dying
d y ing in
in restricted
restricted circumstances.
circumstances .
be readily

Coupled
full information
information from
from doctors
doctors about
about prognosis,
prognosis ,available
available treatments
treatments and
andthe
thetime
time toto
Coupled with full
reflect,
which the
the overwhelming
overwhelming majority
majority of
of Australians
Australians believe
believe
reflect, aa decision
decision to
to hasten
hasten death
death is one which
should
be legally
legally available.
available.
should be
Stances
of aa peaceful
peaceful death
death over-pathologise
over-pathologise suffering
suffering (Rich
(Rich 2014)
2014) and
and
Stances opposed
opposed to the rafjonalpursuit
rational pursuit of
reveal medical
medical paternalism
paternalism (Parker
(Parker 2013).
2013) .
reveal
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A cho
ice to
suffering can
can be
be rational,
rational ,
choice
to die in the
the context end-of-life suffering
irrational, ill-informed
il l-informedand
andimpulsive
impulsiveacts.
acts.
and is distinct from irrational,

Regulation
practice
Regulation of existing
existing underground
underground practice
dying's illegality
illegality in
in Australia,
Australia, research
research reveals
reveals that
thatititisis widely
widelypracticed.
practiced.Many
Many
Despite assisted dying's
nurses have
have collaborated
collaborated with
with doctors
doctors to
to provide
provideassisted
assisteddying,
dying,and
andoccasionally
occasionallyhave
have
Australian nurses
even done
done so
so without
withoutconsulting
consultingaadoctor
doctor(Kuhse
(Kuhse&&Singer
Singer1993).
1993). Nurses
Nurses in
inNew
NewZealand
Zealandalso
also
provide assisted
assisted dying,
dying,sometimes
sometimeswithout
withoutconsulting
consultinga adoctor
doctor(Malpas,
(Malpas,Mitchell
Mitchell&&Koschwanez
Koschwanez
provide
2015;
Mitchell
&
Owens
2004).
2015; Mitchell Owens 2004).

"Euthanasja
js common.
common. It's
It's practiced out
outof
of sight,
sjght, under
underwraps,
wraps,no
noregulation,
reg ula Hon,no
norules,
rules,no
no
"Euthanasia is
supervjsjon." Prof. Peter
Peter Baum
Baum (Baum
(Baum2001)
2001)
supervision."
Professor Baum's statement
statement is borne
borne out
out by
by scientific
scientific search.
search. A
of Australian
Australian doctors
doctors
A national survey of
1996 found
1.9% of
result of
of voluntary
voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia(VE)
(VE) or
or physician-assisted
physician-assisted
in 1996
found that 1.9%
of deaths
deaths were the result
d ying (PAD)
(PAD) (Kuhse
(Kuhse et
et al.
al. 1997).
1997). By
Netherlandsin
in1995
1995 (the
(the closest
closest year
year
dying
By comparison,
comparison, the rate in the Netherlands
research data)
data) was
was2.6%
2.6% (Onwuteaka-Philipsen
(Onwuteaka-Philipsenetetal.
al.2012).
2012). The rate of medically
medically assisted
assisted
of empirical research
deaths in
in Australia,
Australia, where
where the
the practice
practice is
is illegal, was three quarters
quarters the
the rate
rate of
of the Netherlands,
Netherlands, where
where
legal (Figure
(Figure 3).
3).
the practice is legal
0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%
1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

3.0%

I

Australia, 1996
1996 (illegal)
(illegal)
Netherlands, 1995
1995 (regulated)
(regulated)

1.9%
1.9%

2.6%

Figure 3:
3: Assisted
Assisted deaths as
of all
all deaths
deaths —
- illegal
illegal assisted
ass isted dying in
in Australia three
three quarters
quarters
as aa proportion
proportion of
of legal
legal Dutch
Dutch practice
practice
rate of
the rate
Sou rces: Kuhse
al 1997,
1997, Onwuteaka-Philipsen
Onwuteaka-Philipsen et
etalal2012.
2012.
Sources:
Kuhse et al

Similarly, Douglas and colleagues (2001)
(2001) surveyed
finding that
that more
more than
thanaa
surveyed Australian
Australian surgeons, finding
had provided
provideddrugs
drugswith
withthe
theintention
intentiontotohasten
hastenpatient
patientdeath,
death,and
andwith
withmore
morethan
thanhalf
halfofofcases
cases
third had
request from
from the
the patient.
patient.
lacking an express request
to occur not only in Australia (and in
in the
the
Forms of medically
medically assisted dying have been found to
Netherlands where
w here itit has
has been
been lawful
law ful for
for decades),
decades), but
but in
in Belgium
Belgium prior
prior to
to its law reform (Chambaere
(Chambaere
Netherlands
et al. 2015);
2015); Sw
itzerland, Denmark,
Denmark, Sweden
Swedenand
andItaly
Italy(van
(vander
derHeide
Heide
2003);the
theUK
UK(Seale
(Seale2009a;
2009a;
Switzerland,
etet
al.al.2003);
Seale 2009b);
2009b); the
& Clarridge
Clarridge1996;
1996; Lachman
Lachman
the USA (Back
(Back et
et al.
al. 1996;
1996;Bonn
Bonn 2000;
2000;Emanuel,
Emanuel, Fairclough
Fairclough &
2010; Schwarz
2014; Forde,
2010;
Schwarz 2003;
2003; Schwarz
Schwarz 2004);
2004);France
France (Riou
(Riou et
et al.
al. 2015);
2015);Norway
Norway (Forde & Aasland
Aasland 2014;
Forde,
Aasland
& Falkum
Falkum 1997);
1997); and even
even in
in conservative
conservativeGreece
Greece (Voultsos,
(Voultsos, Njau
Njau&
& Vlachou
Vlachou2010),
2010), Northern
Northern
Aasland &
Island (McGlade
(McGlade et
et al.
al. 2000)
2000) and
and Pakistan
Pakistan(Imran
(Imranetetal.
al.2014).
2014).
Island
Indeed, "euthanasia
"euthanasia is
is performed
performedworldwide,
worldwide,regardless
regardlessofofthe
theexistence
existenceof
of laws
laws governing
governingit"
it"
(Gastrnans
et al.
al. 2006),
2006), "in all countries studied"
studied"(Muller,
(Muller,Kimsma
Kimsma&&Van
VanDer
DerWal
Wal1998),"albeit
1998),"albeitin
inaa
(Gastmans et
(Rosenfeld 2000)
2000) "in
(Cassell
secretive manner"
manner" (Rosenfeld
"in the
the privacy
privacy of their [doctor-patient] relationship"
relationship" (Cassell
involvementamong
amongsome
somephysicians
physicians(Smith
(Smith2007).
2007).
1995)
1995) and
and with
with repeated
repeated involvement
The research evidence accords
y own experience. Having delivered countless
cotmtless
accords strongly
strongly with
with m
my
addresses at
at public
public events,
events, conferences
conferences and
and meetings,
meetings, II have
have lost
lost count
countof
of the
the number
numberof
ofdoctors
doctorswho
who
addresses
have approached
approached me
me privately
privately and
and said,
said, in
in one
one way
way or
or another,
another, "of
course I've helped
helped patients
patients to
to die:
die:
"of course
just sometimes it's the right thing to do."
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Occasionally,
ofassistance
assistanceis
is more
moreovert.
overt.In
In1995,
1995,seven
in Melbourne
Melbourne
Occasionally, acknowledgement
acknowledgement of
seven doctors
doctors in
thatthey
theyhad
hadhelped
helpedpatients
patients
achieveaapeaceful,
peacefuthastened
hastened
death,and
andchallenged
challenged
publicly
publicly announced
announced that
achieve
death,
then
VictorianPremier
PremierJeff
JeffKennett
Later,the
the police
themedical
medicalregistration
registration
then Victorian
Kennett to change
change the
the law.
law. Later,
police and
and the
board
dropped
theirinvestigation
investigation
intothe
theseven
sevendoctors.
doctors.Further
Further
caseshave
havebeen
beenoutlined
outlined
in
board dropped
their
into
cases
in
publications,
forexample
examplein
in'
Angelsof
ofDeath'
Death'(Magnusson
(Magnusson
2002)and
and'A
'AGood
GoodDeath'
Death'
(Syme
2008).
publications,
for
'Angels
2002)
(Syme
2008).
Even
Nelson,while
whilePresident
President
ofthe
theAMA,
AMA
Even Dr
Dr Brendan
Brendan Nelson,
of
acknowledged
thathe
he had
hadhelped
helpedhasten
hastenthe
thedeath
deathof
ofaa
acknowledged that
He stated
statedthat
thatin
inthe
the"2
"2percent
percentof
ofcases"
cases"where
where
patient.
patient. He
there
was no
of recovery,
recovery,that
their
there was
no hope
hope of
that "patients,
"patients, their
theirdoctors
doctorsmake
makethose
thosedecisions
decisions[for
[for
families
families and
and their
euthanasia]"
thoughclandestinely,
clandestinely,
because"technically
"technically
euthanasia]" though
because
it
wouldbe
beillegal"
illegal"(Nelson
(Nelson
1995).
it would
1995).
The
The evidence
evidence is irrefutable:
irrefutable: there
there is underground
underground
AMA
Nelson
AMAPresident
President Dr Brendan
Brendan Nelson
assisted
dying
worldwide
and
demonstrates
thatthere
there
assisted dying worldwide and it demonstrates
that
acknowledges
helping
a
patient
die.
acknowledges
helping
a
patient
die.
is a profound
needfor
for assisted
assisteddying
dyinglaw
lawreform
reformto
toallow
allow
profound need
dying
patientsthe
theright
rightto
toseek
seekaa peaceful
peacefulhastened
hastened
dying patients
death,
andto
to protect
protectdoctors
doctorsand
andnurses
nurseswho
whoprovide
provide
thatassistance.
assistance
.Law
Lawreform
reformwould
wouldalso
alsoforce
force
death, and
that
fromthe
the dark
darkshadows,
shadows,
creatingtransparency
transparency
andaccountability
accountability
around
theprocess,
process,
assisted
assisted dying
dying from
creating
and
around
the
which
wouldthen
thenbe
be open
opento
to discussion
discussionand
andimprovement
improvement
if required.
required.
which would
if

Intolerable
and unrelievable
unrelievable
patientsuffering
suffering
drivesunderground
underground
assisteddying
dyingacross
across
Intolerable and
patient
drives
assisted
in jurisdictions
jurisdictions
whereititisisillegal,
illegal,with
withno
nostandards
standards
ofpractice
practiceor
oroversight.
oversight.
the
worldin
the world
where
of

Recommendation
Recommendation 2
That
Westerl7Austra/ja
Par/jament
famjfjarjse
jfselfwith
wjththe
thecase
casefor
lawreform
reform
That the
the Western
Australia Parliament
familiarise
itself
for assjsted
assisted dyjng
dying law
al7d
the
tragk
col7sequel7ces
of
denying
Westerl7
A
ustra/jans
such
a
choke
h1
the
face
of
jntolerable
and the tragic consequences of denying Western ustralians such choice in the face of intolerable
and
ul7re/jevable
el7d-of
-Jjfesuffering.
sufferj17g.
and unrelievable
end-of-life
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Part
Part B:
B:Overwhelming
Overwhelming support
support
Tllls
Termsof
ofReference
Reference
items11and3.
This secfjon
section addresses
addresses Terms
items
and 3.

Repeated
longitudinal
researchshows
showshigh
highlevels
levelsof
of public
dyinglaw
lawreform
reform
Repeated and
and longitudinal
research
public desire
desire for assisted
assisted dying
(Figure
the majority
halfaa century,
century,with
withvery
veryhigh
high
(Figure 4). National
National public
public opinion
opinion has
has been
been in
in the
majority for around
around half
levels
for at
at least
leasttwo
twodecades
decades
(Francis
2012).
levels for
(Francis
2012).
90%
90%
80%
80%

• Support
• Oppose
Oppose
Support n

70%
70%

•••

,

·························· .. ····· ······•
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...........·······
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Figure
assisteddying
dyingover
overmore
morethan
than50
50years
years
Australian public
public attitudes
attitudes towards
towards assisted
Figure 4: Australian
Sources:
ElectionStudy,
Study,VoteCompass
VoteCompass
Sources: Roy Morgan,
Morgan, ASRBP,Newspoll,
Newspoll,Australia
Australia Institute,
Institute, Australian
Australian Election

Support
for assisted
assisteddying
dyinglaw
lawreform
reformin
in the
the2012
2012study
acrossage
educationand
and
Support for
study was
was high
high across
age groups,
groups, education
region.
for personal
personalendendregion. The
The results
results are consistent
consistent with
with a 2013study
study showing
showing overwhelming
overwhelming support
support for
of-life
% to
andaasmall
smallmajority
majority
(52%)in
in
of-life choice
choice from
from 71
71%
to 87%
87%across
acrossaarange
range of
of European
European countries,
countries, and
(52%)
Greece
dying
Greece (ISOPublic
Public2012).
2012).AAconsiderable
considerablemajority
majoritysaid
saidthey
theywould
would consider
consider assisted
assisted dying
themselves
if faced
seriousincurable
incurable
illness.
themselves if
faced with
with a serious
illness.

Australianvoter
attitudes
bydemographic
demographic
Australian
voter attitudes
by
Impeccable
NationalUniversity
University
'Australian
Election
Study'(AES)
(AES)data
datafor
for2016
2016(Cameron
(Cameron
'Australian
Election
Study'
Impeccable Australian
Australian National
at 77%,
with 13%
&
amongstAustralia
Australiavoters
votersat
77%,with
13%
& McAllister
McAllister 2016),
2016),shows
showssupport
support for
for assisted
assisted dying
dying amongst
undecided
andjust
just10%
10%2
opposed(Figure
(Figure5).
5). Strong
Strongsupport
support(43%)
(43%)is
strong
is ten
ten times
times greater
greater than
than strong
2 opposed
undecided
and
opposition
(4%). There
between
malesand
andfemales.
females.
opposition (4%).
There is
is no
no significant
significant difference
difference in
in overall
overall attitudes
attitudes between
males
0%
0%

10%
20% 30%
30% 40%
40% 50%
50% 60%
60% 70%
70% 80%
80%90%
90%100%
100%
10% 20%

Total
Total

34%
34%

43%
43%

In Strongly
Stronglydisagree
• Disagree
Agree n
• Strongly
Stronglyagree
agree
disagree n
Disagree •ff Neither
Neither n• Agree
Figure
5: Australian
Australianvoter
assisteddying
dying
Figure 5:
voter attitudes
attitudes toward
toward assisted
Source:
AES 2016
2016
Source: AES

Support
is high
andopposition
opposition
verylow
lowacross
acrossall
all age
groups(Figure
(Figure6).
6).
Support is
high and
very
age groups

2

Roundingof reported
figuresmay
mayresult
resultin
inthe
theappearance
appearance
ofdata
datanot
notmatching
matching
byup
uptoto1%.
1%.
reported figures
of
by
Rounding
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0%
0%
18-29
30-39
30-39
40-49
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80+

10%
20%
30% 40%
40% 50%
50% 60%
60% 70%
70% 80%
80% 90%
90%100%
100%
10%
20%
30%

1111

=3

14%

34%
34%

13%

5% 6%
6%
5%

44%
44%

27%
27%

49%
49%

16%
34%
42%
_46442•11111111EIMIIIMIMEZ=n
%4% .32111=11221n=2=11M
11%
37%
45%
5% 5% '111211=11MMI11111
12%
35%
44%
7% 7%
12%
38%
36%
M1111nESSIIIEIn

5% 5%

-

1

7% 7%

-1

4% 10%
10%
4%

15%111

36%

35%

Strongly disagree
disagree n• Disagree
Disagree E• Neither
Neither n• Agree
Agree n
• Strongly
Strongly agree
agree
n• Strongly
6: Australian
Australian voter
attitudes toward
toward assisted
assisted dying
dying age
age group
Figure 6:
voter attitudes
Source: AES
AES 2016

Support is
is high and
and opposition
opposition low
low in
in all
all States
States (Figure
(Figure 7).
Western Australia.
Australia.
7). Opposition
Opposition is lowest
lowest in Western
Support
0%
NSW

10%

SA
SA

30%

50%

60%

70%

80%

31%

13%

6%
4% 6%

' ,14%
4%

43%

38%

43%

33%
33%

.

15%

11%

100%

43%

34%

117%1

4% 7%
7%
4%

90%

43%

36%

WA 3%3%Wi4%91
14%

Tas*

40%

6% 5%

Vic 4%4%
4% 4%
Vic
Qld
Qld

20%

46%
46%
41%
41%

33%

•n Strongly
Strongly disagree
disagree •n Disagree
Disagree L
• Neither
Neither •n Agree
Agree •n Strongly
agree
Strongly agree
Figure
7: Australian
toward assisted
assisted dying
dying by
by State
State
Australian voter
voter attitudes
attitudes toward
Figure 7:
Source:
data.
Source: AES
AES2016.
2016.Note:
Note:Tas
Tas*Smaller
* Smallersample
samplesize,
size,result
resultless
lessreliable.
reliable.Sample
Samplesize
sizeofTerritories
of Territoriestoo
too small
small to
to report
report data.

including amongst
Support
for assisted
assisted dying
dying isis in
in the
the majority
majority across
across all
all major
amongst
major religious
religious groupings
groupings,, including
Support for
74%
74% of
of Catholics,
Catholics, 78%
78%of
ofAnglicans,
Anglicans,77%
77%ofofUniting
UnitingChurch
Churchmembers,
members, and
and 89%
89% of
of Australians
Australians with no
religion
(Figure 8).
8).
religion (Figure
0%
0%

10%

20%
20%

I

Catholic
5% 5%
Catholic 5%
Anglican
Anglican
Uniting
Uniting
Other
Chr.
Other Chr.
Other
Non-Ch r.
Other Non-Chr.
No
No religion
religion

ill

9%
7%
9% 7%

50%
50%

60%
60%

70%
70%

80%
80%

100%
100%

11

36%

32%

46%
40%
40%

14%

90%
90%

11111

38%

13%

13%

7%

40%
40%

16%

ram
mak

30%
30%

11

~
17%

37%
37%
28%
28%

27%
27%

~

24%
32%
Astill1111=111111=EMIll

34%
34%

•n Strongly
disagree
Strongly disagree

56%
56%

•n Disagree
Disagree

•n Neither
Neither

Figure
attitudes toward
toward assisted
assisted dying
dying by
by religious
religious affiliation
affiliation
Australian voter
voter attitudes
Figure 8:
8: Australian
Source:
AES 2016.
Source: AES
2016.

(ARI-6 scale)
scale) (Figure
(Figure 9).
The
assisted dying
9) .
religiosity (ARI-6
The strongest
strongest correlation
correlation with
with attitudes
attitudes toward
toward assisted
dying is religiosity
Opposition
to assisted
assisted dying
dying isis almost
almost non-existent
non-existent amongst
amongst religion
religion Rejecters,
Rejecters, Socialisers,
Socialisers, Nationals
Opposition to
Notionals
(have
affiliation but never
ne ver attend
attend services)
services) and
and Occasionals.
Occasionals . Only
Only amongst
amongst Regulars
Regulars
(have aa denominational
denominational affiliation
their own denominational
denominational services
services monthly
monthly or
or more
more often)
often) and
and Devouts
Devouts (weekly
(weekly or
or
(those
(those who
who attend
attend their
more
often),
is
there
significant
opposition.
Regulars
and
Devouts
combined
comprise
just
16%
of
more often), is there significant opposition. Regulars
Devouts combined comprise just 16%
Australian
voters; Devouts
Devouts just
just11°/0.
11 %.
Australian voters;
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Strongly disagree
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Disagree IF• Neither
Neither n
• Agree
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agree
n• Strongly

Figure 9:
9: Australian
Australian voter
voterattitudes
attitudestoward
towardassisted
assisteddying
dyingbybyreligiosity
religiosity
(ARl-6)
(ARI-6)
Figure
Source: AES
AES 2016
2016
Source:

The variation
variation isis confirmed
confirmedby
byaa2011
2011 National
NationalChurch
ChurchLife
LifeSurvey
Survey(NCLS
(NCLSResearch
Research2011),
2011), which
which while
while
hampered by
by aanumber
numberofofsignificant
significantbiases
biases (Francis
(Francis 2017h),
2017h), found an even higher rate
rate of
of opposition
opposition
hampered
dying amongst
amongstthose
thosewho
whoattend
attendreligious
religiousservices
servicesdaily
daily(Figure
(Figure10).
10).
to assisted dying
0%
0%
Rarely
Rarely

10%
10%

20%

30%
30%

40%
40%

50% 60%
60% 70%
70% 80%
80% 90%
90% 100%
100%
50%

25%
25%

Occasionally
Occasionally

41%
41%
42%
42%

Weekly

28%
28%

50%
50%

Daily

26%
26

24%
24%

58%

20%

Total disagree
disagree
n• Total

• Neither
Neither •n Total agree
agree

Figure
10: Attitudes
Attitudes of
of church
church attenders
attenders toward
towardassisted
assisted dying
dying by
by frequency
frequency of
ofattending
attendingreligious
religiousservices
services
Figure 10:
Source:
NCLS Research
Research 2011
2011
Source: NCLS

Religiosity
other measures,
measures, such
such as
as religious
religious
Religiosity explains
explains the
the variation
variation in
in support
support for assisted dying by other
denomination, party
partyvoting
votingand
andage
agegroup.
group.For
Forexample,
example,Figure
Figure11
11illustrates
illustratesthe
thereligiosity
religiosityofof
denomination,
Australians amongst
amongst the
the major
major denominations.
denominations.AAquarter
quarterofofCatholics
Catholicsand
andnearly
nearlyhalf
halfofofAnglicans
Anglicans
are Notionals, that is, they profess affiliation
attend religious
religious
affiliation with
with the
the denomination,
denomination, but never attend
services -— besides
and baptisms.
baptisms.Just
Just 5%
5% of Australians are
are committed
committed (Regular
(Regular
besides weddings,
weddings, funerals and
or Devout) Catholics, and
and aa tiny
tiny 1.6%
1.6% are committed Anglicans.
Anglicans.
Commitment is highest amongst
amongst the
the minor
minor Christian
Christian denominations,
denominations,but
butisisstill
still in
in the
the minority
minorityatat
43%.
0%
10% 20%
20% 30%
30% 40%
40% 50%
80% 90%
90% 100%
100%
70% 80%
50% 60%
60% 70%
0% 10%
Catholic
An
gli can
Anglican
Uniting
Other
Chr .
Other Chr.

41%

6% 10%

43%

::==~==~~~=============
8%
35%
35%
8%
21%
36%

Other
non-Ch r.
Other non-Chr.

12%
•n Notionals
Nationals

• Occasionals
i

17%

• Devouts
n• Regulars n

Figure
11: Strength
amongst Australians
Australians voters
voters
Strength of religious affiliation amongst
Figure 11:
Source:
AES 2016
Source: AES
2016
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0
N

is it
it that
that the
the great
great majority
majority of
of Australians
Australians with aa religion
religion support assisted
assisted dying?
dying?
How is
spoken with
with thousands
thousands of
of people
people about
about their
their support
support for
for assisted
assisted dying,
dying, II can
can report that
that
Having spoken
very frequently
frequently say that
that despite
despite their
their clerics'
clerics' official
official opposition,
opposition, personally
personally they
they believe
believe
of faith
faith very
those of
compassionate and would
would not
not want
want them
them totosuffer
suffer unnecessarily.
unnecessarily .Others
Others go
go further
further and
and
their God is compassionate
that it
it would
would be
be an
an insult
insult to
to squander
squander their
their God's
God 'sgift
giftof
ofreason
reason to
to reach
reach their
their own
own conclusion,
conclusion,
say that
and that
that He
He would
would understand
understand a adecision
decision reached
reached iningood
goodconscience.
conscience .
Clearly, clerics
clerics are
representing the
the views
views of
of the
the vast
vast majority
majority of
of their
their flocks,
flocks, and
and indeed
indeedseem
seemtoto
Clearly,
are not representing
alienating them,
them, as
as religiosity
religiosity ininAustralia
Australiacontinues
continuestotofall
fall(Figure
(Figure12)
12)(Francis
(Francis2017j).
2017j) .
be alienating
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Anglican n
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Catholic • Other
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•
Other
religion
•
No
religion
•
Not
stated
Other Christian
Other religion n No religion n Not stated
)
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0)

)

0)

0)

0)

0)

Figure
Australian population
population religious
religious affiliation
affiliation by
by census
census year
year
Figure 12: Australian
Source:
Bureau of
of Statistics
Statistics
Source: Australian
Australian Bureau

Support
for assisted
assisted dying
dying isis high
high across
across the
the political
political spectrum,
spectrum, including
including aalarge
largemajority
majority ofofGreens
Greens
Support for
(71 %) voters
voters (Figure
(Figure 13).
13).
(87%),
(87%), Labor
Labor (80%),
(80%),Coalition
Coalition(77%)
(77%)and
andminor
minor and
and independents (71%)
0%
10% 20%
20% 30%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80% 90%
90% 100%
100%
70% 80%
0% 10%
40%
50%
60%
Greens
Greens
Labor
Labor

M

A

8%

56%

31%

„L 13%

Coalition
Coalition

38%

Minor/ Ind.
Ind .

23%
•n Strongly
Strongly disagree
disagree

43%

37%

• Disagree
Disagree
n

39%
47%
• Neither
Neither

• Agree
• Strongly
Strongly agree
agree
Agree n
n

Figure
attitudes towards
towards assisted
assisted dying
dying by
by party
party voting
voting
Australian voter attitudes
Figure 13:
13: Australian
Source
2016 Federal
Federal election.
Source:: AES
AES2016.
2016.Note:
Note:First
Firstpreference
preferencegiven
givenfor
for the
the House
House of Representatives
Representatives in
in the 2016
election.
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Assisted dying
issue for voters
voters
Assisted
dying aa major
major issue
Newspoll research
research (Figure
(Figure 14)
14) shows
the relative
Newspoll
shows the
relative importance
importance of a range
range of public
public policy
policy matters
matters in
2012
the NDIS,
NDIS, and boat arrivals
arrivals
2012 (Francis
(Francis2012).
2012).Assisted
Assisteddying
dyingwas
wasrated
rated only
only less
less important
important than the
time and discussed
discussed widely
widely in
in the
the media.
media.
that
were highly
contentious at the time
that were
highly contentious
-40%

-20%

0%

A
disability insurance
insurance scheme
scheme
A national
national disability

20%

40%
40%

Dealing
asylum seeker
seeker boat arrivals
arrivals
Dealing with
with asylum

80%

Whether
abortion isis legal
legal
Whether abortion

emissions trading scheme
scheme
A carbon
carbon tax or emissions
same-sex marriage
marriage isis legalised
legalised
Whether same-sex

100%

85%

13%
17%

78%

Whether
death penalty
penalty is allowed
allowed
Whether death
A national
high-speed broadband
A
national high-speed
broadband network
network

80%

87%

10%

Whether
voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia isis legalised
legalised
Whether voluntary

60%
60%

71%

26%
34%

60%

38%

58%

40%

Less
important
Less important

I

Mo
re important
important
More

Figure
14: Personal
of public
public policy
policy areas
areas to Australian
Australian adults
adults
Personal importance
importance of
Figure 14:
Source:
Newspoll (Francis
(Francis 2012).
2012). Notes:
Notes: Importance
or opposition.
opposition. Public
Public attitudes
attitudes toward
toward same-sex
same-sex marriage
marriage
Importance only,
only, does
does not
not imply
imply support or
Source: Newspoll
ha
ve changed
ile attitudes
assisted dying
dying have
have not.
have
changed markedly
markedly since
since 2012,
2012, wh
while
attitudes toward assisted

More
important
More supporters
supporters than
than opponents
opponents think
think reform
reform important
Legislators
legalisation is more important to
to those
those
Legislators commonly
commonly believe
believe that
that the issue
issue of assisted
assisted dying
dying legalisation
who oppose
oppose it than to
to those who support
support it.
it. The
The myth
myth is
is debunked
debunked by
bythe
the Newspoll
Newspoll research,
research, which
which
found
significantly higher
of supporters
supporters believe
believe assisted
assisted dying
dying legalisation
legalisation is
is
found that a significantly
higher proportion of
important (84%),
(84%), than
thought its
its non-legalisation
non-legalisation important
important (66%)
(66%) (Figure
(Figure 15).
15) . Opposers
than opponents
opponents thought
Opposers
(29%)
(15%) to
important.
(29%)were
wereroughly
roughly twice
twice as
as likely
likely as
as supporters
supporters (15%)
to consider
consider assisted
assisted dying less important
-40%
-40%
Support AD
AD
Oppose
AD
Oppose AD

-20%
-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

~
15%

29%

84%

66%

Less
important I More
I Moreimportant
important
Less important
Figure
15: Personal
of assisted
assisted dying
dying policy
policy to
to assisted
assisted dying
dying (AD)
(AD) supporters and
and opposers
opposers
Personal importance
importance of
Figure 15:
Source:
Newspoll (Francis
(Francis 2012)
20 12)
Source: Newspoll

Voters
punish opposing
opposing MPs
MPs more
Voters will
will punish
The
also the first
first to
behaviour inin
The 2012
2012Newspoll
Newspoll national
national survey
survey was also
to establish
establish voters'
voters' intended behaviour
response
to
their
'usual'
general
election
candidate
supporting
or
opposing
assisted
dying, where
where the
the
response
their
general election candidate supporting or opposing assisted dying,
MP's
stance
is
the
opposite
of
the
voter
's
(Figure
16).
MP's stance
of the voter's (Figure 16).
Overall,
of the electorate
electorate said
change their
their vote
vote away
away from
from an
an
Overall, a much
much larger
larger proportion
proportion of
said they
they would change
MP
opposes assisted
assisted dying
dying law
law reform
reform (23%)
(23%) than away from
from an
an MP
MP who
who supports
supports itit(6%).
(6%). The
The
MP who
who opposes
ratio
against an opposing versus
versus supporting
supporting MP
MPwas
was3.9
3.9toto11overall,2.2
to 11 amongst
ratio of voting
voting against
overall, 2.2 to
Coalition
voters, 4.6
7.1 to
Greens voters.
voters.
Coalition voters,
4.6 to
to 11 amongst
amongst Labor
Labor voters,
voters, and 7.1
to 11 amongst
amongst Greens
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Voter
Voter opposes
opposes
-10%
-5%
0%
-10% -5%
0%
All
All

Voter
supports
Voter supports
5%
10%
15%
5%
10%
15%

6°A.

Coalition
Coalition

7%

20%
20%

25%
25%

30%
30%

35%
35%

23%

I

15%

Labor
Labor

24%

Greens
Greens

4%

32%

Candidate
supports
Candidate supports

Candidate
Candidate opposes
opposes

Figure
16: Proportion
of the
electorate who
who would
would change
change their
their first
first preference
preference ifif 'usual'
'usual' candidate's
candidate's stance
stance
Figure 16:
Proportion of
the electorate
opposite
to their
their own
own
opposite to
Source:
(Francis 2012)
2012)
Source: Newspoll
Newspoll (Francis

Confirming
this insight,
insight, a a more
more recent
recent study
study into
into several
several key
key marginal
marginal Victorian
Victorian electorates,
electorates, each
each
Confirming this
held by
by Labor,
Labor, found
found that
that there
there was
was aa significant
significant difference
difference in
in potential
potential vote
vote changes
changes for
for
currently
currently held
(OmniPoll 2017).
assisted dying
dying law
law reform,
reform, there
there was
was aa51%
51 % upside
upside
these
these MPs
MPs (OmniPoll
2017). For
For MPs
MPs supporting
supporting assisted
versus
6% downside,
or potential
potential net
net difference
difference of
of +45%.
+45%. For
MPs the
was almost
almost
versus 6%
downside, or
For opposed
opposed MPs
the situation
situation was
with a 5%
5% upside
and aa 53%
or potential
potential net
net difference
difference ofof-48%
-48% (Figure
(Figure 17).
17).
reversed,
reversed, with
upside and
53% downside;
downside; or
0%
10 % 20%
20% 30%
30 % 40%
40% 50%
50 % 60%
60% 70%
70 % 80%
80 % 90%
90 %100%
100 %
0% 10%

Support
Support

Ai&D

51%

Oppose
Oppose

53 %
53%

•n More
More likely
lik e ly

• No
No difference
difference

Don
't know
kno w
Don't

•n Less
Less likely
lik ely

Figure
17: Likely
in total
'position' on
on assisted
assisted dying
dying
Figure 17:
Likelychange
change in
total election
election vote
vote for
for member
member 'position'
Source:
2017
Source: OmniPoll
OmniPoll 2017

A
study of
of three
three marginal
marginal Victorian
Victorian Coalition-held
Coalition -held seats
seats also
also found
found 84%
84% or
or more
more of
of voters
voters
A further
further study
support
assisted dying,
dying, with
with around
around half
half of
of voters
voters saying
saying they
they would
would be
be less
less likely
likely to
to support
support their
their
support assisted
Victoria's Voluntary
Dying Bill
Bill
Coalition
Coalition MP
MP at
at the
the next
next election
election ifif they
they did
did not
not support
support Victoria's
Voluntary Assisted
Assisted Dying
(Willingham
2017).
(Willingham 2017).

Not
silver-hair issue
issue
Not just
just a silver-hair
Assisted
dying law
law reform
reform is
is not
not just
just aa matter
matter for
for the
the silver
silver hair
hair brigade
brigade —
-Australia
elders. Every
Every
Assisted dying
Australia's'selders.
Parliament
of
Victoria
hosts
Youth
Parliament,
a
forum
that
helps
the
State's
future
leaders
year,
the
year, the Parliament of Victoria hosts Youth Parliament, a forum that helps the State's future leaders
learn
and practice
practice the
the legislative
legislative process.
process. Delegates
Delegates prepare
prepare and
and introduce
introduce Bills
Bills into
into the
the Parliament
Parliament
learn and
and
debate, amend
amend and
and vote
vote on
on them
them under
under official
official Parliamentary
Parliamentary procedures.
procedures.
and debate,
Victoria's Youth
has dealt
dealt with
with assisted
assisted dying
dying law
law reform
reform four
four times
times in
the last
last decade
decade
Victoria's
Youth Parliament
Parliament has
in the
(Figure
18).
(Figure 18).
•
In
an assisted
assisted dying
dying Bill.
Bill. It was
and
In 2006,
2006, Briana
BrianaPackett
Packettand
and her
her team
team introduced
introduced an
was debated
debated and
passed.
passed.
•
In
passed.
In 2009,
2009, Kathryn
Kathryn White's
White's team
team Bill
Bill was
was debated
debated and
and passed.
•
In
2011,
James
Farrier's
team
Bill
was
debated
and
passed.
In 2011, James Farrier's team Bill was debated and passed.
• And
2013, Tom
team Bill,
Bill, like
also debated,
debated, sent
sent to
to committee,
committee,
And in 2013,
Tom Shields'
Shields' team
like the
the others,
others, was
was also
to a vote
passed.
revised,
revised, went
went to
vote and
and passed.
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Figure 18: Victoria's Youth
Youth Parliament has
has successfully
successfully passed
passedassisted
assisteddying
dyinglegislation
legislationfour
four times
times out
out of
four
in the
the past
pastdecade.
decade.
four in
Source:
Sou rce: DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com

When the youth
youth of
ofVictoria
Victoria can
can develop,
develop, introduce,
introduce,debate
debateand
andsuccessfully
successfullypass
passassisted
assisted
dying legislation
legislation four
imes out
out of
of four,
four, it's
it's time
time for
foran
an adult
adultlegislature
legislatureto
todo
doititonce.
once.
four ttimes

Summary
of Australian public
public attitudes
attitudes
Summary of
In summary,
summary,extensive
extensive research
research into
into voter
voter attitudes
attitudesshows
showsthat:
that:
l.
overwhelming majority of voters support
assisted dying
dying in
in restricted
restricted circumstances.
circumstances.
support assisted
1. An overwhelming
2.
Australian
opinion
in
favour
of
assisted
dying
choice
in
majority
for around half
half
Australian
opinion
in
favour
of
assisted
dying
choice
has
been
the
2.
a century and remains
remains at
at sustained
sustained high
highlevels.
levels.
3. Community
supportspans
spansage,
age, gender,
gender,education,
education,income,
income,region,
region, religious
religious affiliation
affiliation and
and
Community support
voting intention.
intention.
voting
4. Assisted dying
dying law
law reform
reform is
is of
of a higher
higher personal
personal significance to
of other
other
to voters than a raft of
policy areas, many of which
dealt with'
with' by
by the
the legislature.
legislature.
which have
have already been'
been 'dealt
5. Contrary to conventional political wisdom, the attitudes
attitudes of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying supporters
supportersisison
on
average more deeply entrenched
entrenched than
than those
those of
of opposers.
opposers.
6. Overall, election candidates
assisted dying
dying stand
standto
to gain
gainaa significant
significant number
number
candidates supporting
supporting assisted
votes, while opposers
opposers stand
stand to
to lose
lose aa significant
significant number
numberof
ofvotes.
votes.

support for
for assisted
assisted dying law reform
reform is
is in
in the
the very
very great majority
majority in
in all
all but
butthe
the most
most
Voter support
religious, and
candidates.
and translates to a net loss of votes for opposed election candidates.

Recommendation
Recommendation 33
That the Western
Westem Australia Parliament
familiarise itself
itselfwith
with the extensive evidence
Parliament familiarise
evidence of
overwhelmingpublic
public support
supportfor
for assisted
assisted dying;
dying, and that voters are like{v
at a general
likely to punish
punish, at
overwhelming
election,
MPs
who
vote
against
a
to
legalise
assisted
Bill
assisted
dying.
election, RIPS Ivho
against
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Australian health professional
professional opinion
opinion
Australian
AMA opposed
indefensible
AMA
opposed stance
stance indefensible
The
Medical Association
Association (AMA)
(AMA) has
dying law reform,
reform,
The Australian
Australian Medical
has been
been vocally
vocally opposed
opposed to assisted
assisted dying
through
its President,
President, Dr
Dr Michael
Michael Gannon.
Gannon. The
The AMA
AMA conducted
survey of
of (only)
(only) its
members
through its
conducted aa survey
its own members
in 2015/16,
in its
its executive
executive determining
determining to
to retain
retain the
the association's
association's officially
officially opposed
opposed
2015/16, culminating
culminating in
stance
despite deep flaws
flaws in both the survey
surveywhich had been pointed out
out to
to the
the
stance to
to assisted
assisted dying
dying despite
— which
to its
its policy
policy determination
determination (Francis
(Francis 2016c)
2016c) -— and
interpretation of
of results
results
executive
executive prior to
and in its interpretation
biases agajnstassisted
survey
(Francis
(Francis 2017a).
2017a).For
Forexample,
example,despite
despite multiple
multiple methodology
methodology biases
against assisted dying
dying the survey
found:
found:
•
•
•

Only
(50%) agreed
assisted dying;
dying;
Only half (50%)
agreed with
with the
the AMA's
AMA's policy
policy opposed
opposed to assisted
52%
can form
form aa legitimate
legitimate part
part of
of medical
medical care;
care; and
and
52% said
said assisted
assisted dying can
60%
by doctors
doctors ifif lawful.
lawful .
60% said
said assisted
assisted dying
dying should
should be provided by

Given
these results,
Executive's decision
decision to remain
opposed to
to assisted
assisted dying
dying isisindefensible
indefensible since
since
Given these
results, the Executive's
remain opposed
it fails
of views
majority support for
for doctor
doctor
fails to
to represent
represent the
the diversity
diversity of
views amongst
amongst its
its members,
members, and majority
provision if
if legal.
legal. More
More recently,
censured by
by the
the Victorian
Victorian branch of
of the AMA
AMA
provision
recently, Dr
Dr Gannon
Gannon has
has been
been censured
insensitive remarks
remarks about
about assisted
assisted dying
dyinglaw
lawreform
reform(Davey
(Davey&&Alcorn
Alcorn2017).
2017).
for
for tasteless
tasteless and insensitive
The
represent all
all Australian
Australian doctors.
doctors. However,
However, with
with aa claimed
claimed membership
membership base
base of
of
The AMA
AMA purports
purports to represent
31,000of111,166
registered
doctors
as
at
30th
June
2017
(Medical
Board
of
Australia
2017)
the
great
31,000 of 111,166 registered doctors
30th June 2017 (Medical Board of Australia 2017) the
majority
(72%) of
(Figure 19).
19).
majority (72%)
of doctors
doctors are not AMA
AMA members
members (Figure

Membership,
thousands
Membership, thousands
0

10

20

30

AMA
AMA

40

27.:\

27.91 1)1
AMA
AMA

RACGP
RACGP

Figure
19: AMA
2017
Figure 19:
AMA and
and RACGP
RACGPmembership
membershipcounts
countsand
and proportions
proportions 2017
Sources:
RACGP online
data, Medical
Medical Board
Board of
ofAustralia
Australia
Sources: AMA
AMA personal
personal communication,
communication, RACGP
online data,

RACGP
stance
RACGPsupportive
supportive stance
In contrast,
Royal Australian College
College of
of GPs (RACGP)
(RACGP) claims
amongst just
just
contrast, the Royal
claims aa larger
larger membership
membership amongst
(35,000 members,
Royal Australian
Australian College
College of
of GPs
GPs (2017a))
(2017a)) than the AMA has for
for
this
speciality (35,000
this one speciality
members, Royal
RACGP membership
membership represents
represents90%
90%ofofAustralian
AustralianGPs
GPs(38,798
(38,798 asasatatJune
June2017).
2017).
all
doctors. RACGP
all Australian
Australian doctors.

Recently,
Recently, the
the RACGP
RACGPhas
haspublicised
publicisedits
itssupport
support for
for the
the legalisation
legalisation of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying with
with appropriate
appropriate
safeguards
such
as
those
in
the
Victorian
Voluntary
Assjsfed
Dyjng
Bj}j
2017(Royal
Australian
safeguards such as those
the Victorian Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017(Royal Australian
GPs 2017b).
2017b).
College
of GPs
College of

Nurses
supportive stance
stance
Nurses &
& Midwives'
Midwives' Federation
Federation supportive
The
Nursing and
and Midwifery
Midwifery Federation
Federation has
has made
made clear
clear its
its support
support for
for responsible
responsible assisted
assisted
The Australian
Australian Nursing
dying
reform (Australian
(Australian Nursing
Nursing && Midwifery
Midwifery Federation
Federation 2016).
2016).
dying law reform
Additionally,
several ANMF
ANMF branches
own statements
statements of
of support,
support, including
including the
the
Additionally, several
branches have
have made
made their own
& Midwives'
Association 2017),
2017), Victorian
Victorian (ANMF
(ANMF Victorian
Victorian Branch
Branch 2017)
2017) and
NSW
NSW (NSW
(NSW Nurses
Nurses &
Midwives' Association
South
(Wills 2016)
2016) branches.
South Australian (Wills
branches.
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Australian
Psychological Society
Society supportive
supportive stance
stance
Australian Psychological
The Australian
Psychological Society has also released a discussion
discussion paper
paperin
inresponse
responsetotothe
theVictorian
Victorian
Australian Psychological
Parliament's
A ssjstedDying
DyjngBill
Bj]]201Z
2017, supporting
assisted dying
dying choice
choice with appropriate
Parliament's Voluntary
Voluntary Assisted
supporting assisted
appropriate
safeguards
(AustralianPsychological
PsychologicalSociety
Society2017).
2017).
safeguards (Australian

The AMA's
is indefensible
indefensible
AMA's hostile
hostile stance
stance toward
toward assisted
assisted dying
dying law reform is
given the results of its own survey finding
support;
finding much support;
Royal Australian
Col lege of
of GPs,
GPs, the
Midwives'
and the Royal
Australian College
the Australian
Australian Nurses & Midwives'
Federation, and the Australian
Australian Psychological
Psychological society have all
reform.
all endorsed the reform.

Recommendation
Recommendation 4
That
A ustra}jaParliament
Parhamentfamiliarise
famjljarjseitself
itselfwith
wjththe
thediversity
dfrersjtv
views
amon[jst
Thal the Western Australia
ofof
views
an7on,I,
,st
healthcare professjonals,
that the
the AMA's
AMA opposition
oppos1'fjonto
to assisted
assisteddying
dyingfails
fajls to
to reflect
reflect a majority
majon'ty
healthcare
professionals, and
and that
of
jng should be provided
by doctors
docton;ififlegalised.
legalised.
provided by
members' be/jef
belief that
that assjsted
assisted dy
of its own members,
dying

s
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Part C:
C: Opposing
Opposingarguments
arguments critiqued
TlUs
Terms of
ofReference
Referenceitem
item3.
3.
This sechon
section addresses
addresses Terms

Time
up filibustering
filibustering for
for what
what itit is
is
Time to
to name up
Opponents
of assisted dying
dying law
law reform
reform often
often claim
claim that
that there
there is
is no 'rush'
'rush'for
for reform.
reform. A
A typical
typical
Opponents of
example is Fr
that it
it is "presently
"presently an
an academic
academic
Fr Brank
Brank Brennan,
Brennan, who
who says
says that
that "there
"there is
is no
no hurry"
hurry" and that
issue" (Brennan
(Brennan 2011).
2011). Longitudinal
submission clearly
clearly demonstrates
demonstrates
Longitudinal research reported earlier in this submission
dying law
law reform,
reform, and
and are
are prepared
preparedto
topunish
punishMPs
MPsatatelection
election
otherwise: most voters want assisted dying
order to
to get
get it.
it.
time in order
Opponents
also argue
argue that
thatgreater
greaterresearch
researcheffort
effortinto
intoend-of-life
end-of-life experiences,
experiences, motivation
motivationand
and
Opponents also
'question' of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying ought
ought to
to remain
remain open.
open.
vulnerability is necessary,
necessary, and
and tmtil
until then the 'question'
However, we now have
have the
the advantage
advantage of
of many
many years'
years'data
datagathered
gatheredby
byexperienced
experiencedresearchers,
researchers,
where
assisted
dying
is
legal.
The
results
are
clear:
highlighting
practice
across
jurisdictions
highlighting practice across jurisdictions where assisted dying is legal. The results are clear:
controversial medical practices exist in all jurisdictions but
they are
are not
not caused by assisted dying
dying law
law
but they
reform. While practice of assisted dying has increased
increased in
in lawful
lawful jurisdictions
jurisdictions as
as the
the population
population
of choice,
choice, the rate of controversial practices like non-voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia has
has in
in
become more aware of
fact decreased.
decreased. (More on this
this later.)
later.)
need for
for yet more research
research""is
is a normative
normative strategy,
strategy which
wlUch is
is felicitous
felicitous to the status
status
Suggesting the need
quo [against law reform] and
and further
furthermedicalises
medicalises the
the end
endof
oflife,
life, but
but which
wlUch masquerades
masqueradesas
asaavaluevalueneeding
more
knowledge'
(Parker
2005).
neutral
assertion
about
neutral
about needing
knowledge" (Parker 2005).
Endless requests for more information
information is
is not
not value-neutral:
value-neutral: it's
it'sfilibustering.
filibustering.

and deliberation
deli beration is
is aa filibuster.
The claim
The
claim that
that we
we need
need yet
yet more
more information and

Hippocratic Oath fictions
to assisted dying
dying argue
arguethat
thatititcontravenes
contravenesthe
theHippocratic
HippocraticOath.
Oath.However,
However,
Many of those opposed to
Hippocratic Oath
Oath isis more
morethan
than2,300
2,300 years
years old.
old. ItItisis paternalistic
paternalistic(Miles
(Miles2009),
2009), contains no
no
the Hippocratic
statements about
about compassion,
compassion, integrity
integrityor
orhonesty
honesty(Gruenbaum
(Gruenbaum&&Jotkowitz
Jotkowitz2009),
2009), and
andscarcely
scarcely
concerns itself with patient
patient welfare
welfare or
or outcomes
outcomes but
butrather
ratherisisaacode
codefor
for governing
governingmembers
membersofofthe
the
profession
(Robin &
& McCauley
McCauley 1996).
1996). Further,
Further, it:
it:
profession (Robin
•
•
•
•

Demands allegiance
allegiance to
to ancient
ancient Greek
Greek gods;
gods;
prohibits women
women from
from entering
enteringthe
themedical
medicalprofession;
profession;
prohibits
requires current
current doctors
doctors to
to train
trainthe
thefollowing
followinggeneration
generationfree
freeofofcharge;
charge;and
and
surgery.(Edelstein
(Edelstein1943)
1943)
forbids surgery.

It is
then that
thatthe
theHippocratic
HippocraticOath
Oathhas
hasbeen
beendescribed
describedasas"steeped
"steepedin
insexism,
sexism,
is hardly surprising
surprising then
secrecy, self-aggrandisement,
andsorcery"
sorcery"(Robin
(Robin&&McCauley
McCauley1995).
1995). What
Whatisisaccepted
acceptedasasaa
self-aggrandisement, and
and admirable
admirable code
code of
of practice in one era can appear quaint or outrageous in another
normative and
(Meffert
2009).
(Meffert 2009).

Australian
students do
donot
nottake
takethe
theHippocratic
HippocraticOath.
Oath.Some
Somemedical
medicalschools
schools adopt
adoptthe
the
Australian medical students
Declaration of Geneva which
which has
has recently
recently been
beenrevised
revised(Parsa-Parsi
(Parsa-Parsi2017).
2017). However,
However,neither
neitherthe
the
nor current
current versions
versions of
of the
the Declaration
Declaration outlaw
outlaw or
oreven
evenmention
mentionassisted
assisteddying,
dying,despite
despite
previous nor
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some, including the
the President
President of
of the
the Australian
AustralianMedical
Medical Association,
Association, Dr
Dr Michael Gannon, claiming
claiming
that it does (Gannon
(Gannon 2017).
2017). Nevertheless, the World Medical Association (responsible for
for the
the
dying
Declaration of Geneva)
Geneva) has
has separate
separate documents
documents containing statements opposed to assisted dying
(World Medical Association 2013).
majority vote
vote and
andfail
fail to
to
2013).Note
Note that
that these
these policies
policies were
were adopted by majority
represent the
the true
true diversity
diversity of
of views amongst
amongst members.
members.
represent
NSW, have the medical
medical class
class compose
compose their
their
Back
University of
of NSW,
Back to
to oaths:
oaths: other
other institutions, like the University
own declaration, which in practice has contained no statements about euthanasia, abortion
abortion or
or other
other
practices (McNeill
(McNeill &
& Dowton
Dowton2002).
2002).
practices
A thorough
thorough examination
examinationof
ofoaths
oathstaken
takenininUSA
USAmedical
medicalschools
schoolsfound
foundthat
thatonly
only18%
18%ofofschools
schoolsused
used
an oath
oath prohibiting
prohibitingassisted
assisteddying
dying(Kao
(Kao&&Parsi
Parsi2004).
2004).
philosophy
In any case,
case, oaths
oaths are
are not
not the
the appropriate
appropriate foundation
foundation for
for understanding
understanding medical philosophy
Gotterand
2005),
and
they
cannot
and
do
not
guarantee
morality
(Sritharan
et
al.
2001)
Are we
we
(Jotterand 2005), and they
not guarantee morality (Sritharan et al. 2001)..Are
suggesting that
that doctors
doctors who
who graduate
graduatefrom
from medical
medicalschools
schools without
withoutan
anoath
oathare
areless
less moral
moral than
than
graduates of
of schools with
with one—surely
one-surely nothing
nothing but
butan
an'entertaining'
'entertaining'notion
notion(Loudon
(Loudon1994)?
1994)?
graduates

Medical
not take
take the
the Hippocratic
Hippocratic Oath.
Oath. Modern
Modernoaths,
oaths,
Medical students do not
where taken at all, rarely contain statements
statements prohibiting
prohibitingassisted
assisteddying.
dying.

'First
real world
world
'First do
do no
no harm' fails in the real
The Committee will have received numerous submissions imploring
imploring itit to
to reject
reject assisted dying on
on the
the
doctors are
are obliged
obliged to
to 'first
'first do
do no
no harm'—the
harm'-thenon-maleficence
non-maleficenceprinciple.
principle.
basis that doctors
Many medical
medical interventions
interventionscause
causeharm,
harm,for
for
Firstly, the claim has little
little to
to do with the real world. Many
example surgery, chemotherapy,
chemotherapy, and
andeven
evencommon
commonpharmaceuticals.
pharmaceuticals.We
Weconveniently
convenientlycall
callthese
these
unequivocally 'harms'.
'harms'.
outcomes 'side-effects', yet they are clearly and unequivocally
It is therefore false
that medicine
medicine can
can in
in practice
practice "do
"do no
no harm".
harm".ItItdoes.
does.Often.
Often.
false and
and misleading to say that

Based on discussion with their doctor about potential
potential benefits and harms,
harms, and
and their
theirlikelihood,
likelihood, aa
patient will
will judge and
and weigh
weigh the
the information
information in
intheir
their own
owncontext,
context, and
and decide
decide whether
whethertotoproceed
proceed
patient
treatment or
or not.
not.
with treatment
own
There's the crux: it is the paHentwho
patient who assesses the situation according to the information, their own
context,
accord with
with their
their own
own deeply-held
deeply-held values,
values, beliefs
beliefs and
and world
worldviews.
views.
context, and
and whether the options accord
For example, a Jehovah's
to decline a simple life-saving blood transfusion,
transfusion, and
and
Jehovah's Witness may decide to
even though
though the
the direct
direct and
andforeseeable
foreseeable consequence
consequence is death.
death.
that decision is honoured
honoured even
is that
that itit is
is the
the patient—not
pafjent-not a medical association or academic philosopher-who
The principle is
philosopher—who
what constitutes
constitutes·harm
harm(or
(or aa greater
greater harm) in
in his
his or
or her
her own
own context.
context.
decides what

want to die, but find it a lesser harm than
than
Overseas experience
experience clearly
clearlyshows
showsthat
thatdying
dying people
people don't
don't want
The Hon.
Hon. Ken
Ken Smith asked Oregon doctor Peter Regan,
Regan, who has helped aa handful
handful of
of
enduring. The
patients to die under
under their
their Death
Death With
With Dignity
Dignity Act,
Act, why
why there
there wasn't
wasn'tan
anavalanche
avalancheof
ofassisted
assisteddeaths
deaths
as predicted
by critics
critics of
of the
the law:
law:
predicted by
"I
why they would
would[expect
anywhere. It just
out that
that
"I cannot imagine why
[expect an avalanche] anywhere.
just turns out
don't want
want to
to die!'
people don't
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By referring
and in
in the
the face
face of intolerable and unrelievable
unrelievable suffering,
suffering,
By
referring to their own beliefs and values and
may decide
decide that
that dying
dyingisis aa much
much lesser
lesser harm
harm than
thanthe
theharms
harmstotobe
beexperienced
experiencedby
by enduring.
enduring.
patients may
They may even
even believe that
that 'being
'being dead'
dead'isisnot
notaaharm
harmatatall.
all.
Secondly,
and associations
associations (remember
(remember the
the 'authority'
'authority'bias)
bias)
Secondly, not
not only
only lay
lay people,
people, but
but medical 'experts' and
opine that medicine's
medicine 's goal
goal is
is to
to 'heal',
'heal', not
not 'kill'.
'kill'.But
But it's
it's wrong
wrongto
tosuppose
supposethat
thatmedicine
medicine(or
(orany
anyother
other
discipline for that matter) has only
only one
one simplistic purpose
purpose or
or goal.
goal.
not one,
one, but
but four
four major
majorpurposes
purposes(Hastings
(HastingsCenter
CenterReport
Report1996):
1996):
Medicine has not
l.
of disease and injury
injury and
and promotion
promotionand
andmaintenance
maintenanceof
ofhealth.
health.
1. The prevention of
caused by maladies.
2. The relief of pain
pain and suffering caused
3. The care and cure of those with
with aa malady,
malady, and
and the
thecare
care of
of those
those who
who cannot
cannotbe
be cured.
cured.
death and
and the
the pursuit
pursuitof
ofaapeaceful
peaceful death.
death.
premature death
4. The avoidance of premature
It is
and 44 are
are in
inconflict.
conflict. Even
Even purpose
purpose44alone
alonehas
hasinternal
internalconflicts:
conflicts: the
therelief
reliefof
of
is clear that purposes
purposes 22 and
pain and
and suffering
suffering and
and the
the pursuit
pursuitofofaapeaceful
peacefuldeath
deathsometimes
sometimescan
canonly
onlybe
beachieved
achieved through
throughaa
hastened death.
death.

patient's death
death have
have been
been critiqued
critiqued in
in detail
detail and
and found
found to
to
The arguments against doctors hastening a patient's
fail.
js now
ore fundamental
fundamental to
to the
the professjon
duty to
to
fail. "Such a duty [to
[to not
not hasten death] is
now no m
more
profession than a duty
reheve sufferjng/
wluch may
m ay in
jn some
some cases overrjde
jf' (Seay
(Seay 2001).
2001).
relieve
suffering, which
override it"

'First
cial and unrealistic because
because medicine often
often does
does harm.
harm . Medicine
Med icine
'First do
do no harm' is superfi
superficial
also
has
goals
that
can
come
into
conflict:
assisted
death
as
the
on
ly
means
to
provide
relief
also has goals that can come into
assisted
as the only
relief
suffering may
may on
on occasion
occasion take
take precedence
precedence over
over avoidance of
of aa premature
premature death.
death.
of suffering

Assisted dying is not
about 'saving
'saving money'
money'
Assisted
not about
The Committee will also have received submissions
submissions asserting
asserting that
thatassisted
assisteddying
dyingmust
mustbe
berejected
rejected
purpose or
or outcome
outcomeisis to
to save
savemoney.
money.
because its purpose
imputationof
of rapacious
rapaciousself-interest
self-interestfails
fails at
at the
the first
first hurdle
hurdleof
oflogical
logical examination.
examination.
This shabby imputation
Healthcare institutions,
institutions, and
anddoctors,
doctors,create
createjobs
jobs and
andearn
earnincome
incomeby
byservicing
servicingthe
themedical
medicalneeds
needsofof
patients.
They
can
'tdo
that
when
the
pafjent
has
djed.
patients.
can't do that when the patient has died.
An equally shallow counter-imputation
counter-imputationisis that
thathealthcare
healthcare institutions
institutionsand
anddoctors
doctorsover-service
over-service
purpose of
of generating
generating income,
income, accounting
accounting for
for opposition
opposition to
to assisted
assisted dying
dying
patients for the express purpose
reform.
law reform.

Both
unworthy and
andgrotesque.
grotesque.We
Wecan
can note,
note, however,
however, that
thatwhile
whilethe
the purpose
purpose of
Both arguments are unworthy
want it and is
is nothing
nothing to
to do
do with
with
assisted dying is to provide choice to
to those who strongly need and want
money, allowing assisted dying
dying choice
choice does not
not exert upward
pressure
on
the
health
budget.
upwardpressure on the health budget.
In any case, potential savings would
wouldbe
bevery
veryminor.
minor.Research
Research in
inthe
theUSA
USA has
has estimated
estimatedthat
thatatatboth
both
the individual
patientlevel
level and
and the
thestate
statehealthcare
healthcarebudget
budgetlevel
levelsavings
savingswould
wouldbe
betiny—of
tiny- ofthe
theorder
order
individual patient
one tenth
tenthof
ofone
onepercent
percent(Emanuel
(Emanuel&&Battin
Battin1998).
1998).
of less than one
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about saving
saving (or making)
making) money are
insu lting to doctors
doct ors and
and
Arguments about
are ill-informed
ill-informed and insulting
While assisted
assisted dying
pressure on
o n health
health
in
stitu t ions. While
institutions.
dying law
law reform does not exert upward pressure
budgets, estimated savings
savings are
are negligible.
negligible.

the right
right to
to life
life
Assisted dying is
is consistent
consistent with the
The Committee will have received submissions arguing that
that assisted dying
dying is
is incompatible with
with the
the
right to
to life.
life. The claim is
with an
an obligation.
obligation. An
An example
example will
will
is unfounded
unfounded because it confuses a right with
to illustrate.
help to
In March 1912,
1912, Captains
returningfrom
fromthe
the
Captains Robert Scott
Scott and
and Lawerence Oates (and others) were returning
South Pole when bad
bad weather
weather overcame
overcame them.
them.Rimming
Running out of supplies they
they were
were aware
aware they
they were
were
going to die (rather
(rather like
like terminally
terminally ill
ill patients).
patients) . Scott records in his diary
diary that
that Oates,
Oates, leaving
leaving their
their tent
tent
for the blizzard outside,
outside, said
said "I
"I am
am just going outside
outside and
and may
may be
be some
some time".
time".
rjghtto
ob]jgafjon. As a terminally ill patient
At all times Oates had a right
to life.
life. But
But he
he did
did not have an obligation.
might, the thought
thought of
of a long and lingering death would
would have
have been
been aa greater harm to
to him than
than would
would
a much shorter
shorter one.
one.

an obligation.
obligation. The
The right to life
life remains
remains
A right is not an
individual chooses
chooses an
an assisted
ass isted death.
death.
even when an individual
even

Palliative care availability improves
improves
opponents often
often invoke a popular
but false
false 'competition'
'competition' between
between palliative care and
Assisted dying opponents
popular but
In jurisdictions
jurisdictions where
where assisted
assisteddying
dyinghas
hasbeen
beenlegalised,
legalised,palliative
palliativecare
careavailability
availabilityhas
has
assisted dying. In
improved
- including
including increases
increases in funding
funding —
- rather than
than deteriorated.
deteriorated.
improved —
Improvements
to palliative
palliativecare
care were
were deliberate
deliberate facets
facets of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying law
law reform
reformin
inboth
boththe
the
Improvements to
Netherlands
andBelgium,
Belgium, with
with increased
increased funding
funding in
inboth
bothcountries
countriesatatthe
thetime
timeassisted
assisteddying
dyingwas
was
Netherlands and
legalised.
legalised.
Oregon and
and Washington
Washingtontoo
too have
haveseen
seenstrengthening
strengtheningofofpalliative
palliativecare,
care,as
astwo
twoof
ofonly
onlyeight
eightUSA
USA
states to be awarded
awardedan
an"A"
" A"grade
gradefor
forpalliative
palliativecare
care(Morrison
(Morrison
2011;Tolle
Tolle&&Teno
Teno2017).
2017).
et et
al.al.
2011;

Claims that
assisted dying is
or 'damages'
'damages'
Claims
that assisted
is in
in 'competition
'competition with' or
palliative care practice are contradicted
contradicted by
by the
the evidence.
evidence.

Trust in doctors remains
remains high
high
common claim
claim amongst assisted dying
dying opponents,
opponents,particularly
particularlydoctors,
doctors,isis that
thatlegalising
legalising
Another common
assisted dying
dying would
would erode
erode the
thetrust
trustthat
thatthe
thecommunity
communityholds
holdsfor
forthe
themedical
medicalprofession.
profession.
is at
at odds
odds with
with the
the facts.
facts . People's
People's trust
trust in
in doctors
doctors is
is very
very high
high amongst
amongstOECD
OECD
This assumption
assumption is
countries
dying laws
laws (Saarinen,
(Saarinen, Rasanen
Rasanen &
& Kouvo
Kouvo 2016).
2016). Indeed, public trust
trust in
indoctors
doctors
countries wHh
with assisted dying
amongst
Swiss, Dutch,
Dutch, and
and Belgian
Belgian citizens
citizens are
are three
three of
of the
the top
top five
five OECD
OECD results,
results, and
andare
are
amongst Swiss,
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significantly
than Australians'
Australians' trust
trustinindoctors
doctors(Figure
(Figure20)
20),3
that the
the AMA
AMA still
still has
/3 showing that
significantly higher than
some work to do in building trust.
trust.
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30% 40%
40%
10% 20%
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Figure
20: General
in doctors
doctors across
across 22
22 OECD
OECD countries
Figure 20:
General trust
trust in
Source:
Rasanen and
and Kouvo
Kouvo (2016).
(2016). Note:
Note: Dashed
Dashed line
line is
is mean
mean of
ofall
all results.
results.
Source: Saarinen, Rasanen

In regard to changes of public trust in
in doctors
doctors specifically
specifically if assisted dying
dying were
were legalised,
legalised, several
several
provide valuable
valuable insights.
insights. AA1996
1996 USA
USA study found
found that
that amongst
amongstthe
thepublic,
public,91%
91 %
overseas studies provide
trust participating
participatingdoctors
doctorswhile
whileonly
only86%
86% would
would trust
trustnon-participating
non-participatingdoctors.
doctors. AAmere
mere5-8%
5-8%
would trust
of the
public
said
they
would
'likely'
change
doctors
if
theirs
participated,
while
none
said
they
the public
'likely' change doctors if theirs participated,
'definitely'change
changedoctors
doctors(Graber
(Graberetetal.al.1996).
1996).
would 'definitely'

A 2005
& Dugan
Dugan 2005)
2005) found aa majority
majority (58%)
(58%) of the public thought
thought
2005 USA
USA study
study (Hall,
(Hall, Trachtenberg &
doctors
assisted dying
dying would
wouldincrease
increase trust
trustinindoctors,
doctors,with
withjust
just20%
20% believing
believing trust
trust would
would
doctors providing assisted
be diminished; an
an 'improved
'improvedtrust'
trust'ratio
ratioofofalmost
almostthree
threetotoone
one(Figure
(Figure21).
21).AA2009
2009 Swedish
Swedish study
study
(Lindblad, Loft-nark
Lofmark & Lynoe
LynEie2009),
2009),where
wherepublic
publicattitudes
attitudestowards
towards'physician
'physician assisted
assisted suicide'
suicide' (73%
in favour, 15%
15% undecided,
12% opposed)
that legalisation
legalisation
undecided, 12%
opposed) are also similar to those in Australia, found that
of assisted
would increase
increase trust
trustamongst
amongst38%,
38%, not
not influence
influence trust
trustatatall
all among
among45%,
45%, and
and would
would
assisted dying would
decrease
trust
among
17%
of
the
public,
a
ratio
of
more
than
two
to
one
towards
increased
trust.
Of
decrease
among 17%
public,
to
towards increased trust. Of
the 17% opposed to
to law reform,
reform, 75%
75% indicated
that
their
trust
in
doctors
would
decrease.
indicated
would decrease.
2015 UK survey, where public attitudes toward
toward assisted
assisted dying
dying were
were also
also similar,
similar,
Additionally, aa 2015
found that aa much
much larger
larger proportion
proportionof
ofthe
thepublic
public (38%)
(38%) thought that
that legalising
legalising assisted
assisted dying
dying would
would
increase trust in doctors
doctors rather
rather than
thandecrease
decrease itit(12%),
(12%), an improved
improved trust
trustratio
ratioof
ofmore
more than
thanthree
threetoto
one (Populus
(Populus 2015).
2015).

3

These
using consistent
consistent methodology
methodologyacross
acrossthe
theOECD
OECD countries.
countries. There
There isis an
an IPSOS
These results were obtained using
IPSOS poll
in Australian only showing 90%
90% public trust in doctors, but rather than
than independent
independent and
andabsolute,
absolute,the
theresult
result
is relative to other professions including
including clergy,
clergy, business
business leaders,
leaders, union
unionofficials
officials and
and politicians
politicians (Medew
(Medew &
&
Spooner
2016).
Spooner 2016).
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Figure
how legalisation
legalisation of
of assisted
assisted dying
affect patient trust
trust inin doctors
doctors
Public attitudes
attitudes toward
toward how
dying would
would affect
Figure 21:
21: Public
Sources:
and Dugan
Dugan (2005),
(2005), Lindblad,
Lindblad,LO:fmark
Lbfmark and
and LynOe
Lynbe (2009),
(2009), Populus
Populus (2015)
(2015)
Sources: Hall,
Hall, Trachtenberg and

In 2015/6,
2015/6, the
the AMA
AMA asked
asked its
its members
members to
to agree
agree with
with the
the statement,
statement, "Doctor-provided
"Doctor-provided euthanasia
euthanasia
would damage
damage patient
patient trust"
trust"(Australian
(AustralianMedical
MedicalAssociation
Association2016).
2016) .However,
However,aamajority
majority(53%)
(53%)
expressly
the statement
statement (Figure
(Figure 22),
22), while
while fewer
fewer than a third agreed.
agreed .
expressly disagreed
disagreed with the
0%

90% 100%
100%
10%
20%
30%
40% 50%
50% 60%
60% 70%
70% 80%
80% 90%
10% 20%
30%
40%
31%

•

rn

53%

•

• Total
agree I
• Neither
Neither
• Total disagree
disagree
Total agree
Figure
22: 'Doctor-provided
euthanasia would damage
damage patient
patient trust'
trust'
Figure 22:
'Doctor-provided euthanasia
Source:
Medical Association
Associat ion (2016)
(2016)
Source: Australian
Australian Medical

Yet despite
evidence, some
some doctors,
doctors, including
including AMA
AMA President
President Dr
DrMichael
Michael
Yet
despite all
all the
the readily-available
readily-available evidence,
damage trust
trust in
in doctors.
doctors.
Gannon,
claim that
Gannon, claim
that legalisation
legalisation of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying would
would only damage

CJ @amapresident
care for patients,
@amapresident 11
11 Nov
Nov 2016:
2016:Doctors
Doctorsmaintain
maintain this
this Trust
Trust with
with everyday care
#DeclarationOfGeneva @medwma
@medwma @juliamedew
@juliamedew @Rania_Spooner
@Rania_Spooner #ethics
#ethics
by upholding #DeclarationOfGeneva

Trust
in lawful
lawful assisted
assisted dying
dying jurisdictions isis high,
high,
Trust in doctors in
and
in doctors
doctors would
would increase
increase ififassisted
assisted dying
dying were
were legalised.
legal ised .
and trust in

Ample
evidence against 'slippery
'slippery slope'
slope' theories
Ample evidence
theories
1

Opponents
of assisted
assisted dying law reform
reform often
often warn of
of dire consequences:
consequences: that 'vulnerable'
vulnerable' patients
patients
Opponents of
'at risk'
risk' from
from pressure
pressure to
to choose
choose the
the option.
option. There
There are
are three
three broad reasons
reasons why
why these
these
would be 'at
by overseas
overseas evidence,
evidence, or unsupported by
bydomestic
domestic
arguments
fail: rhetorical
arguments fail:
rhetorical sham,
sham, unsupported
unsupported by
evidence
evidence..

Failure
Failure 1:
1: Rhetorical
Rhetorical sham
'The
wjJJ beat
jf we lega]jse
"The vulnerable
vulnerable will
be at rjsk
risk if
legalise assjsted
assisted dyjng!"
dying!"
Various
lobbyists, commentators,
journalists and
Various forms
forms of
of this
this argument
argument are
are advanced
advanced not only by lobbyists,
commentators, journalists
politicians, but even by judges and professional
professional medical
medical bodies
bodies (see
(see examples
examples below).
below).
politicians,
But
nonsensical flapdoodle
flapdoodle because
because they
they use
use drcular
circular rhetork
rhetoric dressed
dressed up
But the
the statements
statements are silly
silly and nonsensical
as a profound or
or self-evidential
self-evidential truth
truthtotofabricate
fabricate aacase
case for
for or
or against
against change
change (Figure
(Figure 23).
23) .
people 'at
'at risk'
risk' as
as different
different groups.
groups. They
They aren't.
aren't. The
The
The
The fabrication
fabrication is
is to
to present
present 'the
'the vulnerable'
vulnerable' and people
Oxford
dictionary defines
as "at
"at risk",
risk", and
and Merriam-Webster
Merriam-Webster agrees:
agrees : "open
"open to
to
defines 'the vulnerable' as
Oxford English
English dictionary
harm".
harm".
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At risk

-

Figure 23:
23: The
sometimes at risk,
risk, they
definition a/wavs
risk
The 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable' are not sometimes
they are by definition
always at risk

Therefore
Therefore it's a drcular
circular sham to
to argue
argue that a group
group becomes itself
itself on the basis of some arbitrary
external change. We
We could equally
equally say
say (Figure
(Figure 24):
24):

..

Wednesday
The
vulnerable

at risk

"The
will be at risk
risk ifif we wear yellow
yellow socks on
on Wednesdays."
Wednesdays."
"The vulnerable
vulnerable will
Figure 24:
24: The
to anything
anything with
with which
which we
we disagree
disagree
The circular
circular sham
sham can be attached to
can be
be used
used for
for any
any socio-political
socio-political purpose: "Unless
"Unless we
we prohibit
prohibit religion
religion the
the
Indeed, the argument can
at risk of
of religious
religious extremism
extremism leading to
to terrorism."
vulnerable will
will be at
Examples
Examples::
1.
Maga z jne article:
artkle:Bill
(2008), Quadrant Online,
Online, 3-Sep,
3-Sep,
1. Magazine
Bill Muehlenberg (2008),
quadrant.org.au / opinion/bill-mitehlenberg/2008
/ bill-muehlenberg / 2008/09/some-objections-to-legalised/ 09 / some-objections-to-legalisedhttp: ///quadrant.org.au/opinion
http:/
euthanasia
(viewed 28
28-May-2014),
with legalised
legalised.
euthanasia// (viewed
-May -2014), "The
"The most vulnerable will be at risk ... with
euthanasia".
euthanasia".
2.
Antj-euthanasja campaign
campajgn website:
websjte: Alex
(2013), Assisted
2. Anti-euthanasia
Alex Schadenberg (2013),
Assisted dying law would
bring risks for the vulnerable,
vulnerable, http:
http : //
ale xschadenberg.blogspot.com.au/2013/11 //assisted
assisted/ /alexschadenberg.blogspot.com.au/2013/11
dying-law-would-bring-risks.htrnl
(viewed 28-May-2014).
28-May-2014).
d vinglaw -would -bring- risks.html (viewed
3.
LegjsJator's speech in
jn Parliament:
Par}jament: Rev.
Moyes (2003),
(2003), Speech by the
the Rev.
Rev.
3. Legislator's
Rev. Hon.
Hon. Dr Gordon Moyes
Hon
Gordon Moyes
Moyes AC,
AC, MLC
MLC in
in the
the NSW
NSW Legislative
Legislative Council
Council Chamber
Chamber on
onThe
The
Hon.. Dr Gordon
...
Euthanasia Trial
Trial(Referendum)
(Referendum) Bill
Bill 2003,
2003, "The most vulnerable will be at risk ...
Voluntary Euthanasia
[from]
euthanasia" .
[from] voluntary
voluntary euthanasia".
4.
medkal body
body statement:
statement: British
British Medical Association (2014),
(2014), What is current
4. Professjonal
Professional medical
BMA
bma .org.uk / practical-support-at-work / ethics / bmaBMA policy
policy on
on assisted
assisted dying?,
dying?, http: //
/ /bma.org.uk/practical-support-at-work/ethics/bmapolicy-assisted-dying
28-May-2014),
assisted. dying for some could put
policy assisted dying (viewed 28
-May -2014), "Permitting
"Permitting assisted
vulnerable people at
at risk".
risk".
5.
(Canada) determination:
determjnafjon: Rodriguez
(Attorney General),
General),
5. Supreme Court (Canada)
Rodriguez v.
v. British
British Columbia
Columbia (Attorney
[1993]
... persons who may be vulnerable to the influence
influence of others
[1993] 33 SCR
SCR 519,
519, ""...
others ... may find
themselves
[in the
the intentional
intentional termination
termination of
of life]",
life]", p.
p . 558.
themselves at risk at the hand of others ... [in
-

-

-

When
comes to self-proving
self-proving rhetoric,
rhetoric, no
nocase
case isis made
made when
when aacircle
circle isis laid.
laid.
When it comes
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Failure
2: Unsupported
by overseas
overseas evidence
evidence
Failure 2:
Unsupported by
An international,
hypothetical "vulnerable"
"vulnerable" groups has
has shown no
no evidence
evidence
international, peer-reviewed
peer-reviewed study into hypothetical
of heightened
for the
the lesser
lesser educated,
educated, the
the poor, the
the physically
physically
heightened risk for
the elderly,
elderly, women,
women, the
the uninsured,
uninsured, the
disabled,
ill, minors,
psychiatric illnesses
illnesses including depression,
depression, or
or racial
racial
disabled, the chronically
chronically ill,
minors, people
people with psychiatric
or ethnic
the law
law or
or outside it
it
ethnic minorities,
minorities, compared
compared with
with background
background populations,
populations, whether
whether under the
2007).
(Battin et al.
al. 2007).

Battin's
criticized by Finlay
Finlay and
and George
George (2011),
(2011), aa critique
by assisted
assisted
Battin's research has been criticized
critique widely
widely quoted by
dying opponents.
opponents. However,
However, Finlay
Finlay and
and George's
George's critique
is flawed
flawed and
and unpersuasive.
unpersuasive. For
For example,
example,
critique is
while
assert that the elderly
in Oregon,
Oregon, empirical
empirical data
data shows
shows
while they continue
continue to assert
elderly are 'vulnerable' in
otherwise.
Oregon Health
Health Authority
Authority statistics
statistics for
for assisted
assisted deaths
deaths (Oregon
(Oregon Health
Health Authority
Authority 2015)
2015)
otherwise. Oregon
show that
that at
at the
the time
time of
of Finlay
Finlay and George's
George's criticisms,
criticisms, use of
of the Death With Dignity
Dignity Act peaks
among 55-64
55-64 year-olds
year-olds.. If
If 'elderliness'
'elderliness' were
were aa vulnerability,
vulnerability, the rate of use
use of
of the
the Act
Act would
would trend
amongst 65-74,
65-74, 75-84
75-84 and 85+
85+ year
However, the
the rates
rates for
for the
the older
older age
age groups
groups ininfact
fact
upwards amongst
year olds.
olds. However,
trend downwards
downwards (Figure
(Figure 25).
25).
The
evidence does
does not support Finlay
Finlay and
and George's
George's continued
continued contention
contention of
of aa slippery
slippery
The empirical
empirical evidence
slope
amongst
the
elderly:
most
people
using
assisted
dying
laws
do
so
due
to
untreatable
and
slope amongst
elderly: most people
assisted dying laws do so due to untreatable and
intolerable
suffering
from
advanced
cancer
not
because
they
are
a
certain
age
or
'vulnerable
intolerable suffering from
cancer —
because
certain age
'vulnerable.'.'

0.30%

45%
40%
40% -

0.25 %
- 0.25%

35%
35% -

0 .20 %
- 0.20%

30%
30% 25%
25% -

0.15%
0.15%

20%
20% 0.10%
0.10%

15%
15% 10%
10% -

00.05%
.05 %

5%
5% -

0.00%

0%
18-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

•n Percent
Percent cancer
cancer deaths
deaths

65-74

75-84
75-84

85+

• Percent DWDA
DWDA deaths
deaths

Figure 25:
25: Cancer
in Oregon
Oregon 1998-2010
1998-201 Oby
by age
age group
Cancer and
and assisted
assisted deaths
deaths as
as aa percent
percent of
of total
total deaths in
Sources:
Sources: CDC
CDCWonder
Wonder(2017),
(2017),Oregon
OregonHealth
HealthAuthority
Authority (2015).
(2015). DWDA
DWDA=Death
= DeathWith
WithDignity
DignityAct.
Act.Note:
Note:Chart
Chartproduced
produced to
to data
data available
available at
time of
of Finlay
Finlay and
and George
George claim.
claim. The data to 2015
2015 (most
(most recent
recent available)
available) isis similar.
similar.

The
Oregon is
is consistent
consistent with
with Belgian
Belgian data, which
which shows
shows aa similar
similar profile
profile for
for assisted
assisted
The situation
situation in Oregon
dying
(Figure 26).
26). This
since the great
for cancer
cancer deaths
deaths in that country (Figure
This is
is hardly
hardly surprising since
dying and for
majority
assisted dying laws have advanced
advanced cancer.
cancer .
majority of people
people who use assisted
While
difficult to find,
for assisted
assisted dying
dying age
age cohorts
cohorts for
for cancer
cancer
While empirical
empirical data can be difficult
find, matching
matching data for
death rates
rates in
in Belgium
Belgium was
was found
found for
for the
the years
years 2012-13
2012-13 (Figure
(Figure 26).4
26). 4

4

The
commission only
only commenced
commenced reporting
reporting age
agecohorts
cohortsinin10-year
10-yearintervals
intervalsininitsits2012-13
2012-13
The Belgian
Belgian euthanasia
euthanasia commission
report;
2012-13 are
data for
for cancer
cancer deaths
deaths isis available.
available.
report; and 2012-13
are the
the most
most recent
recent two
two years
years for
for which government data
The
euthanasia commission
commission does not report age
age cohort
cohort data.
data.
The Netherlands
Netherlands euthanasia
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3.0%
3.0%

45%
40%

2.5%
- 2.5%

35%
- 2.0%

30%
25%

- 1.5%

20%
- 1.0%

15%
10%

- 0.5%

5%
0.0%

0%

<20

20-29 30-39
30-39 40-49
40-49 50-59
50-59 60-69
60-69 70-79
70-79 80-89
80-89
20-29

•.2 Percent cancer deaths
deaths

90+
90+

• Percent assisted deaths

Figure
26: Cancer
Cancer and
assisted deaths
deaths in
in Belgium
Belgium 2012-13
2012-13 by
byage
age group
group
Figure 26:
and assisted
deaths as
as aa percent
percent of
of total
total deaths
So
urces: Offi
cial euthanasia
mission reports,
ment mortality
m ortality data
data by
byillness.
ill ness. Note:
Note: 2012-13
201 2-13 are
are the
years for
which this
this granular
granu lar
Sources:
Official
euthanasia com
commission
reports, govern
government
the years
for which
data are
are available
availab le for
both variables.
variabl es.
data
for both

Like Oregon's, the Belgian assisted dying age cohort profile is similar to the total cancer deaths
skew ed slightly
slightly towards
tow ards younger ages.
ages. Amongst the elderly
elderly the
the odds
odds of
of assisted
assisted dying
dyingisis
profile, and skewed
rather than
than elevated.
elevated.The
The younger-age
younger-ageskew
skewisispossibly
possiblythe
theresult
resultofoflower
lowerrates
ratesofofreligion
religion
decreased rather
and higher
higher acceptance
acceptance of assisted dying amongst
amongst younger
younger individuals.
individuals.

'vulnerable' hypotheses:
hypotheses:females
females and
and the
the elderly
elderly appear
appear to
to be
The data is at odds with 'vulnerable'
underrepresented, not
not overrepresented,
overrepresented,in
inassisted
assisted dying
dyingcases.
cases.
underrepresented,
Harvard University
UniversityProfessor
Professorof
ofPsychology
PsychologySteven
StevenPinker
Pinkersays:
says:
As Harvard

"For [slippery slope] hypotheses
hypoth eses to
to justify
la ws/ they
they need empirical
emp irical support.
support. In
In
justify restrictive laws,
one
s
imagination,
anything
can
lead
to
anything
else
...
In
a
free
society
on
e
cannot
empower
one's imagination, anything can lead to anything else ... In a free society one cannot empower
to outlaw
outlawany
any behaviour
behaviourthat
thatoffends
offendssomeone
someonejust
justbecause
becausethe
theoffendee
offendee can
can
the governmen
governmentt to
pull
a
hypothetical
future
injury
out
of
th
e
air.
,,
(Pinker
2008)
pull a hypothetical future injury out the air." (Pinker 2008)

Empirical
that the
the elderly,
elderly, the
the uninsured,
uninsured,
Empirical evidence
evidence is
is at
at odds
odds with
with the theory that
or other
other groups
groups are
are 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable'to
toassisted
assisted dying
dyinglaws.
laws.

Failure
by domestic
domestic evidence
evidence
Failure 3:
3: Unsupported by
Evidence against the 'slippery
'slippery slope'
slope' theory
theory isis also
also available
available closer
closer to home. There are ready and
parallels for end-of-life decision making in Victoria (and elsewhere) that
that provide
provide powerful
powerful
useful parallels
insights.
George (2011)
(2011) argue
doesn't mean
mean the
the poor,
poor, the
the
For the most part, Finlay and George
argue that
that 'the
'the vulnerable' doesn't
uninsured, the
the lesser
lesser educated,
educated, the
the physically
physically disabled,
disabled,the
thechronically
chronicallyill
ill or
or other
other groups.
groups.They
Theyrefer
refer
uninsured,
instead to 'emotional vulnerability' and 'personality
'personality type'
type' as
as the
the drivers
drivers of
of vulnerability, and that
that
"exist[s] across
pressures from
from others or
or from within
within
there "exist[s]
across the
the spectrum
spectrum of society
society ...
... perceived pressures
the influence
influence of
of treatable or transient
transient depression".
depression".
themselves, or under the
If these
and
these factors
factors were
were indeed
indeed the
the drivers
drivers of
of 'vulnerability',
'vulnerability', then they must also apply equally and
identically to all
all contexts in which a patient may choose death (or
(or other perceived harms) over other
other
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equally and
the refusal
refusal of
of life-saving
life-saving medical
medical
alternatives. The principle would apply equally
and exactlyto the
treatment
(Dworkin,Frey
Frey&&Bok
Bok1998,
1998,p.p.66ff).
66ff).
treatment (Dworkin,
treatment
Refusal of
of life-saving
life saving medical treatment
In Victoria,
unwantedmedical
medicaltreatment,
treatment,even
evenififthe
thetreatment
treatmentisis
Victoria, patients
patients have
have the right to refuse any unwanted
life-saving.
For
the
refusal
to
be
valid
and
binding,
the
Medkal
Treatment
Act
1988
(V'ic)5not
life-saving. For the refusal to be valid
the Medical Treatment Act 1988 (Vic}' not only
requires the patient to complete and sign
sign aa certificate,
certificate, but
and
but be
be informed
informed about diagnosis, prognosis and
available treatments, and
and mental
mental capacity
capacity assessed
assessed by
by one
one doctor.
doctor. Thus,
Thus, there
there are
are just
just three
three
safeguards in relation
relation to
to refusing
refusing life-saving
life-saving medical treatment.
treatment. But
But even
even those
those don't
don'tapply
applyininall
all
cases as
in writing.
writing. If
If the
the refusal
refusal is
is made
madeverbally
verballythere
thereare
are no
as they relate only to refusals given in
statutory
safeguards at
atall.
all.
statutory safeguards
-

In contrast, overseas laws permitting
permitting assisted
assisted dying
dying —
- with
with the
the notable
notableexception
exceptionof
ofSwitzerland
Switzerland—
contain a significant
DyingBill
Bill 20/7has
2017has no
significant number
number of safeguards.
safeguards. Victoria's
Victoria's Voluntary Assisted
Assisted Dying
fewer than
than 68.
68.

Treatment Act
Actprovides
to
Victoria's Medical Treatment
provides a penalty, in Section SF,
5F, for
forinappropriate
inappropriate pressure to
certificate. If
patients were
were susceptible
susceptible to
to the
the subtle
subtle pressure
pressure
obtain a refusal of treatment certificate.
If 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable' patients
of greedy relatives
choose to
to slippery slope theory
theory be
relatives and others to choose
to die,
die, then
then there would according to
an avalanche of inappropriate persuasion
persuasion and
and deaths
deathsthrough
throughrefusal
refusalofoflife-saving
life-savingmedical
medical
treatment.
almost three
three decades
decades of
of the
the Medical
Medical Treatment
TreatmentAct,
Act, Victoria Police confirm that there
there
However, in the almost
have been no
no prosecutions
for breaching
breachingSection
Section5F
SF of
of the
the Act.
Act. Not
Not one.
one.
prosecutions for
So much
theory.
much for
for that slippery slope theory.

Voluntary refusal of
of food
food and fluids
fluids
A patient may
may also
also choose
choose to
to die
die by
by voluntary
voluntaryrefusal
refusalofoffood
foodand
andfluids
fluids(VRFF).
(VRFF). The
The option
optionisislegal
legalinin
argument
Australia, and death is likely to
to occur
occur within
within around
around 14
14 days.
days. The
The supposed
supposed 'vulnerability' argument
of inappropriate
persuasionalso
alsoapplies
appliestotoVRFF
VRFF in precisely
precisely the
the same
same way
way as
as itit does
does to
to refusal
refusal of
of
inappropriate persuasion
to assisted
assisted dying.
dying.
treatment and to
VRFF was
Bill Sylvester,
VRFF
was promoted
promoted by Dr Bill
Sylvester, Director
Director of
of the
the Respecting
Respecting Patient
Patient Choices
Choices program
program at the
Austin Hospital,
Hospital, in
inaa public
publicdebate
debateatatMelbourne
MelbourneTown
TownHall
Halllate
lateinin
2012(ABC
(ABCNews
News24242012).
2012).
Austin
2012
must be opposed
opposed because
because patients
patients could
couldbe
be persuaded
persuadedtoto
Dr Sylvester
Sylvester first
first argued
argued that assisted dying must
take it,
and
doctors
(including
himself)
are
good
at
persuading
patients
to
choose
things.
He then
then
it, and
himself) are
persuading patients to choose things. He
argued law
law reform
reform was
was unnecessary
unnecessarybecause
because VRFF
VRFF (dehydrating
(dehydrating yourself
yourselfto
to death)
death)was
wasaagood
good
option. His suggestion met a hostile reception from the audience, requiring
intervention by
by
requiring intervention
moderator Simon
Simon Longstaff.
Longstaff.66
moderator
'vulnerable'
The incoherence
incoherence of
of the
the argument
argument was obvious:
obvious: if
if aa doctor
doctor was
was good
good at persuading
persuading aa 'vulnerable'
patient to
to choose assisted dying (currently illegal),
illegal), then he or she would be equally adept
adept at
at
persuading aa patient
patienttotorefuse
refuselife-saving
life-saving medical
medical treatment
treatment(currently
(currentlylegal
legalininVictoria
Victoriafor
for nearly
nearly
persuading
three decades with no prosecutions)
prosecutions) or
or to
to refuse
refuse food
food and
andfluids
fluidsuntil
untildeath
death(currently
(currentlylegal).
legal).

Treatment Act
Act also provides for a person to appoint a substitute
There's more. Victoria's Medical Treatment
decision maker ('agent') to
to assist decision making in the event that
that the
the person
person is
is no
no longer
longer able
able to
to

5

6
6

The Medical
Medical Treatment
TreatmentAct
Act1998
1998will
in March 2018
2018 when
replacement, the
the
will be extinguished in
when a more advanced replacement,
Medical Treatment
Treatment Planning
Planningand
andDecisions
DecisionsAct
Act2016,
2016, comes into
into force.
force.
Medical
Later,
comment: ""Was
Al Qaeda look
look
Later, online,
online, 'Paul
'Paul Russell' posted the comment:
Was Bill
Billdeliberately
deliberately trying
hying to make Al
that simply
compassionate or
or was that
simply incidental?'
incidental?'
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participate . The agent has authority to
to accept
accept and decline
decline any and all
all medical treatments (provided
(provided
participate.
accordance with the person's
person's wishes),
wishes), and
and that
thatcan
caninclude
includerefusing
refusinglife-saving
life-saving
decisions are in accordance
the decisions
medical treatment.
The person can—and
can-and usually does—appoint
does-appoint aa trusted
trustedfamily
family member
membertotothe
therole
roleofofagent.
agent. The
Theagent
agent
under the
the Act
Act to
to be a beneficiary
beneficiary of the
patient's
estate
...
at
the
same
time
as
having
the
is permitted under
the patient's estate... at the same time as
the
when the
the person
personcan
can no
nolonger
longerdecide,
decide,totorefuse
refuselife-saving
life-saving treatment.
treatment.
power, when
Why isn't this
this aa recipe
recipe for
for elder abuse,
abuse, as
as opponents
opponents of
of assisted
assisted dying
dyingclaim?
claim? While
While elder
elder abuse
abuse isis aa
issue, the
the answer
answer isis simple.
simple.By
By placing
placing the
the appointment
appointmentofofan
anagent
agent
real and significant community issue,
and refusal of treatment (or
(or assisted dying) under
under the
the spotlight,
spotlight, by
by ensuring
ensuring the
thepatient
patientisiswell
well
mental capacity,
capacity, by ascertaining the real appetite of
of the patient
informed, by assessing the patient's mental
for
documents, the process destroys the
the cloak of
ofprjvacy
for the choice,
choice, and
and the
the signing
signing and witnessing of documents,
privacy
and
secrecy necessary
necessary for
for the
the commission
commjssjon of
ofelder
elderabuse.
abuse.
and secrecy

Three
contexts, only one
one of
of which
which remains
remains illegal
illegal
Three identical contexts,

v'
3 Legal

JC

Illegal

,/Legal

-

Permit refusal
refu ;; Iofoftreatment
treat ment
Permit

Permit assisted death

Permit VRFF

+ statutory
statutorysafeguards
safeguards

+++ statutory safeguards

No statutory safeguards

Right to choose

Right to choose

Right to

refuse

u yt or ~ersuasi Ori

4

TTRIMr,persuasion
to choose

o reruse

--·

Slippery slope - duress
Elder abuse

Slippery slope
Elder abuse

prosecutions

–

duress

Prosecutions

Figure 27: Three
theoretical 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable' slippery
slippery slopes,
slopes, two
two of
ofwhich
which are
arecurrently
currentlylegal
legal
Three identical theoretical
Note: VRFF
VRFF =Voluntary
Food and Fluids
Fluids
= Voluntary Refusal
Refusal of Food

It is
to argue
argue that
thattwo
twoof
ofthese
thesemodels
models(refusal
(refusalofoflife-saving
life-saving
is ethically
ethically and logically indefensible to
and VRFF)
VRFF) are
acceptable
and
sound
in
the
context
of
'vulnerability',
medical treatment and
are acceptable and sound
context of 'vulnerability', while
and
rejecting
the
third
one
(assisted
dying)
with
considerably
moresafeguards
safeguards(Figure
(Figure27).
27).
criticising
criticising
rejecting
one (assisted dying) with considerably more

It is
support choice
choice in
in two
two contexts
contexts
is incoherent
incoherent and indefensible to support
but to oppose it for
for an
an identical
identical third context.
context.

Opposing
Opposing world
world views
views can
can be
be concurrently
concurrently accommodated
Those
dying characterise
characterise itit as
as 'killing', while
while those
those who
who support
supportchoice
choice
Those opposed to assisted dying
choice'. Who is
is right?
characterise
characterise it as
as aa 'compassionate choice'.
Since
underlying personal
personal beliefs
beliefs and
and moral
moral principles,
principles, rather
rather
Since these
these opposing
opposing stances
stances are
are founded on underlying
than objective
objective evidence
is of course that they are both right-to
evidence or
or 'proof,
'proof', the answer is
right—to their own
adherents.
is warranted.
Nevertheless, an observation
Nevertheless,
observation about 'killing' is
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If it is
rational and
and dearest
dearestwish
wishisisto
todie
diepeacefully
peacefullyin
inorder
ordertoto
is 'killing'
'killing' to assist a patient whose rational
escape the torture of their terminal illness,
then
operating
on
a
patient
is
"stabbing
and
slashing."
This
illness,
slashing." This
comparison. Stabbing and
and slashing
slashing is
is technically
technically what
what aa doctor
doctor does
does in
in surgery.
surgery.
is no trivial comparison.

provides aa crystal-clear
crystal-clear example
example of
of the
the evolution
evolution of
of social attitudes. Surgery
Surgery was
was
The comparison
comparison provides
banned by
by the
the Hippocratic
Hippocratic Oath
OathOath that
that assisted
assisted dying
dying opponents
opponents selectively
selecfjvelystate
banned
— the Oath
state bans
assisted dying
dyingto exceptionally
exceptionally poor
poor outcomes;
outcomes; to
to infection
infection and
and other
other complications
complications or
or harms.
harms.
— due to
For many centuries, surgery in Western society
society was
was deemed low-order stabbing and slashing. It was
performed in the middle ages
ages by barbers, accounting for the traditional red and
and white
white poles
poles
(cascading blood) that we still see
outside
barber
shops
today.
see
shops today.
dying opponents
opponents believe
believe the
the concept
conceptof
of deliberately
deliberately hastening
hasteningdeath
deathoffensive,
offensive,
While assisted dying
supporters
believe that
that referring
referring to
to it as 'killing'
'killing' is
is as
as offensive
offensive as referring to surgery as 'stabbing
and
supporters believe
'stabbing and
slashing'.
malicious motives, whereas those
those participating
participating
slashing'. In both cases the negative language imputes
imputes malicious
beneficent motives.
motives.
have beneficent
opposing world
world views
views are
are irreconcilable,
irreconcilable, but
but aa solution
solutionisis readily
readilyat
athand:
hand:choice.
choice.
These opposing

Legislation
support aa
Legislation that
that allows those who seek or are willing to support
so, at the same
same time as
as those opposed may
may
hastened
hastened death to do so,
permits both
both world
worldviews
views to
to co-exist.
co-exist.
elect not to participate, permits

Recommendation
5:
Recommendation 5:
That the Western
Western Australia Parliament
against assisted
assisted
Parliament takes care to inform itself about
about arguments
arguments against
(~ving which are
L~v empirical
are illegitimate,
illegitimate,incoherent~
incoherent,unsupported
unsupported or indeed contradicted by
or amount
amount to
to filibustering.
filibustering.
evidence, or
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Part
Part D: Correcting
Correcting misinformation
misinformation about
about lawful
lawful
jurisdictions
jurisdictions
TNs
Termsof
ofReference
Reference
item3.
3.
This secHon
section addresses
addresses Terms
item
Misinformed
claimsby
by opponents
opponents
ofassisted
assisteddying
dyinglaw
lawreform
reformabout
aboutjurisdictions
jurisdictions
where
lawful
Misinformed claims
of
where
ititisislawful
varied,frequently
frequentlystated
statedand
andwidely
widelybroadcast
broadcast
(remember
therepetition
repetition
bias).
are
are imaginative,
imaginative, highly
highly varied,
(remember
the
bias).
Many
appearedin
innumerous
numerous
submissions
tothis
thisinquiry.
inquiry.
Many varieties
varieties will
will have
have appeared
submissions
to
This
correctsselected
selectedcommon
falseclaims
This report
report corrects
common false
claims about
about lawful
lawful jurisdictions.
jurisdictions. It is illustrative
illustrative rather
rather
than
exhaustive.
than exhaustive.

Dr
lawreform
reform
Dr Els Borst
Borst remains
remains proud
proud of
of euthanasia
euthanasia law
Dr
theEuthanasia
Euthanasia
Billto
to the
theDutch
Dutchparliament,
parliament,
Dr Els Borst
Borst was
was the
the Minister
Minister for Health
Health who
who introduced
introduced the
Bill
which
was
passed
in
2001
and
came
into
effect
in
2002.
which was passed in 2001 and came into effect in 2002.
In
opinionpiece
piecepublished
published
on28th
28thNovember
November
2009in
newspaper
NRC,ititwas
wassaid
saidthat
that
In an
an opinion
on
2009
in Dutch
Dutch newspaper
NRC,
Dr
thisreform.
reform.Within
Withinthree
threedays,
days,on
on1st
1st December,
an
Dr Borst
Borst regretted
regretted this
December, Dr
Dr Borst
Borst published
published an
unambiguous
rebuttalof
ofthe
theopinion,
opinion,stating
statingthat
thatit
it was
wasuntrue
untrueshe
sheregretted
regretted
thelaw
lawand
andits
its
unambiguous
rebuttal
the
implementation.
implementation.

However,
in aa public
publiclecture
lecturedelivered
deliveredby
by
However, in
Catholic
campaigner
Professor
Catholic anti-euthanasia
anti-euthanasia campaigner
Professor
Margaret
Somervilleat
at the
the University
University
of
Margaret Somerville
of
Tasmania
on
30
Jun
2011,
Somerville
said:
Tasmania on 30 Jun 2011, Somerville said:

"The
whowas
wasresponsible
responsjble
for
"The Afjnjster
Minister who
for
shepherdjng
throughthe
thelegislation
legjslaHonthat
that
shepherding
through
legaHsed
jn the
theNetherlands
legalised euthanasja
euthanasia in
Netherlands
admjtted
pubHclythat
thatdoing
dojngso
so had
been
admitted publicly
had been
a serjous
2011)
(Somerville 2011)
serious mjstake."
mistake." (Somerville

Professor
MargaretSomerville
Somerville
wrongly
claims
Professor Margaret
wrongly
claims
that
Minister
Els Borst
Borstregrets
regretsher
herdecision.
decision.
that Minister
Els

Somerville
the statement
statement
categorically,
yetwhen
whenchallenged
challenged
byaamember
member
ofthe
theaudience
audience
thatitit
Somerville made
made the
categorically,
yet
by
of
that
was
untrue,
she
then
equivocated,
made
further
unsubstantiated
assertions
and
then
changed
the
was untrue, she then equivocated, made further unsubstantiated assertions and then changed the
subject.
subject.
In
withDr
Dr
In an
an on-camera
on-camera interview
interview I conducted
conducted with
Borst
2012,II asked
her
Borst in Utrecht
Utrecht in
in 2012,
asked her
her what
what her
current
attitudetowards
towardsthe
thelaw
lawwas.
was.She
She
current attitude
hesitation:
confirmed
confirmed without
without hesitation:

"I
veryhappy
wjthit.
jt. I think
thjnkwe
we
"I am
am sHll
still very
happy with
djd
the
rjght
tNng
there/
also
jn
the
way
did the right thing there, also in the way
we
H"
we formulated
formulated it."
And
in regard
regardto
toSomerville's
Somerville's
claim:
And in
claim:

"I'd
Jjketo
to meet
tNs...
... Margaret
Margaret
"I'd like
meet this
butperhaps
perhapsshe
shewouldn't
wouldn't
Somervjlle
... but
Somerville„
Hstenanyway."
listen
anyway."
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she remains
remainshappy
happywith
with
Dr
Dr Els Borst
Borst confirms
confirms she
law.
the
Dutcheuthanasia
euthanasia
the Dutch
law.
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Despite Dr Borst's clarity
that she does
does
clarity in confirming she does not regret the law reform, the assertion that
continues to be repeated.
repeated. It
It appears,
appears, for
for example,
example, in
in the
the Australian
AustralianFamily
Family Association
Association submission
submission
used invalidly
invalidlyby
by
(number
End-of-Life Choices
(number 613) to the Victorian End-of-Life
Choices inquiry.
inquiry. It has also been used
legislators to oppose legislation being
being debated
debated in
in Parliament,
Parliament, for
for example
example as
as the
the Hon.
Hon.Dennis
Dennis Hood
Hood
did in
in a November
November2010
2010 debate
debatein
inSouth
SouthAustralia
Australia(Hood
(Hood2010).
2010).
statements is
is available
available at
at DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com (Francis
(Francis
A brief video of Borst
Borst and
and Somerville's statements
2017e).

ItIt is
is false
Dr Els
Els Borst regrets the Dutch
Dutch euthanasia
euthanas ia law
law reform.
reform.
false to
to claim
claim that Dr
She express
ly confirmed
it.
She
expressly
confirmed that she remains very happy wit
withh it.

Dutch
Dutch elderly
elderly happy
happy with
with nursing homes
with Dr
Dr Els
Els Borst, she recounted an event from
from the
the 1990s
1990s in
In my interview with
in which she and the Dutch
they stop
stop publishing
publishinglies
lies about
about elderly
elderly Dutch
Dutch
Foreign Minister visited the Vatican
Vatican and
and demanded they
being fearful of going into nursing
homes, believing
believing they
they would
w ouldbe
bekilled
killedby
bytheir
theirdoctors
doctorsininthe
the
nursing homes,
middle of
of the night. Furious, the two
two Ministers advised
advised the
the Vatican
Vatican that
that the
the Dutch
Dutch Ambassador
Ambassador
middle
would be withdrawn
withdrawnfrom
from the
theVatican,
Vatican, never
never to
to return,
return, unless
unless they
theystopped
stoppedpublishing
publishingsuch
suchlies.
lies.The
The
such statements
statements again.
again.
Vatican did not publish such
the same
same public
public address
address as
as above,
above, Professor
Professor Margaret
MargaretSomerville
Somerville said
said this:
this:
However, in the

""Old
Old Dutch
Dutch citizens
ciHzens are seeking admission to
to nursing
nursing homes
homesand
andhospitals
hospitalsin
inGermany,
Germany/which
which
rohibition against
against Euthanasia
Euthanasia because
because of
of its Nazi
Nazi past,
past/ and
andthey're
they'retoo
toofrightened
frightened
has a strict pprohibition
to go
om es or hospitals in the N
eth erlands." (Somerville
(Somerville 2011)
2011)
go into
into nursing
nursing hhomes
Netherlands."
There is no evidence to support
this claim
claim in
in the
the
support this
although it
it is popular
popular
research literature, although
scuttlebutt on the Internet. I put
the recording of
of
put the
Somerville's claim to a number of
of people in the
Netherlands. All
All dismissed
dismissed it.
it. Professor
Professor Heleen
Heleen
Netherlands.
Dutch Senator,
Senator, doctor
doctor and
and aa Professor
Professor of
of
Dupuis, Dutch
ethics put it politely though
though still
still with
with some
some
amused exasperation:
exasperation:
amused

" 01(
OK,stupid.
stupid. It's
It's simply
simply not
not true. And as
of ethics I like to
to be
be honest...
honest.. .
a professor
professor of
it
is
absolute
nonsense."
it

medical ethicist
ethicist Prof.
Prof.Heleen
Heleen
Dutch Senator and medical
more than
than
Dupuis finds Somerville's argument more
faintly ridiculous.
ridiculous.

Retired Dutch MP,
agreed:
MP, Professor Eric
Eric Jurgens,
Jurgen, agreed:

"I
think that,
that/ in
in Dutch
Dutch public
public opinion,
opinion such
such commentaries
commentariesare
areregarded
regardedas
asridiculous."
ridiculous."
"I think
A brief video of Borst,
statementsisisavailable
availableatatDyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com
Borst, Somerville
Somerville and
and Dupuis'
Dupuis' statements
(Francis 2017d).
2017d) .

Netherlands
Elderly
Elderly Dutch
Dutch are
are not
not 'frightened'
'frightened' to
to go
go into
into nursing homes and hospitals in the Netherlands
them, as most citizens
citizens around the world are
are with
with their
theirown.
own.
and are satisfied
satisfied with them,
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Non-voluntary euthanasia rates
rates fall,
fall, not
not rise
rise
Adding to
to our
our stock
stock of
of empirical evidence,
evidence, detailed medical
medical research
the
research has
has been
been conducted
conducted around the
world, including longitudinal
longitudinal research
research in
in the
the two
two countries
countries with the
the longest-running voluntary
euthanasia laws: the Netherlands and
and Belgium.
Belgium.
Voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia has
has been
been lawful
lawful in
inthe
theNetherlands
Netherlandsarguably
arguablysince
sincethe
theearly
early1970s
1970s(Postma
(Postma case
case
declared
1973),
1973),but
but certainly
certainly by
by the mid-1980s
mid-1980s (Schoonheim
(Schoonheim case
case 1984)
1984)when
when prosecutorial
prosecutorial authorities declared
that doctors would
would not
not be
be pursued
pursuedfor
for assisting
assisting aa patient's
patient'sdeath
deathinincertain
certaincircumstances
circumstances and
andthe
the
Association (KNMG)
(KNMG) issued
issued its
its first
first guidelines
guidelinesfor
fordoctors.
doctors.InInthe
theearly
early1990s,
1990s,
Royal Dutch Medical Association
revised requirements were
were published.
published.In
In2002,
2002, the
the voluntary
voluntaryeuthanasia
euthanasiaAct
Actcame
cameinto
intoeffect,
effect,
and physician-assisted
physician-assisted dying.
dying.
recognising
recognising both voluntary euthanasia and
In Belgium,
forms prior to
to 2002,
2002, the
Belgium, assisted
assisted dying was illegal in all forms
the year
year their
their voluntary
voluntary euthanasia
Act came into effect.
effect. While
the
Act
formally
recognises
voluntary
euthanasia,
it
is also
also taken
taken to
to
While the Act formally recognises
it is
Belgian and Dutch Acts
Acts make similar though
though
recognise the practice of physician-assisted
physician-assisted dying. The Belgian
for qualification
qualification criteria and procedural safeguards.
safeguards.
not identical provisions for
In addition, Switzerland
Switzerland has
has had
hadan
anassisted
assistedsuicide
suicidelaw
lawinineffect
effectsince
since 1942.
1942. It has only one criterion,
in Article 115
115 of
only be
be provided
providedfor
fornon-selfish
non-selfish
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code:
Code: that assistance
assistance in suicide may only
person from
from criminal
criminal liability
liability for
for assisting
assisting the
the suicide
suicide of
of another.
another. There
There
motives.
motives. That alone exempts aa person
procedural criteria
criteria as
as in
inthe
theBelgian
Belgian or
or Dutch
Dutch Acts.
Acts.
are no qualification or procedural

How has legalisation
legalisation of
of assisted dying
dying in
in these
these countries
countries affected
affected medical
medical practices,
practices, particularly
particularly
non-voluntary
euthanasia
(NYE)
hastening
a
patient's
death
without aa
controversial
ones
like
controversial
(NVE) — hastening a patient's
without
current explicit request from
from the
the patient?
patient?
NVE
ial for
reasons. There
encompasses
NVE isiscontrovers
controversial
for aa number
number of reasons.
There are
are disagreements
disagreements about what itit encompasses
and
arises, and
exc ludes the doctrine of
of the
the double
double effect
effect (itself
(itse lfnot
not
and how it arises,
and whether
whether it includes or excludes
uncontrovers
ial amongst ethicists)
eth icists) if the patient hasn't
hasn't been
been consulted.
consulted. Note
Note that
that aa mentally
menta lly
uncontroversial
incompetent patient
patient cannot
cannot discuss
discuss their
their end-of-life
end-of-life decisions
decisions and
and so
so substitute
substitute decision
decis ion making
making isis
necessary.
and Belgian
Be lgian Acts
Acts provide
pro vi de for
for assisted
assisted dying
dyin g decisions
decisions only
on ly by
by mentally
mentally
necessary. In
In contrast,
contrast, the Dutch and
competent patients:
patients: the
the Dutch,
Dutch, ininadvance.
advance. For
For simplicity,
simpli city, we
we will accept that at
at least
least some
some forms
forms of
of
NVE
practice
are
'problemat
ic'
and
it
is
des
irable
that
they
occur
at
a
lo
wer
rather
than
higher
NVE practice are 'problematic' and it is desirable that
lower
than higher
incidence.

A study by
by van
van der
der Heide
Heideetetal.
al. (2003)
(2003) provides aa snapshot
snapshot of
of NVE
NYE rates prior
prior to
to the
the Dutch
Dutch and
and
Belgian
Acts coming
coming into
into effect
effect (Figure
(Figure 28).
28). This
study
Belgian euthanasia Acts
This major
major international collaborative study
the same methodology across
across seven
seven countries.
countries.
used the
0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

I
UK II,,,,.

Italy

0.06%
0.069iii

UK

Sweden

l1fJri
0.23%

Switzerland -

0.42%

Netherlands
Denmark

0.60%
0.60%
0.67%
0.67%

Belgium

1.50%
1.50%

Precent
a II deaths
Precent of all
Figure 28:
28: Non-voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia rates
rates in
in seven
seven countries
countries inin late
late2001
2001
Source
He ide et
et al
al (2003)
(2003)
Source:: van
van der Heide
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note that
thatatatthe
thetime
timeofofvan
vander
derHeide's
Heide'sresearch..
research
It's important toto note

•
•
•

The
allowed voluntary
voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia and
and physician-assisted
physician-assisted dying
dying via
via
The Netherlands
Netherlands had allowed
around 20
20 years.
years.
regulation
(not statute) for
for around
regulation (not
Switzerland
allowed assisted
assisted suicide
suicidesince
since1942.
1942.
Switzerland allowed
In all
in any
any form
form was
was illegal.
illegal.
all other
other countries,
countries, assisted
assisted dying in

information we
we can
can glean
glean from
from this
this research
research is
is that:
that:
The
The important
important information
• Switzerland's
NVE rate
oldest assisted
assisted suicide
suicide law,
Switzerland's NVE
rate is
is average,
average, despite
despite it
it having
having the
the world's
world's oldest
and which has
has just
just aa single
single requirement
requirement (non-selfish
(non-selfish motive)
motive) for
for legality.
legality.
• The
regulation for
for
The Dutch
Dutch NVE
NVE rate
rate is
is not
not especially
especially high,
high, despite
despite euthanasia
euthanasia being lawful via regulation
some
twenty years.
years.
some twenty
• Denmark's
NVE rate
either Switzerland
Switzerland or the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, despite
despite not
not having
having
Denmark's NVE
rate is
is higher
higher than either
an assisted
assisted dying law.
law.
• Belgium's
the other
other countries,
countries, but cannot
cannot be
be the
the result
result of
of
Belgium's NVE
NVE rate
rate is
is significantly
significantly higher
higher than
than the
an assisted
because such
such aa law
law did
did not
not exist
exist at
at the
the time.
time.
assisted dying law because
• Italy's
NVE rate
UK- the world's
gold standard
standard for
for
Italy's NVE
rate is
is especially
especially low,
low, much
much lower
lower than the UK—the
world's gold
palliative care.
care . It is
symptoms in
in Italy
Italy are
are inadequately
inadequately palliated,
palliated,
palliative
is possible
possible that severe
severe patient
patient symptoms
though
this interpretation
interpretation would
would need
need to
to be
be tested
tested through
through further
further research.
research .
though this

Prior
Dutch and
and Belgian
Belgian Euthanasia
Euthanasia Acts,
Acts, differences
differences in
in NVE
NVE rates
rates
Prior to the Dutch
different cultures
cultures of
ofmedical
medical practice,
practice, because
because
are
are clearly
clearly the
the result
result of different
they
can't be
to assisted
assisted dying
dying Acts
Acts that didn't
didn't exist
exist at
at the
the time.
time.
they can't
be attributed to

But
underlying culture
culture of
of medical
medical practice
practice mask unwanted
assisted dying law
unwanted assisted
But does
does a country's
country's underlying
effects?
question, we
we need
need to
to establish
establish that
that the
the rate
rate of
of NVE
NVE went
went up
effects? To
Toanswer
answer that
that 'slippery
'slippery slope' question,
after
entered the statute books.
books.
after assisted
assisted dying
dying entered
proposers of
of the VE-to-NVE
VE-to -NVE 'slippery
to articulate
articulate aa robust
Indeed,
Indeed, proposers
'slippery slope'
slope' theory
theory would
would need to
mechanism through which
which such
such an
an effect
effect would supposedly
supposedly occur.
occur . ItIt is
is untenable
untenable to
to argue
argue that
that aa
mechanism
practice - deliberately hastening
death without
without aa direct
direct and
and explicit
explicit request
request from
from the
the
practice—deliberately
hastening aa patient's
patient's death
patient-does not occur
it is
is (still)
(still)
occur while it
occur while
while it
it is
is illegal
illegal (prior
(prior to
to assisted
assisted dying
dying law),
law), but
but will occur
patient—does
law).
illegal
(after an
illegal (after
an assisted
assisted dying law).
Several
to
Several primary
primary research
research studies
studies using
using similar
similar methodologies
methodologies provide
provide insights
insights into
into what
what happened
happened to
reform (Bilsen
(Bilsen et
et al.
al. 2009;
2009; Chambaere
Chambaere et
et al.
al. 2015;
2015; Onwuteaka-Philipsen
al.2012;
2012;
NVE rates after law reform
NVE
Onwuteaka-Philipsen etetal.
Seale
& Onwuteaka-Philipsen
Onwuteaka-Philipsen 2017).
2017) .
Seale 2009a;
2009a;van
van der
der Heide,
Heide, van Delden &
Did the rate
statute, according
according
after assisted
assisted dying
dying was
was enshrined
enshrined in statute,
rate of NVE
NVEfor
for·either
either country
country go
go up after
No . In
In Belgium,
Belgium, the
the rate
the
to
theory? No.
significantly. In
In the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, the
to 'slippery
'slippery slope' theory?
rate went
went down
clown significantly.
is now
the same
same rate
rate as
as in
in the
the UK,
UK, the
the world's
gold
rate
also went
rate also
went down significantly,
significantly, and
and is
now around the
world's gold
standard of
of palliative
palliative care
care practice
practice (Figure
(Figure 29).
29) .
many submissions
submissions totothe
theVictorian
Victorian end-of-life
end-of-life choices
choices inquiry
inquiry
Despite
clear empirical
empirical evidence,
evidence, many
Despite the clear
made
either vague
vague or particular
claims of
from voluntary
euthanasia
made either
particular claims
of threatening
threatening 'slippery
'slippery slopes'
slopes' from
voluntary euthanasia
(VE)
come not only from
from individuals
individuals
(VE) to
toNVE
NVEas
asaaresult
resultof
ofassisted
assisted dying
dying laws.
laws. These
These submissions
submissions come
also from institutions
institutions (remember
(remember the
the 'authorities'
'authorities' bias)
bias) such
such as
as the
the
who may not know better, but also
Knights
Cross Victoria
Victoria (submission
(submission 647).
647). 77
Knights of the Southern Cross

7

The
Knightsofofthe
theSouthern
SouthernCross
CrossofofVictoria
Victoria submission
submission demonstrates
demonstrates limited
limited understanding
understanding ofofscientific
scientific
The
Knights
evidence
subject matter.
as involuntary
mvoluntary euthanasia.
euthanasia.
evidence and the subject
matter. It incorrectly
incorrectly refers
refers to
to non-voluntary
non-voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia as
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Figure
Longitudinalrates
rates of
ofnon-voluntary
non-voluntaryeuthanasia
euthanasiabefore
beforeand
andafter
afterassisted
assisteddying
dyinglaw
law reform
reform
Figure 29: Longitudinal
Sources:
sen et al. (2009); Chambaere
et al.
al. (2015);
(2015); Onwuteaka-Philipsen
Onwuteaka-Philipsen
al.(2012);
(2012);Seale
Seale(2009a);
(2009a);van
van der
derHeide,
Heide,van
vanDelden
Deldenand
and
Sources: Bil
Bilsen
Chambaere et
etetal.
Onwuteaka-Philipsen
but are
are highly
highly
Onwuteaka-Philipsen (2017). Note:
Note: The
The Dutch
Dutch 2005, 2010
2010 and
and 2015
2015 NVE
NVErates
ratesare
arenot
notstatistically
statisticallydifferent
different from
from each other,
other, but
lowerthan
than the
theearlier
earlierrates.
rates.
significantly
significantly lower

A brief
outlininghow
howProfessor
ProfessorMargaret
MargaretSomerville
Somervillemisrepresents
misrepresentsthe
thecase
caseis
is available
availableat
at
brief video
video outlining
DyingForChoice
.com (Francis
(Francis2017f).
2017£).
DyingForChoice.com
Further
detailedevidence
evidenceexplaining
explainingassisted
assisteddying
dyingpractice
practicein
in the
the European
Europeanlow
lowcountries
countriescan
canbe
be
Further detailed
found
in my
myrecent
recentWhitepaper
Whitepaper"Assisted
"Assisted
dying
practice
Benelux"
(Francis
2016a).
found in
dying
practice
ininBenelux"
(Francis
2016a).

Research clearly
NVE has dropped
andstayed
stayed
clearly shows
shows that
that NVE
dropped and
lower
afterstatutory
statutorylegalisation
legalisationof
ofassisted
assisteddying.
dying.
lower after

It refers to a series of data
butfails
fails to
to articulate
articulatethat
thatthe
therate
rateacross
acrossthe
theseries
series
data about
about NVE in the Netherlands
Netherlands but
went
thanup.
up.ItItrefers
refersto
to research
researchdata
datathat
thatisisten
tenor
orfifteen
fifteenyears
yearsold,
old,when
whenmuch
muchmore
morerecent
recent
went down
down rather
rather than
data
readilyavailable.
available.
data is readily
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No suicide contagion
Opponents of
of assisted dying
dying often
often claim
claim that there is "suicide contagion" from assisted dying
dying laws
laws to
to
assisted
the general suicide rate. The claim is contradicted by evidence from major jurisdictions where assisted
dying is lawful.
lawful.

Not in Oregon
Figure 30
that state.
state. The chart includes
includes
30 shows
shows official
official Oregon
Oregon government
government census data on suicides in that
data available through
through the
the Oregon
Oregon government's
government'sweb
webportal
portaluntil
until2010
2010 (Oregon
(Oregon Health
Health Authority
Authority
2012)
through the
the available
available
2012)in
in order
order to
to match
match statements
statements made
made by
by assisted
assisted dying
dying opponents. Part-way through
data period,
period, Oregon's
Oregon'sDeath
DeathWith
WithDignity
DignityAct
Acthas
hascome
comeinto
intoeffect
effect(1997).
(1997). There is a small drop in
in the
the
average rate
rate of
of suicides
suicidessince
since1997.
1997.
18 -
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Figure 30:
30: The suicide rate
rate in
in Oregon
Oregon between
between1981
1981 and
and2010
201 O
Source:
2012
Source: Oregon
Oregon Health Authority
Authority 2012

While factors
it is well-recognised that
that aa key
key
factors leading to suicide are often complex and multi-factored, it
driver of
of suicide rates is
is the state of the economy, unemployment
unemploymentin
inparticular.
particular. Figure
Figure31
31 adds
addsthe
the
available USA
USA Bureau
Bureauof
ofLabor
LaborStatistics
Statisticsfor
forOregon
Oregon(Bureau
(BureauofofLabor
LaborStatistics
Statistics(USA)
(USA)2014).
2014).
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Figure 31:
31: Oregon suicide
suicide and unemployment rates
rates
Sources:
2012, Bureau of Labor Statistics 2014. Note: unemployment
data isis purple
purple
Sources: Oregon
Oregon Health
Health Authority
Authority 2012,
unemployment data

The official
and the
the overall
overall suicide
suicide rate.
rate.
official data
data confirms
confirms aa strong
strong relationship
relationship between
between unemployment
unemployment and
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Yet Mr
Prevention Coalition
Coalition (EPC)
(EPC) in Canada has published
published on
on
Yet
Mr Alex
Alex Schadenberg
Schadenberg of
of the
the Euthanasia
Euthanasia Prevention
his blog multiple
multiple opinion
opinion pieces
pieces arguing
arguing aa causal
causal connection
connection between
between Oregon's
Oregon's Dying
DyingWith
WithDignity
Dignity
Act
general suicide rate.
rate. Indeed,
Indeed, in
in one
one he
he wrote:
wrote:
Act and the general

"Oregon's overall
overall suicide
sujdde rate
rate......has
hasbeen
beenincreasing
jncreasjngsignificantly
sjgmficantlysince
sjnce2000.
2000. Just
just three
three years
years
J 997, Oregon
prjor, in
jn 1997,
prior,
Oregon lega]jsed
legalised physjdan-assjsted
physician-assisted sujdde.
suicide. SukMe
Suicide has
has thus
thus jncreased,
increased, not
not
decreased
wHh the
the legalisation
lega]jsahon of
ofphysjdan-assjsted
sujdde." (Schadenberg
2013a)
decreased with
physician-assisted suicide."
(Schadenberg 2013a)
Notice that Mr Schadenberg
Schadenberg refers
refers only to data since
sjnce 2000.
2000. If we
official data as from this
this
Notice
we look
look at the official
32 and what it
it implies,
jmp]jes, one
forgiven for accepting
accepting that
that suicide
suicide
date,
date, illustrated
illustrated in Figure 32
one could be forgiven
Dying With
With Dignity
Dignity Act.
Act. But the
cherry-picked to support
contagion
contagion is a result of Oregon's
Oregon's Dying
the data is cherry-picked
that argument,
argument, while
while the
the full
full data
data provides
provides contrary
contrary evidence.
evidence.

18
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Figure
32: Alex
Alex Schadenberg
his theory
Figure 32:
Schadenberg refers
refers only
only to
to aa sub-set
sub-set of
of the
the data
data that
that appears
appears to
to confirm
confirm his
Source:
2012
Source: Oregon
Oregon Health
Health Authority
Authority 2012

Domestically,
the Australian
Australian Family
Family Association's
Association's anti-assisted-dying
anti-assisted-dying blog
blog
Domestically, Mr
Mr Paul
Paul Russell
Russell who
who runs the
"HOPE"
and is
is second
second in
in charge
charge to
to Mr
Mr Schadenberg
Schadenberg atatEPC,
EPC, also
also wrote:
wrote :
"HOPE" and

"In Oregon following
followjng the
the introduction
jntroduchon of
ofdoctor-assisted
doctor-assjsted suicide,
sujdde, suicide
sujdde by
by other
other methods
methods
went up and not
not down
down as
aspredicted.
predkted. This
Tms isjsconsistent
consjstent with
wHh suicide
sujdde contagion
contagjon or
orclusters."
clusters."
(Russell 2011)
2011)
I have
Russell publicly
occasions about this false
false claim,
claim, including
have challenged
challenged Mr Russell
publicly on several occasions
including in a video
sent to all South Australian MPs
MPs in
in 2013.
2013. The
The article
on his
his blog,
blog, but
butnow
nowHOPE
HOPE
article no longer appears on
refers to other web pages that
that continue
continue to
to make
make this
this false
false claim
claim: .
refers
•
•
•

Assisted
suicide: Is
Is there
there aa suicide
suicide contagion
contagion effect?
effect? (in which Margaret
Margaret Dore,
Dore, an American
American
Assisted suicide:
in
the
affirmative)
attorney,
argues
only
attorney,
only in the affirmative)
Suicide
contagion amongst the
the elderly?
elderly? (in which Paul
Paul Russell
Russell argues
argues for
for the
the affirmative)
affirmative)
Suicide - contagion
Canadian
sh1dy proves
proves that
that "suicide
"suicide contagion"
contagion " exists
exists - more
more work needs to
to be
(in
Canadian study
be done (in
which
Russell tries
tries to argue
research paper establishes
establishes the
the basis for something
which Paul Russell
argue that the research
something
that it doesn't:
doesn't: a contagion
contagion link from assjsted
suicide)
assisted dyjngto
dyingto schoolchild
schoolchild suicide)
-

-

Potential 'authority' bias
bias
Potential
False
claims
are
not
limited
observers and personal
personal blogs.
blogs. For
For example,
example, well-known
well-known Oregon
Oregon
False claims are not limited to lay observers
anti-assisted
campaigners Dr
Dr William
William Toffler
Toffler and Dr Kenneth
Kenneth Stevens
Brjtjsh
anti-assisted dying campaigners
Stevens published
published in the British
Medkal
that:
the opinion that:
Medical journal
Journal the
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"Oregon is now always among
among the
the top
top ten
tenstates
states in
inthe
theUS
US having
havingthe
thehighest
highestrate
rateof
ofsuicides
suicides
in the US.
US. In fact, Oregon
had
the
2nd
highest
suicide
rate
in
the
cotmtry
between
1999-2010."
Oregon had the 2nd highest suicide rate in the country between 1999-2010."
2015)
(Toffler & Stevens
Stevens 2015)
Toffler and Stevens' claims are evidentially
evidentially false.
Drs Toffler
dying opponents
opponentsalso
alsocommonly
commonlycite
cite an
aneconometric
econometric model
model of
of Oregon
Oregonsuicide
suiciderates
rates
Assisted dying
published in the Southern Medical
Medjcal Journal
journal (Jones
Gones &
from the
the
& Paton
Paton 2015)
2015) to
to claim
claim suicide
suicide contagion from
did not
not find aa
State's assisted dying Act.
Act. Firstly,
Firstly, it's
it's important to establish that this modelling did
significant correlation between the rate of assisted deaths and
and general
general suicide.
suicide. However,
However,assisted
assisted
dying opponents
opponents still
still quote
quote the
thestudy
studytotosay
saythere
therewas
wasaasignificant
significantrise
riseininsuicides,
suicides,aaresult
resultthat
thatisis
only achieved by adding
addjngthe
deaths to
to the
the suicide
suicide rate.
rate. That
That is
is an
an argument
argumentthat
thatAAcauses
causesB,
B,
the assisted deaths
but only
only ifif you
you add
addAAand
andBBtogether;
together;aalogical
logicalfallacy.
fallacy.
but
numerous significant
significant biases that invalidate
invalidate any
any conclusions
conclusions to
to
Secondly,
Secondly, the
the modelling
modelling study contains numerous
drawn from
from it.
it. No
No fewer
fewer than
than six
six significant
significant biases
biases of
of the analysis will be explained
explained in
in an
an
be drawn
upcoming journal
journal article:
article:
upcoming
• Premise
Premjse bias:
Nas: equating a peaceful doctor-assisted
irrational and
and violent
violent suicide;
suicide;
doctor-assisted death with an irrational
• Design
Desjgn bias:
Nas: deciding that econometric modelling was an appropriate
appropriate analytical
analytical strategy
strategy
more direct
direct data
data is
is readily
readilyavailable;
available;
when more
• Execution
Execufjon bias:
bjas: failing to include major suicide risk and protective
protective factors,
factors, while
while including
including
duplicating some;
some;
minor ones and duplicating
• Selection
Selecfjon Nas:omitting
bias: omitting data from a cited source that was in direct contradiction of the study's
study's
including other
other data
data from
from the
the same
same source
source that
that appeared
appearedtotosupport
supportit;it;
premise, while including
• Methodology
Methodologybias:
Nas: making
making aa minimal
minimal comparison
comparison with
with all
all other
other states
states combined,
combined, but
but not
not
states; and
with comparable individual
individual states;
• Interpretation
Interpretafjon bias:
bjas:implying
and general
general
implying a causative relationship between assisted dying and
suicide that was wholly unjustified
unjustified by
by the
the study.
study.
In another example
example of
of Authority
Authority bias,
bias, in
in official
official testimony before the Victorian Parliamentary inquiry
inquiry
Anthony Ireland
Irelandsaid:
said:
into end-of-life choices, Catholic Episcopal Vicar Anthony

"We
sukMe rate
rate has
hasincreased
jncreased
" Weknow.,
know,for
forexample/
example,sjnce
sinceOregon
Oregonlegjslated/
legislated, that
that the
the standard
standard suicide
andalarmingly.
alarmjngly. It's
It'snot
notyet
yetthe
the largest
largestrate
ratein
jn the
the US,
US,, but
butit's
jt's getting
getfjngthere,
there/ when
when
remarkably and
remarkably
Oregon had
very,. very
verylow
lowsuicide
sujdderate
rateprior
prjortotothat."
that"
had aa very,
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Figure 33: Oregon's
Oregon's state
from 1981-2015
1981-2015
state ranking for suicide from
Source: CDC
rank.
Source:
CDCWonder.
Wonder. Note:
Note: 11 is
is the
the highest
highest (worst) suicide rank.
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It is
the Vicar's
statement is
is factually
factually false,
false, and by aa large margin.
margin. As
As I've
I've
is clear
clear from
from Figure
Figure 30
30 that
that the
Vicar's statement
explained
before, prior to
to Oregon's
Oregon's Death
Death With
With Dignity
Dignity Act,
Act, its suicide
suicide ranking
ranking amongst
amongst USA
USA
explained in full before,
states
worsening, while
while since
since the
theAct
Actitithas
hasbeen
beenimproving
improving(Figure
(Figure33)
33)(Francis
(Francis2015).
2015).
states was worsening,

Not
Switzerland
Not in Switzerland
Assisted dying opponents
opponents also
also commonly
commonly neglect
neglect toto refer
refer to
to readily
readily available
available Swiss
Swiss data
data (Federal
(Federal
Assisted
theory of
Statistical
Statistical Office
Office [Switzerland]
[Switzerland] 2012)
2012)shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 34,
34,which
which also
alsoruns
runs counter
counter to
to the
the theory
suicide
contagion. After
After the
the launch
launch of
of Dignitas
Dignitas (who
(who assist
assist suicides)
suicides) in
in1998,
1998, the
the general
general suicide
suicide rate
rate
suicide contagion.
in Switzerland
drop.
Switzerland continued
continued to drop.
Number of cases
cases
Number
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Figure
34: Swiss
Figure 34:
Swiss government
government suicide
suicide data 1995-2009
-

Source:
2012
Source: Federal
Federal Statistical
Statistical Office
Office [Switzerland
[Switzerland]] 2012

Indeed,
analysis of
of Swiss
Swiss data comprehensively
comprehensively contradicts
contradicts the
the "suicide
"suicide contagion"
contagion"
Indeed, a longitudinal
longitudinal analysis
theory (Figure
(Figure 35).
35).
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Figure
35: Swiss
rates since
since 1970
1970
Figure 35:
Swiss suicide
suicide and
and unemployment
unemployment rates
Sources:
iss Office
for Statistics,
Statistics, FRED
FRED Economic
Economic Data
Data
Sources: Sw
Swiss
Office for

The
increasing across
across the
the 1970s
1970s until 1983,
1983, when two
two assisted
assisted suicide
suicide
The Swiss
Swiss suicide
suicide rate was increasing
associations
formed: Exit
Exit Deutche
Deutche Schweiz
Schweiz for
for German speakers,
speakers, and
and Exit
Exit A.D.M.D.
A.D.M .D. for
for French
French
associations were formed:
speakers.
Since the
associations were formed,
formed, the
the rate
rate of
of general
general suicide
suicide has
has continued
continued totodrop,
drop,
speakers. Since
the two
two associations
even
the face
(a known key
key contributor
contributor to
to suicide).
suicide) .
even in the
face of
of rising
rising unemployment
unemployment (a
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The rate has continued to drop even
even as
as Dignitas was founded
founded in
in 1998
1998 and has assisted deaths for an
increasing number
number of
of foreign
foreign nationals.
nationals.
why assisted
assisted dying
dying opponents
opponentsfail
fail to
to mention
mention the
the Swiss
Swiss experience:
experience: it's an inconvenient
jnconvement
It's obvious why
truth
It
profoundly
contradicts
"suicide
contagion"
theory,
especially
for
a
legislative
regime
thathas
has
truth. profoundly contradicts "suicide contagion" theory, especially for a legislative regime that
sjngleprotection
- that any assistance rendered
rendered for
for suicide
suicide must
must only
only be
be for
for non-selfish
non-selfish motives.
motives.
a single
protection —

Not in the Netherlands
Netherlands
Data for the Netherlands is
is also
also an inconvenient
jnconvement truth
truth for assisted dying opponents.
opponents. Excellent
Excellent
longitudinal
data
from
the
Dutch
statistical
office
shows
that
suicide
rates
trend
strongly
with
longitudinal data from the Dutch statistical office shows
with
unemployment
(Figure36).
36).
unemployment (Figure
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Figure 36: Dutch unemployment
unemploymentand
and suicide
suicide rates
rates since
since 1960
1960
Sources:
Bureau of
of Statistics
Statistics
Sources: Dutch Central Bureau

Throughout
the 1960s
1960s and 70s,
70s, assisted dying was illegal
illegal in
in the
the Netherlands.
Netherlands. The
Thehighest-profile
highest-profileearly
early
Throughout the
death came
came with
with the
the 1973
1973 prosecution
of Dr Postma, aa
public coverage of a physician assisted death
prosecution of
physician who
who administered
administered aa lethal
lethal dose
dose of
of morphine
morphine to
to her
her mother,
mother, paralysed
paralysedby
byaacerebral
cerebral
haemorrhage, at her mother's persistent
persistent request. Dr Postma was found guilty
guilty of
of manslaughter
manslaughter and
and
given a suspended
suspendedjail
jailsentence
sentenceof
ofone
oneweek
week(Griffiths,
(Griffiths,Bood
Bood&&Weyers
Weyers 1998,
1998, p.
p . 51).
51). Throughout
Throughoutthis
this
period
both unemployment
unemploymentand
andthe
thegeneral
generalsuicide
suiciderate
raterose
rosesignificantly.
significantly.
period both
In 1982,
1982, after
and medical
medical disciplinary
disciplinary
afterconsiderable
considerable social
socialand
and legal
legal discussion
discussion and
and further criminal and
cases, the Board of
in the
the nation
nation —
of Procurators-GeneralProcurators-General — the
the most
most senior
senior prosecutorial
prosecutorial authorities in
determined
that cases
cases of
of physician assistance would
not be
be prosecuted
prosecuted provided
providedsome
somegeneral
general
determined that
would not
requirements
were met.
met. The
The requirements
requirementswere
werenot
notcrystal
crystalclear
clearfor
for medical
medicalpractice
practiceitself,
itself, and
andthe
the
requirements were
substantive
legal grounds
groundswere
werestill
stillquestionable
questionable(Griffiths,
(Griffiths,Bood
Bood&&Weyers
Weyers1998,
1998,p.61).
p.61).Both
Both
substantive legal
unemployment
andthe
the general
generalsuicide
suiciderate
rate rose
rose substantially.
substantially.
unemployment and
In 1984,
1984, after
court cases,
cases, the
the Royal
Royal Dutch
DutchMedical
MedicalAssociation
Association(KNMG)
(KNMG)
after further
further high-profile court
published guidelines
guidelinesarticulating
articulatingaajustification
justificationof
ofnecessity
necessity and
andrequirements
requirementsfor
forcareful
carefulpractice,
practice,
published
guiding
doctors more
more clearly
clearly in assisting patient-requested
deaths.This
This was
was the
the point
pointfrom
from which
whichan
an
guiding doctors
patient-requested deaths.
increasing number of
of doctors felt able
the Dutch
Dutch
able to
to provide
provide assisted dying. As numbers increased, the
parliament commenced
commenced an
aninvestigation
investigationto
tolegalise
legalisethe
thepractice
practiceby
bystatute
statute(Griffiths,
(Griffiths, Bood
Bood &
& Weyers
parliament
1998, p. 65).
65).
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Also
the unemployment rate
rate and
and the
the general
general suicide
suicide rate generally trended
Also during this period, both the
downwards, and
and continued
continued downwards
downwardsfor
fornearly
nearlyaaquarter
quartercentury
centuryas
asassisted
assisted dying
dyingnumbers
numbers
increased.s
increased. 8
In 1987,
submitted aa
1987, the
the Council
Council of
of State
Statemade
madefurther
further recommendations,
recommendations, and the Government submitted
Weyers1998,
1998,p.p.75).
75).
revised
Bill to
to fully
fully legalise
legalisethe
thepractice
practice(Griffiths,
(Griffiths,Bood
Bood&&Weyers
revised Bill
In the late 1980s
report on
on physician
physician assisted
assisted
1980s aa research
research Commission
Commission was
was appointed
appointed to research and report
dying practice. The research Commission tabled its first results in
in 1991,
1991, known
known commonly as the
Weyers1998,
1998, p.
p. 78)
78) This lead
lead the
the Parliament,
Parliament,inin1993,
1993, to
tolegislate
legislate
Remmelink
report.(Griffiths,Bood
Bood&&Weyers
Remmelink report.(Griffiths,
comprehensive suite
suiteof
ofreporting
reportingrequirements
requirementsfor
forcases
casesofofassistance
assistance(Griffiths,
(Griffiths,Bood
Bood&&
a more comprehensive
Weyers
1998, p. 80).
80).
Weyers 1998,
In November 1998,
1998, as the annual
annual number
number of
ofreported
reportedcases
casespassed
passed2,000,
2,000, five
five regional
regional Euthanasia
Euthanasia
were established
establishedtotoscrutinise
scrutiniseevery
everycase
casein
indetail
detail(van
(vanDelden
Delden2004).
2004).
Commissions were
Further developments about
aboutthe
the principles
principles and
anddetails
detailsof
ofparticular
particularcases
cases continued,
continued, culminating
culminatinginin
the legislature
of Ufe
Sujcjde (Review
(Revjew Procedures
Termination of
Life on
on Request
Request and
and Assjsted
Assisted Suicide
Procedures
legislature passing
passing the
the TermjnaHon
2001 (Parliament of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands2002).
2002). The
The Act
Act came
came into
intoeffect
effectin
inApril
April2002
2002 (Adams
(Adams&&
Act) in 2001
2003). For
and general
general suicide
suicide rates
rates continued
continuedto
tofall.
fall.
Nys 2003).
For aafurther
further five
five years,
years, the
the unemployment
unemployment and
And then
then the
the global
global financial
financial crisis
crisis (GFC)
(CFC) flared in the
the second
second half
half of
of 2007.
2007. The
initially
The Netherlands,
Netherlands, initially
weather the
the crisis
crisis well,
well, was particularly
particularly hard
hardhit
hitbecause
becausecertain
certainaspects
aspectsof
ofits
its economy
economy
expected to weather
formally strengths,
strengths, became
became substantial
substantialweaknesses
weaknesses(Masselink
(Masselink&
& van
van den
denNoord
Noord2009).
2009).
which were formally
The Dutch economy contracted sharply
sharply in
in 2009,
2009, following
growth (International
(International
following years of robust growth
Monetary Fund
Fund 2011).
2011). Further,
OECD countries,
Further, compared with other OECD
countries, the
the Netherlands
Netherlands was reluctant
stimulus measures,
measures, and
and those
those that
that itit did
did adopt
adoptwere
weresmall
small and
andlate
late (Wanna,
(Wanna, Lindquist
Lindquist &
& de
to adopt stimulus
Vries
. 170)
. Both
Vries 2015,
2015,pp.
170).
Boththe
theunemployment
unemploymentrate
rateand
andthe
thegeneral
generalsuicide
suiciderate
ratetrended
trendedupwards.
upwards. Thjs
This
parHculardate
daterange
range(from
(from 2008)
2008) is
js the sujdde
Margaret Somerville
Somervj}le has wrongly
wrongly
particular
suicide data set that Prof
Prof Margaret
used
proof'of
of'suicide
'sukMecontagion'
contagjon in
'jnthe
theNetherlands
Netherlands(Francis
(Frands2017c).
2017c).
used as her
her 'proof'
In statistical terms, variance in the
the Dutch unemployment
unemploymentrate
ratealone
alonebetween
between1960
1960 and
and 2015
2015 explains
most (80%)
(80%) of
rate (Pearson's
(Pearson's rr 22 = 0.80,
0.80, pp < 0.001),
0.001), including
including
of the
the variance
variance in the Dutch general suicide rate
a long-term downward
trendininthe
thegeneral
generalsuicide
suiciderate
ratein
inthe
thefirst
firstnearly
nearlyquarter
quartercentury
centuryof
ofDutch
Dutch
downward trend
assisted dying
dying practice.
practice.
Prof. Somerville made no discernible attempt
attempt to
to test her own
Despite this readily-available evidence,
evidence, Prof.
'suicide contagion' theory,
theory, instead
instead merely
merely noting
notingan
anincrease
increase in
in the
the general
general suicide
suicide rate
rate during
duringthe
the
period of
of the GFC,
CFC, for
particularly hard
hard hit,
hit, yet
yet attributing
attributingthe
therise
rise in
in
period
for which
which the
the Netherlands was particularly
suicides to assisted dying. At
At the
the same time, she overlooked her other data
data showing
showing that
that the
the Dutch
Dutch
suicide rate was below
below the
the European
European average
averagein
in2013.
2013.
Further evidence also refutes the "suicide contagion" theory
theory in
in regard
regard to
to the
the Netherlands:
Netherlands: there
thereare
are
five
dying and
and general
general suicide
suicide figures
figures available
available
five major
major regions
regions in
in the Netherlands, each with assisted dying
separately (Koopman
(Koopman &
& Putter 2016).
2016). Figure
suicide
Figure 37
37shows
shows aa breakdown
breakdown of assisted death and suicide
by region
region in
in2014.
2014.
rates by

8

The increase in unemployment
in the
the early
early 1990s
1990s was not
not the
the result
result of
of retrenchment,
retrenchment, but
but rather
ratheran
anincrease
increaseof
of
unemployment in
females
force: the
countries
females wishing
wishing to enter the labour force:
the Netherlands
Netherlands was at the time behind other European countries
in female
female workforce participation. There was also the protective
protective element
element of
of an excess
excess supply of
of credit from
1994
economic
1994 to
to early
early 1997,
1997,and
andagain
again between
between 2003
2003and
and early
early 2008.
2008.This
Thiswould
would have
have helped
helped 'soften' economic
hardship from
from transient
transient rises
rises in the unemployment rate
rate in
in those
those years.
years. During other periods there was an
excess demand for credit, particularly
particularly strong
strongin
in2009.(International
2009 .(Intemational Monetary
MonetaryFund
Fund2011)
2011)
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•
•

The
rate in
in the
the North-West
North-West region
region isis significantly
significantly higher
higher(6.0%)
(6.0%) than
than all
all the
the others
others
The assisted
assisted death rate
(mean
.4%). The
where access
access to
to physicians
physicians
(mean 33.4%).
TheNorth-West
North-Westregion
regionincludes
includesAmsterdam
Amsterdam and
and surrounds,
surrounds, where
willing
cases of
will have the highest
highest average
average
willing to consider
consider cases
of assisted
assisted death
death is
is higher,
higher, and
and the
the population
population will
level
factor amongst
amongst those
those who choose
choose assisted
assisted dying.
dying.
level of
of education,
education, aa known
known factor
However,
North-West region
region suicide
suicide rate
rate (10.3
(10.3 per
per 100k
lOOk population)
population) isis second-lowest,
second-lowest, lower
lower than
However, the North-West
the
mean
of
the
other
four
regions
(11.5)
.
the
of
other four regions (11.5).
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Figure
Assisted death
general suicide
suicide rates in
in the Netherlands,
Netherlands, 2014
death and general
2014
Figure 37: Assisted
Sources:
vernme nt data,
sia Commission
Sources: Koopman
Koopman and
and Putter
Putter (2016),
(2016), Dutch
Dutch Go
Government
data, Euthana
Euthanasia
Commission report
report

Further,
region had
had the
the lowest
lowest assisted
assisted dying
dyingrate
rate(3.2%),
(3.2%), yet
yet the
the highest
highest general
general suicide
suicide
Further, the North region
rate.
also contradict
"suicide contagion"
contagion" theory.
theory.
rate. These
These findings
findings also
contradict "suicide

Not in Belgium
Belgium
Unlike
assisted dying
dying was
was completely
completely illegal
illegal in
in Belgium
Belgium prior
prior to
to its
its Act,
Act, which
which came
came
Unlike the Netherlands,
Netherlands, assisted
into effect
effect in late
2002 (Adams
& Nys
late September
September 2002
(Adams &
Nys 2003)
2003).. All
All the
the online,
online, publicly
publicly available
available government
data for
for unemployment
and general
general suicide
suicide in
inBelgium
Belgium are
are presented
presented ininFigure
Figure38.
38 .
unemployment and
The
rate shows
shows that
that labour
labour in
in Belgium,
Belgium, unlike the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, was
was unaffected
unaffected during
during
The unemployment
unemployment rate
the
since Belgium's
Belgium's euthanasia
euthanasia Act
Act came
came into
into
the GFC.
GFC. The
The general
general suicide
suicide rate
rate has
has substantially
substantially dropped since
effect.
Indeed,
indicates that
that the
the general
general suicide
suicide rate is decreasing
decreasing both faster than it did before
before the
Indeed, the data indicates
Act,
the
than the fall
fall in
in unemployment
unemployment rate
rate since.
since. Comparing
Comparing the
the prepre- with
with the
the postpost- data, the
Act, and
and faster than
trends
unemployment and
and general
general suicide
suicide are
are statistically
statistically similar
similar prior
prior to
to the
the Euthanasia
Euthanasia Act
Act
trends in unemployment
(1987-2001)
after itit (2003-2013),
(2003-2013), (p
(p ==0.52).
0.52). For means, the
the postpost(1987-2001) (p
(p << 0.05),
0.05),but
but significantly
significantly different after
unemployment rate
rate isis not
not significantly
significantly different
different from
from the
the prepre- unemployment
unemployment rate
rate(p(p==0.60),
0.60), while
while
unemployment
the
post- mean suicide
suicide rate
rate is
is significantly
significantly lower
lower than
than the
theprepre-suicide
suiciderate
rate(p(p<<0.01).
0.01).
the postThe
opponents' "suicide
"suic ide contagion"
contagion" theory.
theory. The
The data
data may
may even
even
The data,
data, too,
too, contradicts
contradicts assisted
assisted dying
dying opponents'
suggest
of violent
violent suicides
suicides with physician-assisted
physician-assisted death for
for some
some who
who would
would qualify
qualify
suggest a substitution
substitution of
under the
the Act,
Act, though further
further research
research would
would be
be required
required to
to confirm
confirm such
such an
aninterpretation.
interpretation .
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38: Unemployment
Unemployment and
and general
genera lsuicide
suicide in
in Belgium
Belgium 1987-2013
1987-2013
Figure 38:
Sources: OECD
OECD Data;
Sources:
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It is
disappointing that,
that,given
givenall
all the
the readily-available
readily-available evidence
evidence which
which has
has been
been debated
debated
is particularly disappointing
via the national
nationalbroadcaster
broadcasterthe
theABC
ABC(Francis
(Francis2017c,
2017c,g;g;Somerville
Somerville2017a,
2017a, b,
b, c),
c), with
withaafull
fullanalysis
analysis
published
previously (Francis
(Francis 2017i),
2017i), Palliative
"Resource for
for Victorian
Victorian
published previously
Palliative Care Victoria, in a recent "Resource
MPs" (Palliative Care Victoria 2017),
cited
only
the
Oregon
study
to
claim
that
an
increase
in "total
"total
2017), cited only the Oregon
to
that an increase in
suicides"deaths —was
- was "associated" with
with an
an increase
increase in
in assisted
assisted
suicides"— in which they include assisted deaths
to mention
mention other
other jurisdictions
jurisdictions which
which soundly
soundlycontradict
contradicttheir
theirclaim.
claim.
deaths, while neglecting to

Government suicide
suicide data
multiple jurisdictions
jurisdictions contradicts
contradicts the
the theory
theory
data from
from multiple
that
assisted
dying
legislation
leads
to
'suicide
contagion'.
that assisted dying legislation leads to 'suicide contagion'.

Belgian
like anywhere else
else
Belgian nurses
nurses are like
published by
by anti-euthanasia
anti-euthanasiacampaigner
campaignerAlex
AlexSchadenberg,
Schadenberg,Belgian
Belgiannurses
nurses
According to a booklet published
"euthanasia without
withoutrequest"
request"(Schadenberg
(Schadenberg2013b).
2013b) .99 He lays the
the blame
blame for
for this
this
often perform illegal "euthanasia
squarely at
at the
the feet
feet of
of Belgium's euthanasia
euthanasia law.
law.He
He cites
cites as
as 'proof'
'proof'aapoint-in-time
point-in-timestudy
studyofofBelgian
Belgian
behaviour (Inghelbrecht
(Inghelbrecht et
et al.
al. 2010).
2010). Mr
quoted widely
widely by
b y assisted
assisted
nurse behaviour
Mr Schadenberg's
Schadenberg's 'findings'
'findings' are quoted
dying opponents.
Curiously, Palliative Care Victoria, also in their "Resource for Victorian
the
Victorian MPs"
MPs" circulated during
during the
on
the
Voluntary
A
ssisted
Dy
ing
Bill,
the
same
point-in-time
study
to
make
Parliamentary debate
cite
study
to
make
debate
the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill,
study, like
like Alex Schadenberg's, is no robust
robust 'analysis,'
'analysis,'
a similar claim. But their conclusion from the study,
longitudinal studies
studies from
from two
two different
different countries
countries that
that contradict
contradict their
their
because they ignore proper longitudinal
claim.
Firstly, Mr
cherry-picks statements from
from the
the research
research which
which help
help to
to
Mr Schadenberg's
Schadenberg's 'analysis'
'analysis' cherry-picks
prosecute the desired
desired case,
case, while omitting
omitting to
to mention
mention ones
ones that
that counter
counter his
his theory.
theory.For
For example,
example, his
his
analysis omits to mention that the researchers said "nurses may
thought that
that they
they were
were ending
may have thought
were intended [by the
the patients
patient's life, when in fact th
thee drugs were
the prescribing
prescribing doctor]
doctor] to relieve

symptom s in an aggressive,
aggressi ve, but necessary
annel '.
symptoms
necessary m
manner'.

9

The
booklet
waslaunched
launched
Australia
theHon.
Hon.Kevin
KevinAndrews,
Andrews,the
thefederal
federalpolitician
politicianwho
wholed
ledthe
the
The
booklet
was
ininAustralia
bybythe
overturning of
of the Northern
Northern Territory
Territory Rights
Rights of
Ill Actin
A ctin 1996/7
1996/7(Russell
(Russell2013).
2013).
ofthe
theTerminally
Terminally
overturning
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These
facet of continuous
deep sedation or
or palliative
palliative sedation,
sedation,
These kinds
kinds of medical
medical interventions
interventions are aa facet
continuous deep
practiced
the world.
world . There
There are
are still
still controversies,
controversies, with some
some referring
referring to
palliative
practiced around the
to it
it as
as 'good
'good palliative
care'
'intensified alleviation
alleviation of
others disagree.
disagree. When
When it is
is practiced
an
care' or 'intensified
of symptoms,'
symptoms,' while others
practiced without
without an
explicit
are not
explicit request
request from
from the
the patient
patient (because
(because they
they are
are near
near death
death and are
not mentally
mentally competent)
competent) and
actually
does shorten life
life (which
(which commonly-used
opioids generally
generally don't),
don't), ititmay
may be
be referred
referred to
toas
as
actually does
commonly-used opioids
non-voluntary
euthanasia
(NVE).
non-voluntary euthanasia (NVE).
So,
doctors' intentions
to hasten
In aa follow-up
follow-up study,
hasten death?
death? In
So, did
did Belgian
Belgian nurses
nurses overestimate
overestimate their
their doctors'
intentions to
the
found that Belgian
Belgian nurses"
see if
the researchers
researchers indeed
indeed found
nurses "see
it [continuous
[continuous deep
deep sedation]
sedation] mainly as a
death with
with aalife-shortening
life-shortening effect",
effecf', when
when it may
to hasten
hasten death,
may not have
have that intention
intention
practice intended to
any life-shortening
life-shortening effect
effect in
inany
anycase
case (Inghelbrecht
(Inghelbrecht etetal.
al.2011).
2011) .
(by
doctor) or
or had any
(by the doctor)
to make
make aacausative
causative assertion
assertion fails
fails the
themost
mostbasic
basic
Secondly,
the use of a single
Secondly, the
single point-in-time
point-in-time study to
10 To
tenets of science.
most basic
basic of
of several
several steps is
is to
to establish
tenets
science.'°
To prove
prove causation,
causation, the
the first and most
correlation.
these nurse
Belgian euthanasia
nurse practices
practices begin or at least
least increase
increase from
from the time of the Belgian
euthanasia
correlation. Did these
Act (2002)?
(2002)?
Figure
of NVE
NVE in Belgium
Belgium before
after the
Euthanasia
Figure 39
39 shows
shows the
the rate
rate of
of nurse-administration
nurse-administration of
before and
and after
the Euthanasia
Act came
effect in 2002
2002 (Bilsen
. Clearly,
long before
before
Act
came into effect
(Bilsen et
et al.
al. 2014)
2014).
Clearly,the
thepractice
practice was
was well-entrenched
well-entrenched long
the
This is clear
evidence against
against
the Act,
Act, and
and it went
went down,
down, significantly,
significantly, afterwards
afterwards.. This
clear and
and empirical
empirical evidence
correlation,
causation fails
fails at the first hurdle of
of proof.
proof.
correlation, so causation
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Zea land
Figure
39:
Nurse-administration
of
NVE
(on
physician
instructions)
NVE (on physician instructions) in
in Belgium
Belgium and
and New Zealand
Figure 39: Nurse administration
-

Sources:
(2014); Mitchell
Owens (2004),
(2004), Malpas
Ma lpas et
et al
al (2015)
(2015)
Sources: Bilsen
Bilsen et al (2014);
Mitchell & Owens

But
more. Figure
Figure 38
of NVE
NVE in New
New Zealand
Zealand (Malpas,
(Mal pas,
But there's
there's more.
38 also
also shows
shows nurse-administration
nurse-administration of
Mitchell
& Koschwanez
Mitchell &
Koschwanez 2015;
2015;Mitchell
Mitchell &
&Owens
Owens 2004),
2004),aajurisdiction
jurisdictionon
on the
the opposite
opposite side of the world
from
Belgium and
assisted dying
dying law.
law.
from Belgium
and which
which has
has never
never had an assisted
Unambiguously,
the rate
rate of
of nurse-administration
nurse-administration of
of NVE
NVE in New Zealand—which,
Zealand - which, remember,
remember, has no
no
Unambiguously, the
assisted
law- has increased
that Belgium's
Belgium's has
has fallen.
fallen. (Some
(Some caution
caution isis
assisted dying law—has
increased at the same time that
in comparing
comparing the
the absolute
absolute values
values of
of the
the Belgian
Belgian and New
New Zealand
Zealand results
results because
because while
while
warranted in
the
were similar,
similar, they
they were
were not identical.
identical. However,
However, the within-country
within-country trends are
the methodologies
methodologies were
highly significant.)
significant.)

10

Todescribe
describethis
thiskind
kindofof'analysis'
'analysis' as
as 'junk
'junkscience'
science' (an
(anoxymoron)
oxymoron) would
would be
be giving
giving itit more
more credit
credit than
than it's
it's
To
science at all. It's merely
merely junk.
junk.
due. Such analysis
analysis is
is not science
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It's
particularlydisappointing
that Palliative
CareVictoria
Victoriachose
to MPs
MPs
It's particularly
disappointing that
chose to circulate
circulate misinformation
misinformation to
Palliative Care
Authoritybias).
bias).
while
positioningitself
itselfas
as expert
experton
on the
the subject
subjectmatter
matter(the
(the Authority
while positioning

Multiple
scientificstudies
studiesprovide
provideample
ampleevidence
evidencethat
thatnurse-administered
nurse-administered
sedationororNVE
NVE
Multiple scientific
sedation
is not
caused by an assisted
facet of
of medical
medicalpractice
practiceculture.
culture.
not caused
assisted dying
dying law, but is
is rather
rather aafacet

Dutch
happyto
hospital
Dutch happy
to go to
to hospital
In the early
early1990s aa newspaper
opinionpiece
piece claimed
claimedthat
that the
the Dutch
Dutchwere
werefearful
fearfulof
of going
goingto
to hospital
hospital
newspaper opinion
and
carried
'do
not
euthanase
me'
cards.
No
evidence
was
provided
and
the
claim
was
quickly
and carried 'do not euthanase me' cards. No evidence was provided and the claim was quickly
dismissed.
dismissed.
madeand
andpromoted
promotedaround
around
1995by
bythe
theInternational
International
Anti-Euthanasia
TaskForce
Force
Then,
Then, in a video
video made
1995
Anti-Euthanasia
Task
(now
the 'Patients
'PatientsRights
RightsCouncil')
Council')in
inthe
theUSA,
USA, Oregon
Oregonnurse
nurseDonna
DonnaHowe
Howefeatured,
featured,categorically
categorically
(now the
claiming
that:
claiming that:

"It
thatpeople
havein
in their
theirwallets
walletslittle
little cards
'do not
"It has
has gotten
gotten so bad
bad in Holland
Holland that
people have
cards that
that say
say 'do
not
euthanase
withoutmy
mypermission~"
RightsCouncil
Council2013)
2013)
euthanase me
me without
permission'." (Patients
(Patients Rights
The video
todayas
as an
an authoritative
authoritativeexposé
exposeon
on
video is still promoted
promoted today
euthanasia,
and the
the claim
claimis repeated
frequentlyby opponents
euthanasia, and
repeated frequently
opponents
of assisted
dying.
assisted dying.
In in-person
interviewsII conducted
conductedin
inthe
theNetherlands
Netherlands
2012,
in-person interviews
inin2012,
I asked
legislators,doctors
asked a range
range of people
people including
including legislators,
doctors and
and
researchers
aboutthis
thisclaim.
claim. All
All said
saiditit was
wasaa silly,
silly, untrue
untrue
researchers about
statement.
Dutcheuthanasia
euthanasialaw
lawopponent,
opponent,Theo
Theo
statement. I also put
put it to Dutch
Boer,
said:
Boer, who
who said:
"[Conser
v ativeUSA
USA Senator]
Senator]Rick
RickSantorum
"[Conservative
Santorum said
said that
that
[too]. I know.
nottrue."
true."
knopv. Which
Which is
is of
of course
course not

Oregon
nurseDonna
DonnaHowell
Howellis
is
Oregon nurse
categorical:
Dutch carry
carry little
little
categorical: the Dutch
"don't
euthanaseme"
me"cards.
cards.
"don't euthanase

And,
CharoltteAriese
Ariesevan
vanPutten,
Putten,policy
policyofficer
officerfor NPV,
NPV, the Dutch
Patients'Association
Associationwhich
whichis
is
And, Charoltte
Dutch Patients'
also opposed
to the
the Dutch
Dutcheuthanasia
euthanasialaw,
law,said
saidpolitely:
politely:
opposed to

"I
thinkthat
thatis
is not
notreally
reallythe
the case
casein
thatpeople
whoare
aregoing
the hospital
"I think
in the Netherlands
Netherlands that
people who
going to the
hospital
theyshould
askthem
themnot
notto
toeuthanase
euthanasethem.
them.But
ButII heard
heardabout
aboutthat
thatquote."
quote."
that
that they
should ask
Palliative
CareVictoria
Victoriamade
the same
sameclaim,
claim, except
Belgium,in its submission
submissionto
to the
theVictorian
Victorian
Palliative Care
made the
except about
about Belgium,
Parliamentary
inquiryon
onend-of-life
end-of-lifechoices
choices(Palliative
(PalliativeCare
CareVictoria
Victoria2015).
2015). Curiously,
Curiously,the
the claim
claimhad
had
Parliamentary inquiry
neverbefore
beforebeen
been made
madeabout
aboutBelgium
Belgium—
- where
whereit
it is
is no
no more
moretrue
truethan
thanititisisfor
forthe
theNetherlands.
Netherlands.
never
Palliative
Care Victoria
Victoriacited
the authoritative
authoritative
sourcefor
fortheir
theirclaim
claimaareport
reportofofconference
conference
Palliative Care
cited as the
source
David
Jones
(Gately
Jones2014)
2014)
proceedingsof
of anti-assisted-dying
anti-assisted-dying
campaigners,
co-authored
proceedings
campaigners,
co-authored
byby
David
A.AJones
(Gately
&&Jones
(that's
the same
sameJones
suicidecontagion"
study),which
whichin
in turn
turn
(that's the
Jones of the
the Oregon"
Oregon "suicide
contagion" econometric
econometric modelling
modelling study),
alleges
campaignerDr Benoit
the statement
statementin
inaa
alleges that
that Belgian
Belgian anti-assisted-dying
anti-assisted-dying campaigner
Benoit Beuselinck
Beuselinck had
had made
made the
conference
has been
been offered
offeredin
in the
the chain
chainof
of miscommunication:
miscommunication:
it has
has
conference talk. No evidence
evidence of any
any kind
kind has
it
beensimply
simplyand
andconveniently
convenientlyrepeated
repeated(remember
(rememberthe
theRepetition
Repetitionbias)
bias)by
byanti-assisted-dying
anti-assisted-dying
been
campaigners.
campaigners.
disappointingthat
that Palliative
CareVictoria,
Victoria,an organisation
organisationthat
thatpromotes
promotesitself
itselfas
as aa
It's particularly
particularly disappointing
Palliative Care
understanding
itssources.
sources.
subject-matter
subject-matter expert,has
has repeated
repeated such
such scuttlebutt
scuttlebutt without
without properly
properly understanding
its
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Claims
the Dutch
Dutch (or
(or now,
now, supposedly,
supposedly,Belgians)
Belgians) carry
carry'do
'do not
noteuthanise
euthaniseme'
me'cards,
ca rds,
Claims that the
Even self-identified opponents
opponents of
ofthe
theDutch
Dutch euthanasia
euthanasialaw
lawagree.
agree.
are fiction
fiction.. Even

Groningen Protocol
Protocol aa wise
wise policy
policy
The Groningen
Protocol is
is a Dutch
Dutch regulation
regulationthat
thatspecifies
specifiescriteria
criteriafor
for the
thepotential
potentialtermination
terminationofoflife
life
Groningen Protocol
in severely ill newborns
and unrelievable
unrelievable conditions,
conditions, and
and who
whoare
are
newborns in extremis with untreatable and
assessed as unlikely to
to survive. In
In September
September 2006
2006 the Netherlands formally adopted
adoptedaa Regulation
Regulation
incorporating
the Protocol.
Protocol.
incorporating the
Unlike the Euthanasia Act that grew from public demand
demand through
throughtotolegislative
legislative action,
action, the
the Protocol
Protocol
was initiated independently
independentlyby
byDutch
Dutchpaediatricians,
paediatricians,to
toformalise
formalise how
howsuch
suchdifficult
difficult cases
cases should
should be
be
handled.
development through
throughextensive
extensive professional
professional consultation,
consultation, endorsement
endorsementby
by
Despite the Regulation's development
data showing
showing aa decrease
decrease rather
ratherthan
thanincrease
increasein
inuse,
use,and
and
the Dutch Paediatric Association, empirical data
research showing that
that neonatal
neonatal euthanasia
euthanasia occurs
occurs around
aroundthe
theworld
worldininthe
theabsence
absenceof
ofregulation,
regulation,the
the
Dutch Regulation has sparked
sparked controversy.
controversy.
While it has been widely claimed
claimed that
that 650
650 babies a year are killed under
its provisions,
provisions, forensic
forensic
under its
comprehensivelyand
andevidentially
evidentiallyfalse
false(Francis
(Francis2016b).
2016b).
analysis reveals the
the claim
claim to
to be comprehensively
dissemination of
of the
the claim
claim by mostly
mostly religious
religious sources
sources demonstrates
demonstratesconfirmation
confirmationbias
bias
Wide online dissemination
and misinformation
misinformation contagion.
contagion.

Claims
of babies
babies are
are euthanised
euthanised in
in the
the Netherlands
Netherlandsare
arefalse,
false,
Claims that
that hundreds of
as
are
claims
the
Groningen
Protocol
was
a
consequence
of
the
Euthanasia
Act.
as are claims the
of the Euthanasia Act.
prior arrangements.
arrangements.
The Protocol's
Protocol's provisions
provisions are
are used
used less
less often
often than prior

Theo Boer always
dying law
law sceptic
always an
an assisted
assisted dying
Opponents
of assisted
assisted dying
dyinghail
hailChristian
Christianethics
ethicsProfessor
ProfessorTheo
TheoBoer's
Boer's criticism
criticism of
of Dutch euthanasia
euthanasia
Opponents of
law as an apparent
apparent massive
massive 'conversion'
'conversion'away
awayfrom
fromformer
formersupport.
support.The
Theclaims
claimsappear
appearwidely
widelyacross
across
Parliamentary submissions.
submissions.
the Internet as well as in Parliamentary
These claims are untrue
according to
to Professor
Professor
untrue according
When
I
interviewed
him
on camera
camera
Boer himself.
himself.
interviewed him on
Utrechtin
in2012,
2012, he
he said:
said:
in Utrecht

Theological professor Theo Boer outlines
outlines how
how he
he
Theological
before
was a sceptic
sceptic of
of the
the Dutch euthanasia law before
onto aa euthanasia
euthanasia committee.
committee.
being invited onto

by Neil
Neil Francis,
Francis, DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com
Submission by

"The interesting
jnterestjng thing
thjng isjs that
that II was
was asked
askedin
jn [onto]
commjttee as being
bejng a euthanasja
the committee
euthanasia scepHc
sceptic and
and I
don't know
know whether
whether you
you know
know aa former Mjnjster
don't
Minister
of]ustke/ Winnie
Wjnnje Sorgdrager,
Sorgdrager/ she was
was my
my
ofJustice,
chafrperson at that Hme/
and I said
sajd 'haven't
'haven 't you
chairperson
time and
read from
from my
mypublications
pubHcaHons that
thatII am
am aa sceptic?"
scepHcr'
interview is
is available
available at
at
A brief video of this interview
DyingForChoice.com
(Francis 2016d).
2016d).
DyingForChoice.com (Francis
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Curiously
for an ethicist,
ethicist, Professor
Professor Boer
thought itit
Curiously for
Boer fails
fails to
to articulate
articulate sound
sound reasons
reasons for
for why
why he
he says
says he
he thought
acceptable
death,
acceptable for
for 2,000
2,000Dutch
Dutchindividuals
individuals in
in unrelievable
unrelievable extremis
extremis to
to seek
seek and
and obtain
obtain a hastened
hastened death,
but
o t acceptable
for 4,000.
4,000 .
but n
not
acceptable for

law.
Theo
convert to scepticism
scepticism over
over the
the Dutch
Dutch euthanasia
euthanasia law.
Theo Boer
Boer did
did not convert
By
was a sceptic
outset.
By his
his own
own statements
statements he was
sceptic from
from the outset.

Women
laws
Women are
are not
not vulnerable
vulnerable to
to voluntary
voluntary euthanasia
euthanasia laws
In
2010, the
was debating
debating an
an assisted
assisted dying
dying Bill.
Bill. Professor
Professor
In November
November 2010,
the South
South Australian
Australian parliament
parliament was
John Paul
Paul II
II Institute
Institute in
in Melbourne
Melbourne wrote
wrote totoall
allMPs
MPs
Nicholas Tonti-Filippini
Tonti-Filippini (now
(now deceased)
deceased) of
of the
the John
Nicholas
outlining
reasons totooppose
oppose the
theBill.
Bill. In
In his
his letter
letter he
he said,
said, amongst
amongst other
other things:
things:
outlining supposed reasons
"It is
js also
to note
thjrds ofpeople
euthanasja laws,
laws,
also djstressjng
distressing to
note that
that two
two thirds
people lawfully
lawfully kjlled
killed under euthanasia

jn those
those jurjsdkfjons
jt, are
are women."
women."
in
jurisdictions that permjt
permit it
He
provided no
no reference
reference or
or source
source for
for the
the claim.
claim . In 2011,
2011, he
head-to-head
He provided
he and
and I published
published head-to-head
commentaries
the Australian
Australian Christian
Christian Lobby's
Lobby's headline
headline magazine,
magazine, Viewpoint
Viewpoint (Francis
(Francis 2011).
2011).
commentaries in the
reproduced his
his 2009
2009 letter,
letter, with
with some
some citations
citations for
for his
his claims.
claims .
Professor
largely reproduced
Professor Tonti-Filippini
Tonti-Filippini largely
1996 book
feminism and
and death
death (Wolfe
(Wolfe 1996).
1996). The
The
for this
this claim
claim was a 1996
The source
source for
book on
on gender,
gender, feminism
The relevant
relevant
on page
page 291
291 of the
"speculated" about
about the
theincidence
incidence of
of
citation
citation appears
appears on
the book,
book, in which
which a psychiatrist
psychiatrist "speculated"
women
among Jack
Jack Kevorkian's
Kevorkian's assisted
assisted dying
dying patients.
patients. This
This was merely
merely an opinion
opinion published
published in
in aa
women among
New York
York newspaper,
25 111 1992,
at the
the time
time
New
newspaper, Newsday,
Newsday, on November
November 25th
1992,an
anopinion
opinion seventeen
seventeen years
years old at
of
of Prof.
Prof. Tonti-Filippini's
Toriti-Filippini's writing
writing to
to South
SouthAustralian
Australian MPs,
MPs, and
and about
about aa jurisdiction
jurisdiction wjthoutassisted
without assisted
dying
laws .
dying laws.
Empirical
not support Prof.
Prof. Tonti-Filippini's
Tonti-Filippini's claim
claim (Rurup
(Rurup etetal.
al. 2012).
2012). Nor
Nor
Empirical evidence
evidence at
at the
the time
time did
did notsupport
does
latest data for
for Oregon,
Oregon, Washington,
Washington, the
the Netherlands
Netherlands and
andBelgium
Belgium (Figure
(Figure 40).
40).
does the latest
0%
10%
20%
30% 40%
40% 50%
50% 60%
60% 70%
70% 80%
80% 90%
90% 100%
100%
0% 10%
20% 30%

Oregon
Oregon

52% 148%
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51%
51%
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Netherlands
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Netherlands (a)

51%
51%

49%

Netherlands
Netherlands
Belgium
Belgium

INN

54%
46%
54% 146
%.
53%
53%

•n Males
Males
Figure
40:
Use
of
assisted
dying
laws
by gender
Figure 40: Use of assisted dying laws by
gender

47%
47`9

11""ir

1.

19

• Females
Females

Sources:
annual DWDA
DWDA reports;
reports; Washington
Washi ngton 2009-2016
2009 -2 016annual
annualDWDA
DWDA reports;
reports; Netherlands
Netherlands(a)(a)2016
2016Euthanasia
Euthanas ia
Sources: Oregon
Oregon 1998-2016
1998-2016 annual
Commiss
ion report (first
(first year
year of
ofM/F
M/F data);
data); Netherlands
Netherlands and
and Belgium
Belgium 2003-2007
2003-2007 Rurup
Rurupetetal.al.(2012)
(2012)
Commission

In all
assisted dying.
dying . If opponents
opponents of
of assisted
assisted dying
all jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, more
more males
males than
than females
females have
have used
used assisted
are
claim that males
to assisted
assisted dying laws.
laws . Why
Why
are to
to be
be consistent,
consistent, they
they must
must now
now claim
males are
are 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable' to
don't they?
they?

modest majority
majority ofofassisted
assisted dying
dying law
law users
users are
are male.
male.
A
A consistent
consistent but modest
Females
and others.
others.
Females are
are not
not 'vulnerable'
'vulnerable' as
as claimed
claimed by
by Professor
Professor Tonti-Filippini
Tonti-Filippini and
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Victorian MP
Victorian
MPpublishes
publishes extensive
extensive misinformation
Victorian MLC
that investigated
investigated
MLC Mr
Mr Daniel
Daniel Mulino
Mulino is a member of the Legislative Council committee that
end-of-life
options
in
Victoria.
He
did
not
participate
in
a
global
tour
of
the
Committee
visiting
end-of-life options in Victoria. He did
visiting
dying is
is lawful.
lawful.
jurisdictions where assisted dying
Instead, he provided
minority report
report against
againstthe
the recommendation
recommendationof
ofthe
the majority
majority of
of the
the Committee
Committee
provided aa minority
report contains
contains multiple
multipleserious
seriouserrors
errorsofoffact,
fact, which
whichII have
have
the report
to legalise assisted dying. However, the
pointed
outbefore
before(Francis
(Francis2017b).
2017b).
pointed out
In just four examples of serious errors
errors in
in his
his report,
report,Mr
MrMulino:
Mulino:
•
•
•
•

Cherry-picks data from the Netherlands
Netherlands in
in aa way
way that
that supports
supportsand
andexaggerates
exaggerateshis
hiscase
case
against assisted dying;
Mismatches total
in a way that
that supports
supports
Mismatches
total death
death and assisted death data from the Netherlands in
dying;
and exaggerates his case against assisted dying;
of a research report
report to
to say
say the
the exact
exact opposite
oppositeof
ofwhat
whatthe
thefull
full
Misquotes half a sentence of
sentence said, in a way that supports
his case
case against
against assisted dying;
dying; and
and
supports his
Cherry-picks data out
out of
of a multi-country
multi-country research
research report
reportto
tomake
makehis
hiscase
caseagainst
againstassisted
assisted
the report
report undermined
underminedhis
his case,
case, as
as does
does longitudinal
longitudinal data
data from
from other
other
dying, when the data in the
reports he failed to
to include
include in
in his
his report.
report.

misinformation and
and he
he acknowledged
acknowledgedthat
thathe
hewas
wasindeed
indeed
I spoke at length
length with Mr Mulino about the misinformation
wrong.
These offences
having the
the appearance
appearanceof
ofaa wellwelloffences were
were all
all the
the more
more egregious
egregious for
for Mr
Mr Mulino's
Mulino's report having
and authoritative
authoritativereport,
report,and
andhis
hisholding
holdingofofaaPhD
PhDinineconomics
economicsfrom
fromYale
Yale
researched, cited and
have given
given him
him the
the necessary
necessary skills
skills to avoid such
such errors.
errors.
University, which would have

seemingly authoritative
authoritative source
source and
and appearing
appearing scientific
scientific
from aa seemingly
A report from
conta in egregious
egregious misinformation.
may still contain
misinformation.

Opponents admit
admit no
no slippery
slippery slope
slope 'cause
'cause and
and effect'
effect'
In an interview I and former Speaker
Speaker of
of the Victorian Parliament, the Hon. Ken
Ken Smith, conducted
conducted
Drs Bill Toffler,
Portland,
with Drs
Toffler, Charles
Charles Bentz
Bentz and
and Ken
Ken Stevens
Stevens at
at St
StVincent's
Vincent's Providence
Providence Hospital in Portland,
multiple claims
claims of
of controversial
controversial medical
medical practice
practice in
in Oregon
Oregonsince
since the
the Death With
With
Oregon, they made multiple
medical practices
practices that
thatoccur
occurall
allover
overthe
the
Dignity
A ct came into effect (in 1997).
Dignity Act
1997). However,
However, these were medical
world, and the
the doctors
doctors had
had provided
providedatatleast
leastone
oneexample
exampleof
ofquestionable
questionableconduct
conductin
inOregon
Oregon before
Act.
the Act.
everywhere and
and also
also
Mr Smith and I challenged
challenged the doctors,
doctors, that, given these practices
practices happen
happen everywhere
they assert
assert that
that the
the Act
Act was
was the
the cause of the
occurred in Oregon before the Act, how could they
controversial conduct?
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Dr Toffler said:
said:

"Now
what were
weresaying
sayjngis...
js ... itjtexists,
eJdsts/ the
the slippery
sjjppery
"Now what
slope/ and
and can
can we
we prove
provecause
causeand
andeffect,
effect/ of
ofcourse
course
slope,
and
not!';
not";
""We
We can
ca use and
effect. Thats
can't't show
show cause
and effect.
That's not
not what
were
we're cJajmjng."
claiming"

Oregon
Bill Toffler and
and colleagues
colleagues admit
Oregon doctor Bill
there's no
no proof
proof for
for the
the 'slippery
's lippery slope'.
slope'.

These statements were not challenged by
by Drs
Bentz or Stevens;
sitting together.
together.
Stevens; the
the three sitting

Opponents of
of assisted dying
dying law
law clearly
clearly have aa strong
strong belief
be]jefin
admit they
they
the 'slippery slope', but admit
in the
have no evidence to support
it.
support it.

Even
is no proof
Even opponents
opponents of assisted
assisted dying
dying readily
readily admit
admit that
that there is
that legalising
legalising assisted
assisted dying
dying leads
leads to claimed
claimed slippery
slippery slope
slope effects.
effects .

of assisted
assisted dying
dying law
lawreform.
reform. The
The
These are just aa few
few examples of misinformation
misinformation from opponents of
Parliamentary Committee and
and its
its Secretariat
Secretariat must be sure not to take information provided
provided to
to itit as
as
true merely by virtue of who communicated itit (potential
(potential Authority
Authority bias)
bias) or
or how
how often
often itit is
is repeated
(potential Repetition
Repetition bias).
bias).
Holding an
an extensive
extensive library
library of
of assisted
assisted dying
dyingliterature
literatureon
onaafull
fullrange
rangeofoffacets
facets and
andresearch,
research, IIwould
would
be happy
to
assist
the
Committee
at
any
time
it
needs
verification
of
a
statement
or
claim.
happy to assist the Committee at any time it needs verification of a statement or claim.

Recommendation 6:
6:
That
Western AAustralia
ustraha Parhament
ajns vigilant
vjgj/ant jn
That the Western
Parliament takes care to jnfonn
inform jtself
itself of
of and
and rem
remains
in regard
to negahve
cfajms made about judsdichons
wh ere assisted
assic;ted dying
cf,vjng isjs lawful,
lawful, to
to detect
detect and
andreject
reject
jurisdictions where
negative claims
cJajms
wluch are false
false or misleading.
m jsleachng.
claims which
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Part E:
E: Potential
models of assisted
assisted dying
dying law
Potential models
reform
reform
Thjs
Terms of
ofReference
Reference item
jtem 3.
3.
This secHon
section addresses Terms
Detailed
on existing
existing assisted
assisted dying
dying laws
laws are
are published
published elsewhere,
elsewhere, for
for example
example by
by
Detailed information
information on
Australia 21
21 (White
(White &
& Willmott
Willmott 2012),
2012),so
soIIwill
willnot
notreproduce
reproduce them
them here.
here. However,
However, it is useful
useful to
reflect
statute, on the basis of
of
reflect on
on the
the three
three major
major forms
forms of
of assisted
assisted dying
dying law
law enabled
enabled through
through statute,
overseas
experience.
overseas experience.

Oregon/Washington
model
Oregon/Washington model
This
the most
most 'restrictive'
'restrictive' and
andhas
hasbeen
beeninineffect
effectsince
since1997
1997 (Oregon)
(Oregon) and
and2008
2008
This model is arguably the
(Washington).
suffering intolerably
from a terminal
terminal illness,
illness, and with
with six
six monthsil
months 11
(Washington). It allows
allows aa person
person suffering
intolerably from
or less
less to
to live,
live, to
to seek
seek an
an assisted
assisted death.
death. Multiple
Multiple doctor
doctor opinions
opinions are
are required,
required, the
the patient
patient must be
fully
informed,
and
the
patient
must
self-administer
lethal
medication
.
fully informed,
the
must self-administer lethal medication.
Self-administration
the advantage
advantage of
of amply demonstrating
demonstrating itit is
is the
the patient's
patient's will
will to
to hasten
hasten their
their
Self-administration has the
death
A significant
self-administration. That
death.. A
significant disadvantage
disadvantage is
is that
that the
the patient
patient must
must be capable of self-administration.
means for example,
example, that aa Motor
Motor Neuron Disease
Disease or
or Multiple
Multiple Sclerosis
Sclerosis patient must
must self-administer
self-administer
while
deteriorates and
and prevents
prevents them
themfrom
from acting.
acting. That
That causes
causes
while they still can, before
before their
their condition
condition deteriorates
some
their death
death somewhat
somewhat earlier
earlier than
than they
they may
may have
have otherwise
otherwise chosen
chosen to,
to,
some patients
patients to hasten their
compared
if doctordoctor- or
were permitted
compared with if
or nurse-administration
nurse-administration were
permitted..
Records
the Act
Act are
are collected
collected by
Records of
of requests,
requests, prescription
prescription fulfilments
fulfilments and
and deaths
deaths under the
by authorities
authorities
and aa report
report of
of statistics
statistics is
is published
published annually.
annually. Professional
Professional experience
experienceofofthe
theAct
Actisisclear:
clear:

"ll1e
from outside
outsMe of
ofOregon
Oregon to
to access
access the law,
Jaw, the
the idea
Mea that
thatitjf
" TheMea
idea that
that people
people would come from
would be vulnerable
vulnerable and disenfranchised
djsenlranclllsed people who
who would
would make
make the
the choices,
chokes, that it
jf would
be because
for their
thejr pain
pajn or
or for
for their
thejr symptoms, those
those
because they could not get good treatment for
haven't been true."
true." Prof.
clinical psychiatrist.
psychiatrist.
Prof. Linda
Linda Ganzini,
Ganzini, Researcher
Researcher and clinical
"Jt[qualifying
for assisted
js a long,
long, somewhat
somewhat arduous
arduous process
process and
and H's
it's not
not surprjsjng
surprising
assisted dying]
dying] is
"It [qualifying for
when they complain
compJajn along the way
way about
about how
how this
tills law
lawmakes
makes itjfhard.
hard. And
AndIIwill
wjJJsay
saythat
that II
am glad.
The
purpose
wasn't
to
make
j
t
easy.
It
was
to
make
j
t
possjbJe
."
Dr
Peter
Regan,
Regan, has
glad. The
wasn't to make it easy. It was to
it possible."
prescribed
the Act.
Act.
prescribed under the

"We've
: the
Jackson, CEO
CEO of
of the
the Oregon
Oregon Hospice
Hospice
" We'vehad
had the
the experjence
experience:
thesky
skydMn't
didn'tfall!'
fall' Ann Jackson,
Association
10 years
Act, and 10
10 years post.
Association for 10
years prior
prior to the Act,

Benelux
model
Benelux model
Somewhat
permissive statutes exist
exist in Belgium,
Belgium, the
Luxembourg (with
(with some
some
Somewhat more permissive
the Netherlands
Netherlands and Luxembourg
differences
them). The
The Belgium
Belgium and Netherlands
Netherlands laws
lawshave
havebeen
beeninineffect
effectsince
since2002,
2002, and
and
differences between them).
Luxembourg's
since 2009.
2009. The
without relief
relief that
that isis
Luxembourg's since
The laws
laws allow
allow aa person
person suffering
suffering intolerably
intolerably and without
acceptable
condition) to
to seek an assisted death.
death. Multiple
Multiple doctor
doctor
acceptable to them (not necessarily
necessarily a terminal
terminal condition)
11
11

The
of a doctor
doctor to determine
determine that
that the
the patient
patient has
has less
less than
than six
six months
months to
to live
live is
is noton
not on the basis of
The requirement
requirement of
a value
that itit is
is "OK"
"OK" to
to consider assisted
assisted dying
dying at
at five
five months
months but
butnot
notatatseven
seven months.
months. ItItisison
on
value judgement that
the basis
USA Medicare
Medicare arrangements,
reasonably concludes
concludes the
the patient
patient has
has less
less than
than
basis that under USA
arrangements, if the doctor reasonably
six
to live,
live, then hospice care
care costs
costs are automatically
automatically covered
covered by
by the
the State.
State . This
This then
then moves
moves personal
personal
six months to
financial
to one side
side in
in the
the decision-making;
decision-making; high
high costs
costs being
being aa known
known facet
facet of
of healthcare
healthcare inin
financial considerations
considerations to
the USA.
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opinions are required and other
other statutory
statutory safeguards
safeguards apply.
apply. Documentation
Documentation regarding
regarding each
each assisted
death case is reviewed by a special-purpose committee
committee and
and cases
cases investigated
investigated ifif statutory
statutory
are not
not substantively
substantively met.
met.
requirements are
In all three jurisdictions a doctor
explicit request
doctor may administer the lethal dose at the patient's explicit
(A
VE),
or
the
patient
may
self-administer
(PAD).
(AVE), or the patient
self-administer (PAD).

Swiss model
Switzerland has
has the
the world's
world'soldest
oldestand
andmost
mostliberal
liberalassisted
assisteddying
dying
law,
effectsince
since1942.
1942.ItItisis
law,
inin
effect
and is
is restricted
restricted entirely
entirely to
to an
an exception
exception provided
providedininthe
theSwiss
Swiss penal
penalcode.
code. Article
Article
extremely simple and
115
115 simply
simply states (translated):

"Every person who
who shall
shall for
for selfish
selflsh motfres
or assist
assjst another
to commit
commjt
motives encourage or
another person
person to
sukMe
shall be liable
Jjable to imprisonment
jmprjsonmentfor
foraaterm
term not
notexceeding
exceedjngfive
Bveyears."
years."
suicide shall
That is, assisting a suicide is not
not an
an offence
offence provided
providedititisis done
donefor
fornon-selfish
non-selfishreasons.
reasons.
There are
termsofofthe
thereason
reasonthe
theperson
personhas
hasfor
forwishing
wishingtotoend
endtheir
theirlife,
life,
are no
no statutoryrequirements
statutorvrequirements ininterms
nor checks
checks and balances in terms of mental capacity
or
being
fully
informed,
nor
any
procedural
capacity or being fully informed, nor any
requirements to
to enact the assistance.
assistance. Nevertheless, assisted suicides under the
the code
code were rare prior
prior to
to
1998. There
There are
are now
now four
four
the establishment of
of the
the first
first Swiss
Swiss assisted
assisted suicide
suicide organisation,
organisation,Dignitas,
Dignitas,inin1998.
other self-help
self-help organisations in
in Switzerland
Switzerland as
as well,
well, each
each catering
catering to
to aa slightly
slightly different
different cohort
cohort of
of
and transparent
transparentway.
way.For
For example,
example, all
all
clients
clients.. Each
Each organisation
organisation voluntarily
voluntarily operates in a measured and
andmany
manydeclined.
declined.All
Allsuicide
suicideassistances
assistances
Dignitas assisted suicide requests
requests are
are assessed
assessed beforehand,
beforehand, and
are recorded and the
the death
death referred
referred to
to police
police to
to ensure
ensure transparent
transparentpractice.
practice.
Official
since the foundation
foundation of
of Dignitas
Dignitas and
and others,
others, that
thatwhile
while
Official government
government statistics show that since
has increased
increased (many
(many of
of which
which are
are of
of people
people from
from other
othercountries),
countries), the
therate
rate of
ofgeneral
general
assisted deaths has
over the
the same
same period
periodas
asshown
shownininFigure
Figure26.
26.
suicide has decreased over
The evidence is clear
liberal assisted dying
dying laws
laws in
ineffect
effect for
for a long time the
the
clear that
that even with more liberal
and responsible.
responsible.
application of the law is measured and
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Options for Western
Western Australia
Australia
The Western Australia legislature may choose to adopt
adopt one of
of a number
number of
of different
different approaches
approaches to
to
honouring the
the wish
wishof
of the
the great
greatmajority
majority of
of Victorians
Victorians for assisted dying
dying law
law reform.
reform. There
There are
are five
five
honouring
broad options:
options:
broad
A A restrictive approach
A.

A new statute allows
allows only
only the
the terminally
terminally ill
ill to
to potentially
potentially qualify,
qualify, via
via an
an arduous
arduousprocess,
process,for
for
self-administration only.
only.
B.
B. A conservative approach
A new statute allows those with a terminal illness or the advanced stage of a degenerative
disease causing intolerable and
and unrelievable
unrelievable suffering
suffering to
to potentially
potentiallyqualify,
qualify, via
via aa rigorous
rigorous
is incapable
incapableof
ofdoing
doingso,
so, in which case
case a
process, for
for self-administration unless the indjvjdual
individual is
doctor may directly assist but only if the
the individual is currently mentally competent to
confirm the request.
C.
C. A moderate approach
A new statute allows those with terminal illness, an advanced
advanced degenerative
degenerative disease,
disease, or
or
incurable mental
mental illness causing intolerable and
and imrelievable
unrelievable suffering
suffering to
to potentially
potentiallyqualify,
qualify,
via a rigorous process, for selfself- or
while mentally
mentally competent.
competent.
or doctor-administration
doctor-administration while

D.
D. An inclusive approach
A new statute allows those with aa terminal illness, an advanced degenerative
degenerative disease,
disease,
incurable mental illness, or old-age multiple
unrelievable
multiple morbidities causing intolerable and imrelievable
suffering to potentially qualify, via a rigorous process, for self- or doctor-administration.
Request for
for an
an assisted death in certain circumstances
circumstances may
may be
be made
made in
in advance through an
Advance Care
Care Directive.
Directive.
E.
E. A liberal
liberal approach
approach
An exception is
is added to the criminal code on assisted suicide to allow any person to assist
another to die, provided
he or
or she
she does
does so
so for purely
purely altruistic
altruistic and
and compassionate
compassionate reasons.
reasons.
provided he
and gr
grounds
Reasonable proof of the deceased's request, and
, ounds for altruism and compassion must
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the coroner.
coroner.
be provided
provided to
Overall, the extensive and professional consultation
consultation process
process conducted
conductedby
bythe
the Parliament
Parliamentof
ofVictoria
Victoria
and the
the Government
Government of
of Victoria
Victoria serve as useful models for the Western
Western Australia
Australia Parliament
Parliament to
to
consider.

Recommendation
7:
Recommendation 7:
Thal
Wes/em Australia
Aus/raha Parliament
Parhament estabk<>h
consultation on
on end-of-life
end-of-life choices
choices to
establish a public
public consultation
That the Western
explore the range of
of options and
and provisions
provisions to
to form
form the
the basis
basis of
of an assisted
assisted dyingBill,
dying Bill, to
tohave
have
Padiamentary Counsel write the Bill,
Bill, to
lo take
lake the Bill to a
Parliamentary
to introduce
introduce the Bill to Parliament
Parliament and to
nnon-party
on-party vote.
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Conclusion
Conclusion
Current
Western Australia
Australia law
law on
on end-of-life
end-of-life decision
decision making
making lags
lags significantly
significantly behind
behind the
the will
will of
of the
the
Current Western
people
this submission,
submission, clear
clear evidence
evidence has
of the extent
extent and entrenchment
entrenchment of
of
people.. In this
has been
been provided
provided of
broader Australian
Australian desire
desire for
for assisted
assisted dying
dying law
law reform.
reform .
Western
Western Australian
Australian and broader
The
incoherent in
in regard
regard to
to end
end of
of life
life choices,
choices, facilitating
facilitating some
The current
current law is incoherent
some choices
choices whose
whose purpose
purpose
is
death with
with few
few or
or no
no statutory
statutory safeguards,
safeguards, such
such as
as refusal
refusal of
of life-saving
life-saving medical
medical treatment
treatment
is to
to hasten
hasten death
and refusal
refusal of food
fluids, while prohibiting
prohibiting others
others —
- assisted
assisted dying —
- which
which are
are proposed
proposed with
with
food and fluids,
a comprehensive
suite of
of safeguards.
safeguards.
comprehensive suite
Examples
Examples of
of how
how empirical
empirical evidence
evidence isis contrary
contrary to
to 'slippery
'slippery slope'
slope' theory,
theory, and
and opponents'
opponents'
acknowledgement,
have been
been provided
acknowledgement, have
provided..
Committee to
to visit
visit jurisdictions
jurisdictions in
in which
which assisted
assisted dying
dying isis legal
legal in
in one
one form
form or
or
I encourage
encourage the Committee
another,
directly with
with doctors,
doctors, ethicists,
ethicists, legislators,
legislators, researchers
researchers and others,
others, to
to inform
inform
another, and speak directly
know many
many of
of these
these people,
people, and
would be happy to
to assist
assist with
yourselves
thoroughly. II personally
personally know
yourselves thoroughly.
and would
introductions
if
necessary.
introductions if necessary.
I urge
their Parliamentary
Parliamentary colleagues
colleagues to
to formulate
formulate an
an assisted
assisted dying
dying Bill
Bill
urge the
the Committee
Committee to work with their
-party vote.
vote.
to
for a non
to go
go before
before the
the legislature
legislature for
non-party
I would
pleased to
to appear
appear before
before the
the Committee
Committee to
to help
help inform
inform its
its deliberations
deliberations and
and to
to answer
answer any
any
would be pleased
questions
Committee members
members may
may have.
have.
questions Committee
The
find aa series
series of
of informational
informational DyingForChoice.com
DyingForChoice.com videos
videos helpful.
helpful. They
They include:
include:
The Committee
Committee may find
•
•
•
•

Palliative
care can't always
always help.
help.
Palliative care
The
fiction
of
so-called
'slippery
slopes'.
The fiction of so-called 'slippery slopes'.
Parliament
Bill has
safeguards.
Parliament Bill
has strong
strong safeguards.
An interview
interview with
with Mr
Mr Peter
Peter Short
Short and
and his
his wife
wife Elizabeth.
Elizabeth .Peter,
Peter, aa Victorian,
Victorian, made
made aa strong
strong
An
case
dying law
law reform
reform before
before dying
dying of
of oesophageal
oesophageal cancer.
cancer.
case for
for assisted
assisted dying

:///www.dvingforchoice.com
www.d vingforchoice .com //resources/videos.
resources / v ideos .
These
These videos
videos are
are available
available at
at http
http:/
Again,
for the
the opportunity
opportunity to
to contribute
contribute in
in some
some small
small way to
to this
this important
important consultation.
consultation .
Again, thank
thank you for
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Senator
GinnyBurdick
Burdick
Senator Ginny

Acting
Senate President
Acting Senate
President
Parliament
of Oregon
Oregon
Parliament of

"I
wouldjust
encourage
Victorjansto
to gfre
thjs[assisted
Jawaa
"I would
[assisted dying]
dying] law
just encourage
Victorians
give this
chance,
andto
tojust
justreassure
reassure
chance, to gjve
give jt
it overwhehnh1g
overwhelming support
support and
Victorjans
wonderful
healthcare
caresystem
systemin
jn
VictoriansespecjaJJy
especially wdh
withyour
your wonderful
health
Austra}ja,this
tllisis
jsjust
very,very
veryposjtjve
to your
healthcare
Australia,
just a very,
positive addjtjo
additionn to
your health
care
atthe
theend
endof
oflife.
Jjfe.
opfjons
options at

It is
js a compassjonate
thatwill
wjJJ help
helpaa lot
Jotof
ofpeople,
whether
It
compassionate measur
measuree that
people, whether
or
theyactually
useit.
jt. It will
wj}Jhelp
the
or not
not they
actually use
help them
them have
have peace
peace of
of mjnd
mind at
at the
end
ofthejr
end of
their Jjves
lives that
that they
they have
have control,
control, they
they have
have djgnjfJ
dignity' and
and they
they
have
therespect
ofyour
to make
thejrown
own decisions
dedsjonsabout
aboutthe
the
have the
respect of
your state
state to
make their
end
oflife."
Jjfe."
end of
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Summary of recommendations
Summary list
list of
of recommendations that have appeared
appeared throughout
throughoutthis
this submission.
submission.

Recommendation11
Recommendation
That the Committee
Commjftee and
jfs Secretariat
Secretarjat vigilantly
vjgjJantly aavoid
voM inadvertent
jnadvertent bias
foas in
jn its
jfs decision
dedsjon makh1g
that
making that
and its
may result
from
(a)
emohons
dhnh1jsJung
crifjcal
evaluafjon,
(b)
repefjfjon
gh1
jng
rise
to
emotions diminishing critical evaluation,
repetition giving rise
result
percepUons of va}jdjty
accura(y of mjsjnformafjon,
'authorjty' gjving
perceptions
validity and accuracy
misinformation, and (c) appeals to 'authority'
giving rjse
rise to
false impressions
jmpressjons of
of 'evidence'
'evidence'quality,
quajjty, and
andto
toinappropriate
jnapproprjateexclusion
exclusjonofofoptions.
opUons.

Recommendation 2
That the Western
Western Australia
A ustraha Parliament
Parliamentfamiliarise
famj/jarjse itself
jtselfwith
wjth the
the case
case for
for assisted
assjsted dying
dyjnglaw
Jawreform
reform
and the
thetragic
tragkconsequences
consequencesof
ofdenying
denyh1gWestern
WesternAustralians
A ustrahanssuch
suchaachoice
chokeinjnthe
theface
faceof
ofintolerable
intolerable
and
and unrelievable
unre}jevableend-of-life
end-of-}jfesuffering.
sufferjng.
and

Recommendation 3
That the Western
Western Australia
A ustra}ja Parliament
Par}jament familiarise
famj/jarjse jtself
extensjve evidence
evMence of
itself wjth
with the extensive
of
overwhelming
pubhc
support
for
assjsted
dyjng,
and
that
voters
are
/jkely
at aa general
assisted dying,
voters
likely to punjsh,
punish, at
OVeritthebiling public
e}ecfjon, MPs Who
who vote agajnst
Bjfj to legahse
legalise assjsted
assisted dying.
election,
against a Bill

Recommendation 4
Tha
Western A
ustra/ja Parhament
famjljarise itself
jtself with
wjth the djversjfy
Thatt the Western
Australia
Parliament familiarise
diversity of vjews
views amongst
amongst
heal thcare professjonals,
to assisted
assjsteddying
dyjngfails
faj}sto
toreflect
reflect aa majority
majorjfy
healthcare
professionals, and
and that the AMA:.,
AMA's opposjfjon
opposition to
embers' behef
by doctors if
jf legahsed.
legalised.
its own
own m
members'
belief that
that assjsted
assisted dyjng
dying should
should be provMed
provided by
of its

Recommendation
5:
Recommendation 5:
That the Western
Western Australia
A ustra}ja Parliament takes care to inform itself
itself about arguments against
assjsted
against assisted
dying
wluch
are
illegiUmate,
incoherent,
unsupported
or
indeed
contradicted
by
empirical
unsupported or indeed contradicted
dying which
illegitimate,
or amount to filibustering.
fjJjbustering.
evidence, or
Recommendation 6:
Tha
Western Australia
Australia Parliament
Parhamen t takes
takes care
care to inform itself
itself of
of and
remains vigilant
vigilant in regard
and remains
Thatt the Western
to negafjve
aboutjuri&hctions
where assisted
assisteddying
dyingisislawful,
lawful, to
lodetect
detect and
andreject
reject
negative claims made
made about
jurisdictions where
cJajms which
whkh are false or
or misleading.
mjsJeading.
claims
Recommendation
7:
Recommendation 7:
That the Western Australia
A ustra/ja Parliament establish
establit:.11 a pubhc
consultation on
on end-of-life
end-of-life choices
chojces to
public consultation
explore the range of
of options
opfjons and provisions
to
form
the
basis
of
an
assisted
dyjng
BjJJ,
to have
provisions to form
of
dying Bill, to
wrjte the Bill,
Bill, to introduce the Bill to Parliament
Parhament and
and to
to take
take the Bill to a
Parliamentary Counsel write
non-party
vote.
non-party vote.
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